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Abstract:

The studies of multiphonon excitations in nuclei are reviewed both from the theoretical
and experimental points of view. The presence of giant resonances in nuclei is described
in the framework of macroscopic and microscopic models and the relative merits of dif-
ferent probes to excite such states are illustrated. The existence of giant resonances
built on excited states is stressed. In this context, multiphonon states, i.e. a giant res-
onance built on top of other giant resonances, are expected. An exhaustive description
of the theoretical estimates of the properties of the multiphonon states is presented.
The theory predicts that such multiple collective excitations should closely follow a
harmonic pattern. Several paths can be followed to obtain experimental evidence for
multiphonon states: charge exchange reactions, inelastic Coulomb and inelastic nu-
clear excitations. Calculations for these different excitation mechanisms are presented.
Recent experimental results on the double giant dipole resonance using the (ir+,ir~)
double charge exchange reaction are shown. Coulomb excitation by relativistic heavy
ions is presented as another promising approach to the study of the double dipole.
The status of the search for isoscalar multiphonon excitations by means of the strong
nuclear potential produced by heavy ions is presented. Conclusions are drawn and new
prospects are discussed.

* On leave from Division de Physique Theorique, Institut de Physique Nucleaire,
F-91406 Orsay Cedex, France.



"La question n'attend elle la reponte
Que pour renaitre d'elle mime?"

Edmond JABES
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1 Introduction
Collective behavior is a generic property of macroscopic systems. In quantum me-
chanics, such collective motions are associated with boson degrees of freedom. At
first glance, this may seem surprising, particularly when considering excitations
of macroscopic systems formed with fermions. However, zero-sound phonons in
helium-3 fluids or plasmons of the electrons gas in metals have been observed
and act as bosons. From the microscopic point of view, these bosons can be un-
derstood as being built from fermion pairs which carry boson quantum numbers.
An important question is to understand the transition from few-body microscopic
physics and the many-body macroscopic world. Therefore, it is necessary to study
the collective excitation of small (microscopic) systems.

The behaviour of such small fermionic systems is expected to deviate from
the behaviour of bosons, in particular, because the Pauli exclusion principle im-
poses constraints which cannot be accounted for in a boson representation. Some
collective motions have been observed in microscopic systems such as the sur-
face plasmons in metallic clusters which have been interpreted as the collective
motion of the electrons against the ions. However, the best example is given
by the nucleus, which exhibits a large variety of collective modes understood
in terms of boson degrees of freedom (phonons). This is the case for the giant
dipole resonance, a collective motion of the protons against the neutrons which
is akin to the plasmons in metals, or of the monopole vibration, a compression
mode analogous to the zero-sound in Fermi liquids, or of the giant quadrupole
resonance, a surface vibration which resembles the wave at the interface of two
liquids. These giant resonances are understood as the first oscillator quanta of
the collective vibrations.

Until recently the second and higher quanta (multiphonons) remained unob-
served. Of course, some low lying vibrational bands have been known for a long
time and have been extensively studied but no vibrational spectra have been ob-
served based on giant resonances, even though they have been recognized to be
the most important vibrational modes of the nucleus. Therefore, the observation
of multiple excitations of giant resonances was an important missing piece in the
puzzle of collective excitations. In fact, the non-existence of multiple excitations
would have undermined our whole understanding of giant resonances.

Fortunately, due to the implementation of novel experimental technique and
apparatus and to the availability of new facilities, these nuclear multiphonons
have been recently observed. This result is of paramount importance since it
justifies the foundation of our understanding of collective behaviour in terms of
boson degrees of freedom. Moreover, these studies show that giant resonances
are associated with highly-harmonic motions. This observation provides unique
information about the weakness of the interaction between phonons and of the
effects of the Pauli exclusion principle.

This demonstration of the veracity of the concept of non-interacting phonons
is essential for the justification of many models related to large-amplitude motion.
Of particular interest are the descriptions of heavy ion reactions such as the



Copenhagen model in which multiphonon excitations are considered to be the
doorway states towards energy dissipation.

In this report, we give an exhaustive review of the experimental observa-
tions and of the theoretical understanding of multiphonon states built with giant
resonances.1 We show that & consistent picture of a harmonic motion can be
drawn from both the experimental and theoretical studies. In particular, as far
as the experiments are concerned, the existence of two-phonon states has been
clearly established for both the giant dipole and quadrupole resonances. The
characteristics of these states, their excitation energy and width, are in perfect
agreement with the predictions of independent-phonon models developed in the
eighties

This report is organized as follows. In the next section, section 2, we review
some basic properties of giant resonances. A discussion of the various theoreti-
cal descriptions of giant resonances and multiphonon states is given in section 3.
This section contains classical macroscopic descriptions based on hydrodynami-
cal models as well as quantum microscopic approaches using either the concepts
of the mean-field or the technique of boson mapping. It should be noticed that
this chapter is only devoted to the description of multiphonon properties such as
non-linearities, anharmonicities, energies and widths. The discussion of the es-
timates of the various cross-sections associated with specific excitation processes
can be found in chapter 4 together with the experimental data. This chapter
reviews the various observations of multiphonon states. We first present the mul-
tiphonon excitation of the isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance observed in heavy
ion reactions at intermediate- energy which was historically the first to be stud-
ied. Then, we discuss the Coulomb excitation of multiple giant dipole resonance
(GDR) states in relativistic heavy-ion reactions and finally, we present results
from the pion double-charge exchange reactions which give access to members of
the double-GDR multiplets. Conclusions are drawn in chapter 5.

1In this article we do not discuss low-lying vibrational bands which are well-known and quite
well-understood and which do not have the universal character of giant-resonance multiphonons



2 Giant Resonances

2.1 Introduction

Multiphonon states are interpreted as a giant resonance built on the top of other
giant resonances. Therefore, their properties are strongly connected to those
of their building blocks, the giant resonances. Before proceeding to a detailed
study of multiphonon states, it is necessary to briefly review a few basic concepts
concerning giant resonances. The subject of giant resonance excitations in nuclei
has been treated extensively in many review articles (see for example [Be75a,
Sp81, Be76a, Wo87]) to which one can refer for a more complete and exhaustive
information.

In 1947, Baldwin and Klaiber [Ba47] carried out photon-induced reactions
and observed that at high excitation energies of about 15 to 20 MeV, the nucleus
acts as a strong absorber of the incident photons (see Fig. 2.1). This phenomenon
was named the nuclear giant resonance and was interpreted by Goldhaber and
Teller[Go48] as the excitation of a collective nuclear vibration in which all the
protons in the nucleus move collectively against all the neutrons pio\ <ding a sep-
aration between the centers of mass and charge, thus creating a dipole moment.
The giant dipole resonance (GDR) was found to exist in all studied nuclei.

The term of giant resonance was identified for a long time with this collec-
tive E I transition. Only 30 years later, when new resonances were experimen-
tally discovered, this term was extended to other multipole nuclear resonances of
collective character whose existence was predicted theoretically both in hydrody-
namical and in microscopic models. The reason for such a long delay between the
two discoveries is that photonuclear reactions correspond to the long wavelength
limit in which high multipolarity transitions are strongly suppressed. To observe
high multipolarities requires large values of the momentum transfer q which can
be supplied only in electron or hadron scattering. In addition, monopole tran-
sitions cannot be excited in photonuclear reactions at all, due to the transverse
nature of real photons. This stresses the importance of using complementary
probes to study giant resonances. It has been shown that giant resonances may
be excited in a large variety of nuclear reactions and thus been investigated from
many different viewpoints. Combining all these approaches has allowed to obtain
a very detailed description of these collective excitations of nuclei.

In this chapter, the main properties of the best known electric giant resonances
will be summarized.

2.2 Electric Giant Resonances

Giant resonances are considered as highly collective nuclear excitations in which
an appreciable fraction of the nucleons of a nucleus move together. Indeed, the
motion is so collective that it is appropriate to think of these modes of exci-
tation in hydrodynamical terms as the oscillation of a liquid drop. To explain





the observation of the GDR, different models were proposed. In the Steinwedel
and Jensen model[St50], the total nucleus density is incompressible but the neu-
tron and proton densities vary independently. In that case, the restoring force
is proportional to the volume energy coefficient of the Bethe and Weiszacker for-
mula. This model gives the energy of the vibration proportional to A"1/3. In the
Goldhaber and Teller model[Go48], the GDR is considered as an oscillation of a
non-deformed neutron sphere against a proton one. In that case, the restoring
force is proportional to the surface energy and the excitation energy of the GDR
vary as A"1/6.

In these simple phenomenological liquid drop models, it is already clear that
various other resonances should exist. In particular, the surface of the liquid drop
can be deformed following different multipolarities giving rise to the so-called
surface oscillations. This generalized Goldhaber-Teller model [Go48] provides a
straightforward classification of all collective resonances of different multipolari-
ties. In particular, the isospin character of a transition with a given multipolarity
L is shown to be isovector AT = 1 or isoscalar AT = 0. Isoscalar transitions
correspond to collective nuclear vibrations in which protons and neutrons vibrate
in phase and isovector transitions correspond to their vibrations out of phase.

Microscopically, giant resonances are described as a coherent superposition
of 1 particle - 1 hole (lp - Ih) excitations. In a schematic model, the residual
particle-hole interaction gives rise to the formation of one strongly collective state
which is a coherent superposition of all possible Ip - Ih transitions. Since the
residual interaction is attractive for isoscalar and repulsive for isovector states,
the corresponding collective states will be shifted up and down with respect to
their unperturbed energy which is a multiple of the energy difference between
two major shell, hw fa -ll-A"1/3 MeV. One obtain immediately the correct A
dependence of the centroid energy. For example, the energy of the GDR which
is built with Iftw particle-hole transition, is shifted up to its observed value of
~ 2hu in intermediate and heavy nuclei (EGDR « 80.A~1/3 MeV). The giant
electric quadrupole resonance (GQR) consists of an isoscalar component with
a resonance energy E ^ R « 65y?.~1/3MeV and an isovector one with an energy
EGQR * 130A-1/3 MeV.

Experimentally, the GDR is well established as a general feature of all nuclei.
It has been observed in nuclei as light as 3He and as heavy as 232Th. Nearly all
the systematic information comes from photoabsorption experiments because of
the high selectivity of this reaction to E\ transitions. An example of spectra from
photonuclear reactions on three different targets is shown in Fig.2.1. However,
complementary information has been obtained more recently in electron, proton
or heavy ion inelastic scattering associated with coincidence measurements.

In spherical nuclei, the cross section aab, of photoabsorption can be approxi-
mated by a Lorentzian distribution

- -EcDft)2 '

where <TR is the maximum of the distribution, EGDR and TGDR the energy and
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width of the GDR. In nuclei with a large static deformation the GDR splits into
two components corresponding to oscillations along and perpendicular to the sym-
metry axis (see Fig.2.2). In that case, the GDR cross section is well reproduced
by the sum of two Lorentzian components. Both for spherical and deformed nu-
clei, the Lorentzian parametrisation provides a good description of the shape of
the GDR in medium and heavy nuclei by treating the resonance energy, width
and strength as energy independent empirically adjustable parameters.

Using this method, it has been shown that the A dependence of the excita-
tion energy of the dipole is intermediate between A"1/6 and A"1/3 and can be
reproduced by a two parameter expression [Be75a]: (see Fig.2.3).

EGDR = 31.2A-1/3 + 20.6A'1/6 (MeV) (2.2)

However, as far as medium and heavy nuclei are concerned, the energy of the
GDR can be fairly reproduced by the simple law, EGDR « SO-A"1/3 (MeV).

The observed width TGDR of the resonance, varies from 4 to 8 MeV with
the narrowest width found in magic nuclei (see Fig.2.3). As giant resonances
are excited at energies ->bove the particle emission threshold, their total width is,
apart from the effects of the possible deformation, a sum of three terms the escape
width FT, the Landau damping AF, and the spreading width F^. The escape
width FT is due to the coupling of the Ip-lh state to the continuum which gives
rise to the direct decay of a particle into hole states of the residual nucleus and
can provide an experimental probe into the microscopic description of the giant
resonances. It is the dominant contribution for light nuclei. The Landau damping
AF results from the fragmentation of the p-h strength due to shell structure effects
and is also mainly apparent in light nuclei. The spreading width F* arises from
the coupling of the Ip-lh doorway states to nuclear compound states, eventually,
leading to the emission of low energy particles. With increasing mass number,
the decay proceeds mainly via mixing with more complicated states, so, for heavy
nuclei, the total width is dominated by the spreading width.

The collectivity of the excitation which is related to the number of participat-
ing nucleons, can be measured by the fraction of the energy weighted sum rule
(EWSR) exhausted. For example, the dipole strength integrated up to E7=30
MeV can be expressed in terms of Thomas Reiche-Kuhn sum rule[Le50]:

NZ , , ¥ , . , ...
m, = -- — ~ 60— —MeV.mb (2.3)

me A A

where N and Z are the neutron and proton number of the nucleus respectively,
A=N+Z and m is the nucleon mass. This fraction of the EWSR observed in the
various nuclei is shown in figure 2.3.

Only in 1972 was the giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) observed for the first
time. Today, the properties of the isoscalar GQR are well understood from a large
number of different experiments using hadron and electron beams (see for example
[Be76a, Wo87]). The various data reported in Fig.2.4 coming from proton, a or
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of the GDR with Deformation
Total photo neutron cross section for Sm isotopes showing the evolution of the giant
dipole resonance in going from the spherical nucleus 1485m to the deformed nucleus
1545m(see ref[Ma84])
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electron inelastic scattering experiments show that the results obtained using
different probes are in good agreement with each other.

For nuclei with A> 40 , 50-100% of the E2 EWSR has been localized in a
peak at about 65J4~1/3MeV. Its width varies from 6 to 2.5 MeV for nuclei from
Ca to Pb. For lighter nuclei, the isoscalar GQR is highly fragmented. For the
isovector giant quadrupole experimental evidence is still very scarce.

The existence of the electric isoscalar giant monopole resonance (GMR) in
medium and heavy nuclei was first established in 1977[Ma76, Ha77, Yo77). The
giant monopole resonance GMR is the L=0 mode and is the only volume os-
cillation which has been isolated. The frequency of this mode is directly re-
lated to the compressibility of the nucleus and the determination of its energy is
the most direct way to access to the incompressibility modulus of nuclear mat-
ter. A large amount of data has been obtained from (a, a') and (3He,3Hef)
reactions[Wo87, Bu84], The study of the GMR located at nearly 80.A~1/3 MeV
which is mixed with other resonances such as the GDR and the ISGQR, required
particularly selective measurements. In particular, the contribution of the GDR
is strongly inhibited in inelastic scattering of weakly-charged isoscalar projectiles
such as a particles. Furthermore, as the GMR is strongly excited in forward angle
scattering, 0° measurements allow to disentangle the GMR from the other contri-
butions (see Fig.2.5). Coincidence experiments have complemented successfully
our knowledge of this resonance[Br83, Wo87]

The isovector monopole resonance has been observed mainly via (;r~,;r0) re-
actions which are well-adapted to excite isovector giant resonances, but their
identification in (ir+,7r°) reaction remains much more difficult. Data are avail-
able now on several nuclei[Ba83, Bo84](see Fig.2.6). Complementary studies are
now in progress using heavy-ion charge exchange reactions.

A reliable and systematic extraction of the characteristics of giant resonances
of high multipolarity turns out to be difficult for many reasons. As these res-
onances are expected to be at higher excitation energy and with a large width
which increases with excitation energy, their localization may become somewhat
speculative. Furthermore, recent RPA calculations[Lh93] have shown that the
strength of high multipolarity giant resonances is spread out and that the amount
of collective strength clearly decreases for increasing multipolarities.

2.3 Giant Resonances Built on Excited States

In 1955, D. Brink proposed, that giant resonances can be built on all nuclear states
and that its properties should not depend strongly on the details of the nuclear
state. These giant resonances will have the same characteristics as the giant
resonance built on the ground state but their energy will be shifted according to
the energy of the state on which they are built. This statement is known as the
Brink-Axel hypothesis[Br62].

The first observation of a giant resonance built on excited states is reported in
the proton capture (p/y) experiment on nB performed in 1964 where the GDR

12
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Figure 2.4: Properties of the GQR
Systematics for the excitation energy Ex, width I and fraction of the EI energy
weighted sum rule strength of the isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance presented as a
function of the nucleus mass (see ref.[Be80]).
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Figure 2.5: Excitation of the GMR and GQR
Inclusive a spectra for 208Pb at Ea — 120 MeV for three different angular range (a,b,c),
d) Difference between b and c (for more details see ref[Br83, Wo87]). Since the GMR
cross-section is peaked at 0° while the GQR has a rather flat angular distribution, the
difference spectrum d) contains mainly the GMR excitations whereas the large angle
spectrum c is dominated by the GQR.
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Figure 2.6: GDR and IVGMR in Charge Exchange Reactions
Doubly differential cross section for the 607Vt(7i-,ir°) reaction at E~ = 165 MeV.(see
ref.[Bo84]). The dashed line shows the continuum and the dotted lines the IVGMR
(left peak) and the GDR (right peak)
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built on the first 2+ state was observed[Ko79].
Since this pioneering work, many experiments have shown that the GDR

persists as a collective motion under extreme conditions of excitation energies
and angular momentum. We refer the reader to very complete reviews on the
subject (see for example [Sn86, Ga88, Ga92]). In the following, we will just
mention the main features of these observations.

Since 1980, medium energy (20-80 MeV) (p/y) experiments in light nuclei (12
< A< 40) have provided new information on the properties of the GDR built on a
variety of different states within the same nucleus. These studies demonstrate the
existence of 7-decays populating excited final states. The 7-strength function for
each excited state can be determine by varying the proton energy giving access
to the characteristics of the GDR built on specific states.

The proton capture reaction on 27Al provides a good example of a reac-
tion where the giant dipole resonance built on well separate excited states was
observed[Do83]. Figure 2.7 shows a -y-ray spectrum from this reaction measured
at 22 MeV. In this spectrum, superimposed on a large bump, one can see many
peaks that correspond to known Ip-lh states. These final states are in close
correspondence with the states excited in stripping reactions, such as (3He,d),
and a simple proportionality of the strength of the observed resonances to the
spectroscopic factors of the populated final states ( see ref[Do83]) is observed.
Thus, the (7,7) reactions appear to be a good tool for studying single proton
strength in light nuclei.

A cross section for the excitation of every final state can be obtained from the
lineshape decomposition of the 7-ray spectrum (see Fig. 2.7). Performing this
analysis for different incident proton energies yield an excitation function for all
the final states. This excitation function for various final states is displayed in Fig.
2.8 as a function of the emitted-7 energy, E-,, i.e. the proton-capture excitation
energy minus the excitation energy of the final state. In this Fig. 2.8, resonances
are observed all peaked at E-, fa 20 MeV which correspond to the energy of the
GDR built on the ground state. These results clearly show that these resonances
are due to giant dipole excitations built with various states as expected from the
Brink-Axel hypothesis. However, the width of these resonances (see Fig. 2.8 )
strongly increases with the increasing excitation energy of the excited states.

Studies at higher bombarding energies on the same nucleus have been per-
formed and show that, when the incident energy is high enough, the spectrum
of single particle strength in the final nucleus is washed out, leaving only an en-
hancement peaked at the 7 energy expected for the GDR. This transition can be
interpreted as the transition from the excitation of a giant resonance built on well
defined single particle states toward the excitation of a giant resonance built on
a compound nucleus. Indeed, at high excitation energy the single particle states
form a dense continuum strongly coupled to more complex states. Therefore,
they can be identified with compound nucleus states.

These collectives modes of a compound nucleus can also be studied by mea-
suring the 7 decay from a hot equilibrated system formed in heavy ion collisions.
The presence of GDR excitations in these systems is now clearly demonstrated
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Figure 2.9: GDR Excitation in Hot Nuclei.
7-ray spectra from the decay of compound nuclei formed in fusion reactions using an
40Ar beam at an energy of 170 MeV (see ref.[Ne83]). The observed shoulder can be
associated with the statistical excitation of a GDR in the compound system.
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from a variety of recent experiments. This was first observed in the 7-ray spec-
tra from the statistical decay of compound nuclei formed in 40Ar induced fusion
reactions at 170 MeV[Ne83]. In Fig. 2.9, the 7-ray spectrum obtained in such
reactions shows an enhancement for a value E^ corresponding to the average
energy of the GDR. Indeed, the fact that the GDR is observed in the decay of
compound nuclei can be understood as the reverse process of the statistical decay
of a GDR built on excited states. As a matter of fact, the existence of such a cou-
pling between the resonance and the compound nucleus states allows to consider
that the phonon gas is in thermal equilibrium with the nucleus and the observed
photons are the signature of the presence of these phonon excitations.

The main features of the GDR decay which emerge from the available data
can be summarized as follow [Sn86, Ga92].

At low temperature (T < 2-3 MeV), the statistical description of the GDR
decay gives a good account of the measured spectra. The GDR strength and
mean energy of the resonance follow the ground state GDR systematics over a
wide range of masses. The extracted E\ strength is in general in good agreement
with the energy weighted sum rule suggesting that the high collectivity of the
vibration is not affected by the temperature. The width and shape of the GDR is
sensitive to the shape deformation and fluctuation of the excited nucleus. This,
in general, results in a broadening of the observed resonance. The coupling of
the GDR to the quadrupole shape degrees of freedom is important and allows
to study nuclear structure effects as a function of temperature. In particular,
the importance of the nuclear shell structures appears to diminish strongly for
temperature about 1.5 MeV as shown in studies of the nuclear shapes as a function
of temperature and spin. At higher temperature (T > 3 MeV), the position
and the strength of the GDR remain constant at its ground state values but
contradictory results on the width of the GDR have been published. However,
some observations indicate that the width does not increase as fast as in the lower
excitation energy domain because of the saturation of the spin transferred during
the fusion process. At T > 5-6 MeV, experimental results are more fragmentary
but have yielded indications for a saturation of the 7-multiplicity in the GDR
region. The interesting new physics lies in the way in which the properties of
the GDR are modified in very highly excited nuclei. This may provide new
insight into the mechanisms of thermal equilibration and into the properties of
hot nuclear matter.

In all these experiments, because real photons are observed, Ej transition
dominates. Relatively little is known about giant resonances of other multipo-
larity built on excited states. In particular, it would be extremely interesting to
investigate properties of the giant monopole resonance in a hot nucleus and to
obtain informations about the compressibility of nuclear matter at high temper-
ature as this quantity is a key ingredient of the equation of stats of the nuclear
matter. This equation governs the behavior of hot nuclear system and is of great
interest, for astrophysics as well as for nuclear physics. Recent experiments on
the dilepton decay of the giant monopole resonance are in progress[Bu84] but no
results are available today.
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2.4 Conclusion
It is now well established that giant resonance are a general property of nuclei
and that they can be excited both built on the ground state and on excited states.

The giant dipole, monopole and quadrupole giant resonances have been ob-
served in many cold nuclei, exhausting a large fraction of the sum rule. These
resonances are associated with the most collective motions of the nucleus. This
is not the case for other giant resonances of higher multipolarities which are ex-
pected to be located at high excitation energy and to have large widths which
hidden their experimental localization. Furthermore, the collectivity of the giant
resonances is expected to decrease for high multipolarities.

The bulk of data available suggests a strong stability of the basic properties
of the GDR built upon excited states. These results confirm the Brink-Axel
expectation that collective states can be built upon any excited state.

All these features plead in favor of the existence of multiphonon states which
are nothing but a giant resonance built on top of other giant resonances. One
expects these multiphonon excitations to be, similarly to the previously discussed
giant resonances, a general property of nuclei and to evolve with mass number
following the same laws ruling the behaviour of giant resonances. In a harmonic
picture, the excitation energy of a n-phonon state should be equal to the sum
of the excitation energy of its building blocks, the giant resonances. Thus, mul-
tiphonon states are expected at high excitation energy and their width will be
the factor governing the ability to observe them in a region where the various
strengths and different processes result in a broad continuum.

Before discussing the experimental attempts to observe multiphonon states,
the theoretical predictions for these states will be presented.
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3 Theoretical Descriptions of One- and Multiple-
Phonon States

Soon after their discovery, giant resonances have been interpreted as macroscopic
excitations in which many nucleons are participating[Go48, St50, Sp91].

In these approaches giant resonances are interpreted as collective vibrations
of different fluids. For example, the electric monopole vibration is interpreted as
a compression of the whole nucleus while the electric giant dipole is seen as a
vibration of the proton fluid against the neutrons (see Fig. 3.1).

In this article we will not give an exhaustive description of all the different
models which have been proposed to describe giant resonances because they can
be found in many review articles and books (see for example [Sp91] and ref.
therein). We will rather focus on the models or approximations which have
been used to compute the multiple excitation properties. In particular, we will
concentrate on the surface vibration model which quantizes the deformation of
the shape of a liquid drop[6o75, Br81]. As an example the giant quadrupole
resonance is represented on figure 3.1. These models based on hydrodynamics
must be considered with some caution because the hydrodynamical picture is
not valid when the nucleon mean free path is longer than the nucleus radius.
This is in particular the case at zero and moderate temperatures because most
of the collisions axe Pauli blocked. This fact justifies the description of the giant
resonances in the framework of the independent quasi-particle picture. These
microscopic theories have predicted many properties of collective states [Sp91,
Ri81]. We will review them with a particular emphasis on the different extensions
which describe multiple excitations.

In this chapter we will review the different theoretical models giving access to
the properties of multiphonons. For pedagogical reasons the different approaches
are presented in a brief but self-contained manner so that the understanding of
the methods and results does not require specific knowledge. However, in order
to help the reader during the first reading of this chapter the more technical part
have been written using a slanted font, this method making further reading easier
than the systematic use of appendices.

In the first section, 3.1, the hydrodynamical approaches is illustrated by the
models describing the vibrations of the nucleus surface. In these descriptions gi-
ant resonances are associated with harmonic oscillators introducing the concept
of phonons. After a critical discussion of hydrodynamical models and their ex-
tensions we conclude about the necessity to introduce microscopic descriptions
of giant resonances. A simple example presented in section 3.2 introduces the
concepts underlying microscopic approaches. The different theories based on
mean-field approximation are gathered in section 3.3. All the presented results
consistently converge towards the picture of nearly harmonic vibrators A deeper
insight into the properties of multiphonon excitations is obtained in section 3.4
using boson mapping methods. Finally, all the consistent theoretical predictions
allows to discuss the width of multiphonon states (see section 3.5).
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Monopole Dspole Quadrupole

Figure 3.1: Schematic Representation of Various Giant Resonances
Few giant resonances are illustrated within the liquid drop model: left, the breathing
mode, i.e. the isoscalar giant monopole resonance, the oscillation of protons against
neutrons; middle, the isovector giant dipole resonance; right, a surface vibration, the
isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance.
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3.1 Macroscopic Models of Surface Vibrations
The macroscopic models are based on the liquid drop model [Ch76, Sp91, Bo75,
Ri81, Bo37, Me39, Bo39, St50, Ra77]. We will use the surface vibration model as
an example [Bo75, Br81]. This approach has been used to build a model for the
multiple excitation of resonances in heavy ion reactions [BrSl]. This application
will be described in section 4

Let us consider a spherical incompressible liquid drop. The excitation of the
shape can be described by expanding the surface coordinate on the spherical
harmonic basis

(3.1)
V /

We will show in this section that the motion of the collective deformation param-
eters Q^ can be associated with a harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian (3.10).2 This I
justifies the introduction of the concept of vibrations and phonons (see Fig. 3.2).
We will describe how this model can be used in a phenomenological manner (see
section 3.1.4) and we will discuss hew it is possible to go beyond the harm ., me
picture (see section 3.1.5). In particular, we will introduce the so-called nuclear
field theory (see Fig. 3.3) which is a powerful tool to study phonon properties
such as anharmonicities (see Fig. 3.3).

3.1.1 Potential Energy of a Deformed Liquid Drop

In the surface oscillation model, the restoring force arises from two opposite
effects: the surface tension which favours the spherical configuration, and the
Coulomb force which tends to deform the nucleus. The increase of surface energy
is proportional to the increase of the surface AE$ = crA5 where a is the surface
tension parameter. The increase of the surface due to the deformation Q can
easily be obtained at the first order in Q [Bo75]:

(3.2)
^

As far as the Coulomb energy is concerned, one can use the definition:

(3.3)

where V(r) is the Coulomb potential created by the proton density />p(r) =
po €)(r — R(9,(f>)). It is easy to demonstrate that, to the lowesi order in Q,
the variation of the Coulomb energy is given by :

2 Except for Q0o which is constrained by the volume conservation and Qip which corrects
for the center of mass motion.
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Therefore, the total energy variation can be approximated by a harmonic
potential V:

2 r^
Afi

3.1.2 Kinetic Energy

In order to get a complete description of this excitation, one still needs to derive
the mass parameter associated with the surface motion. This parameter depends
on the flow associated with this motion. If an irrotational flow is assumed, a
simple expression of the mass of the collective motion can be derived. Indeed,
one can introduce a velocity potential x

v = - V X (3.6)

which fulfills the condition A X = 0 when the fluid is incompressible. Using t ie
boundary condition at the surface which, for small values ofQ, reads vr(Ro) = R
one gets

AH

In this case, the total kinetic energy becomes

(3.8)
An

where the parameter
MA = (3/4»)Jlf AHg/A (3.9)

can be interpreted as the mass of the vibration.

3.1.3 Quantization of the vibrations

The total hamiltonian

* = £ l ^ l ' +
A/i

in which P\^ = M^Q\^ is the momentum conjugated of the coordinate Q\^ can
now be quantized as a harmonic oscillator with the frequency:

Therefore, the excitation spectrum exhibits single and multiple phonon excita-
tions as shown in figure 3.2. The hamiltonian (3.10) gives a good framework to
describe giant resonances. However, the liquid drop parameters for the potential
energy do not always give the correct energy for the resonance. For example,
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Figure 3.2: Potential and Phonon States
Schematic representation of a harmonic oscillator potential (solid line) and of an an-
harmonic potential (dashed line). The corresponding energy levels are drawn (thin
lines) and the wave functions of the first excited states are represented in the case of a
harmonic motion, (extracted from ref. [Ch86a]).
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for the quadmpole resonance, one gets w « Z8A~l'2MeV which is far from the
experimental value E « 61A~l/3MeV.

The reason why the liquid-drop picture fails to reproduce some giant res-
onances is due to the fact that the motions described by the hydrodynamical
model must be slow in comparison with the characteristic equilibration time. In-
deed, we suppose that all the internal degrees of freedom are equilibrated when we
assume that only the surface modification is contributing to the energy increase
(adiabatic approximation). However, the equilibration time can be computed by
investigating the time between two collisions undergone by one nucleon. At low
excitation energy, this time is very long because many collisions are blocked by
the Pauli exclusion principle. If the mean free path of the nurleon is found to be
larger than the nuclear size, the equilibration time is greater than 10~22s, There-
fore fluid dynamics can be applied only to slow processes(slower than 10~22s),
such as fission, but not to giant resonances which have a period of oscillation of
the order 10~22s.

The correct picture is to assume that the nucleons do not have the time
to readjust their distribution to the variations of the mean-field (diabatic ap-
proximation) and that they still move on the same orbital (see chapter on TDHF
approximation). Therefore, not only is the surface deformed but rather the whole
nucleus is out of equilibrium. In this case the restoring force becomes a volume
force generating the correct A1/3 behaviour.

In conclusion, the liquid drop model helps in understanding the vibrational
nature of giant resonance but cannot be used to quantitatively derive their prop-
erties. Therefore, this model must be considered as phenomenoiogical, the pa-
rameters K and M being derived from experiment [BrSlj.

3.1.4 Phenomenoiogical approach

In the phenomenoiogical approach the mass M and the restoring force K are
considered as free parameters which are fitted in order to reproduce the resonance
frequency and the electric multiple moments B(E\^). Indeed, the transition
between the ground state |0 > and the first phonon state |!A > is related to
the amplitude of the vibration. In particular, assuming a sharp uniform charge
distribution one gets [BrSlj:

2 = (3.12)

where M. are the electric multiple moments (M\ = erxY\$). The actual strength
associated with a given mode can be measured experimentally through inelastic
collisions.

The B(E\) value together with the excitation energy w uniquely define the
two parameters K and M of the vibration.
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3.1.5 Properties of the phonons

In this surface vibration model, the properties of the phonons such as the anhar-
monicities can only be derived from phenomenological analyses of experimental
observations [Bo75]. These methods were widely used for the study of low-lying
states such as the low frequency quadrupole mode. Indeed, it was shown that
low-lying quadrupole states are the basis of a vibrational band with a large an-
harmonicity [Go59, Bo75, Bo65].

These discoveries stimulated many theoretical efforts. Some of these studies
were simply based on a phenomeru jgical expression for the Hamiltonian describ-
ing the interaction between phonons [Br65, Bo75]. Others were based on a general
expansion of the deformation potential (3.5) and of the kinetic energy (3.8) in
terms of the deformation parameters Q and velocities Q [Be61, Ke62, Be62, Ch64].
However, none of these developments have been applied to multiple excitation of
giant resonances because of the lack of experimental data to fit the phenomeno-
logical parameters of the models.

To avoid this difficulty, an alternative avenue is to consider the particle-
vibration coupling model. This model can be either derived phenomenologically
from, for example, the excitation of phonons in the one particle transfer reac-
tions [Bo75] or, microscopically, from the quasi-particle content of the phonons
(see section 3.3.2). Since this model opens the possibility of predicting prop-
erties of multiple phonon states built with giant resonances, we will discuss it in
some detail3.

The basic idea is that the leading order of the particle-vibration coupling
is identical to the excitation of a phonon during the scattering of a particle.
Therefore, the coupling interaction can be written as

= F.Q = £ F,(r) £ 1^0^ (3.13)

where Q is the deformation operator and F is a one-body operator. The operator
F can either be obtained phenomenologically or can be derived from the micro-
scopic models (see section 3.3.2). Considering the fact that Q is quantized as a
harmonic oscillator _

/ /.i

(3.14)

and
\,.,M

(3.15)

where O^ and O are creation and annihilation operators for phonons and that
any one body operator can be expressed as

17 \ ~* E1 -,t., /O 1C\

* = 2^ fija.jOi (3.16)

3Some preliminary results obtained within the nuclear field theory are contained in ref.
[Ce89] but no extensive study of the multiple giant resonance excitations have been yet
published.
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where a* (resp. a*) creates (resp. annihilates) a particle in the orbital i. The
first older matrix elements the Hamiltonian Hcoupi can be graphically represented
as in fig. 3.3. Higher order terms require computing variety of interactions. For
example, the coupling between one- and two-phonon states can be estimated
computing the three diagrams shown in fig. 3.4 and the additional diagrams ob-
tained by interchanging the direction of the particle arrow (in fact, interchanging
particles and holes) and the two final phonons.

The four-phonon interaction needs the estimation of more diagrams which are
obtained by attaching the four phonon lines to the four possible fermion vertices
shown in fig. 3.5 and by inverting the direction of the fermion line.

By generalizing this approach it is, in principle, possible to compute all ma-
trix elements between multiphonon states and to infer properties such as anhar-
monicities or mixing between one and two phonon states. However, it should
be noticed that, contrary to the microscopic descriptions of multiphonon excita-
tions, this approach ignores the effects due to the Pauli principle because it does
not consider the microscopic structure of the phonons in terms of quasi-particle
excitations. As we will discuss in the next sections, the Pauli blocking is an
important effect which may lead to a major limitation of the present method.

3.1.6 Conclusion

The macroscopic model is a useful phenomenological approach which provides
a simple representation of the collective excitations of the nucleus. The present
concepts are the basis of the microscopic approaches presented in the following
section. However, the macroscopic model must be considered with some caution
because it basically ignores the microscopic content of these collective excita-
tions. In particular, quantum effects such as the Pauli exclusion principle cannot
be easily taken into account. In the same manner, this model provides only a
rough estimate of the transition densities associated with these collective modes.
This may be an important drawback of the method as shown in chapter 4 when
macroscopic and microscopic form factors will be compared. In conclusion, a
quantum microscopic description of multiphonons is called for.
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<jV|H|i> = hUV

<j-1Vi|H|0> = -hijV

Figure 3.3: Graphic Representation of the Coupling Hamiltonian.
In this figure the straight lines represent particle states noted i or j , (lines going upward)
or hole states, noted i~l or j ~ l , (lines going downward). The wavy lines symbolize
phonon excitations labelled by v. The different point represents verteces associated
with a given matrix element.
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<vfv"|H|v>

Figure 3.4: Interactons between one and two Phonons.
Different graphs contributing to the coupling between one- and two-phonon states.
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.1*

<vV"|H|w'>

Figure 3.5: Two-Phonon Interactons.
Different graphs containing four phonons in interaction, two in the intial state and two
in the final state.
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3.2 Microscopic Descriptions: a Simple Example
To get a deeper insight into the structure of giant resonances and to be able to
make predictions about their properties, one clearly needs a description of these
collective states in terms of the underlying fermionic degrees of freedom. This
is a general problem in physics and the elementary modes may be discussed in
terms of the Landau theory of Fermi liquids [La41, Pi66, Mi67] in analogy with
the problem of the electron gas in metals (or in metallic clusters) or of liquid 3He.
At the leading order the description of giant resonances is based on the mean-field
approach. We discussed in the previous section that this can be a good starting
point because the frequency of the vibration is so high that the nucleons have no
time to readjust themselves during one oscillation. In the next section, 3.3, we
will discuss the different theoretical methods based on the mean-field concept. In
this context, the collective states will be considered as a collection of elementary
particle-hole excitations. In the last section, 3.4, we will discuss an alternative
description using the concept of boson mapping. In these approaches, fermion
pairs are treated as bosons and collective states are nothing but a superposition
of these new elementary modes. We will see that the two approaches are closely
related and will try to illustrate this relationship.

In this section we will present a simple example of this diabatic motion. We
will first recall the intimate connection between hydrodynamic and the Schrodinger
equation showing how the phase of the wave function can be interpreted as a ve-
locity field and its module as a density. These concepts will be /.elpful to the
understanding of approaches such as adiabatic time dependent Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation. Introducing the motion of collective variables through a simple
scaling of the nucleus shape we will show how the variational formulation of
quantum mechanics reduces to the classical action of an oscillator. This sim-
ple model illustrates how a quantum many-body system can exhibit collective
vibrations.

3.2.1 Equivalence between Quantum Evolution and Hydrodynamics

First, let us make clear the connection between the independent particle picture
and the liquid drop model [Ba85aj. Indeed, the Schrodinger equation for a single
particle

(3,7,

can be viewed as equivalent to the Euler equation for ir rotational fluids. Indeed,
if we separate the wave function into a modulus and a phase

(3.18)

it is easy to verify that the quantum current j — $sm (y>*Vy>) satisfies the relation:

(3.19)
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allowing to define an irrotational flow v = Vx- Moreover, the dynamical equa-
tions for p are identical to the continuity equation

^+iv.j = 0 (3.20)
m

and the velocity field % evolves according to an Euler-like equation:

TJiis can be easily demonstrated directly from the Schrodinger equation (3.17)
or from the the variational formulation of quantum mechanics. Indeed the wave
function \<p(t) > can be seen as an extremum of the action

7 = CZ L(4>,<l>'}dt (3.22)

where the Lagrangian functional is defined as

(3.23)

and where W is nothing but the one-body hamiltonian: W = p2/2m + U. Using
p and x *s variational quantities we get:

I = dtdr px - , | Vx| ' - + PU (3.24)

Therefore, the time evolution of a single particle can be equivalent to an irro-
tational motion as can be the dynamics of a nucleus in the independent particle
picture(see ref. [Ba85a] for more details).

3.2.2 A Simple Model: the Diabatic Mean-Field approximation

It is interesting to apply and illustrate the previous concept using a simple quan-
tum model of the giant quadrupole mode. Let us consider a Fermi gas in a
deformed cubic box of size

Lt = Ly = (1 + Q)I<°) (3.25)
Lz = L<°)/(l + <?)2 (3.26)

and let us call p(°)(nx,nv,nz,Q,r) the static single-particle wave function associ-
ated with the quantum numbers (nx,ny,nt) and p^(Q,r) the one-body density
associated with the Slater determinant of A nucleons. The occupation numbers
are supposed to be "frozen", i.e. kept fixed at the ground state, Q = 0 (diabatic
approximation). We will create a collective motion by multiplying all the wave
functions by an overall phase representing a collective velocity field x(0 s o that
the time dependent one-body density reads

p(r, t) = eix(f't]p(0)(Q(t), rJe-fcM (3.27)
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The potential x an(^ the time dependent deformation parameter are defined by
minimizing the action (3.22) or (3.24). Using the continuity relation (3.20) the
quantum action,3.22, can be simply expressed as a functional of Q(t):

(3.28)

where
M = 2mA < r2 > (3.29)

is the irrotational mass equivalent to that found in the liquid drop model (3.9)
and where V(Q) is the diabatic potential:

(3.30)

In the Fermi gas approximation V(Q) is due only to the deformation of the Fermi
sphere (see fig. 3.6), and can be expanded as

V(Q) = EFA^(l + 4(<?2 - 2 ! + jig* + ...)) (3.31)

where EF is the Fermi energy.
At the lowest order in Q this potential is equivalent to a harmonic oscillator

potential:

V(Q) = F (0 ) + \KQ2 (3.32)
£i

where the restoring parameter K is defined as

24
K = —EFA (3.33)

o

One recognizes in the expression of the action I (3.28), the classical action of a
vibrator. Therefore, one can define a classical Lagrangian L(Q, Q) = MQ2—V(Q)
and a classical Hamiltonian:

H(Q, P) = P2/2M + V(Q) (3.34)

where the conjugate momentum P = dL/dQ = MQ. It is easy to demonstrate
that the reduction of quantum mechanics to a classical picture is related to the
fact that we are studying the time evolution of wave packet. Indeed, the
evolution of the parameters of the wave packet is equivalent to the evolution of the
mean- value of some observable < A > which is governed by the classical equation
id < A >/dt =< [A, W] >. Therefore, to obtain the excitation spectrum of the
system the classical hamiltonian (3.34) needs to be requantized.

Conserving only the leading term in Q we get a harmonic vibrational spectrum
of frequency

(3.35)
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Figure 3.6: Quadrupole Deformation
Schematic representation of the quadrupole deformation of a Fermi gas both in r and
p space.
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where we have used the mean square radius of a uniform sphere: < r2 >=

These approaches may also yeld an estimation of the anharmonicities as can
be seen from expression (3.31). In this case, anharmonicities are rather small due
to the weak zero point motion:

Qo = J ~ w 0.36A-2'3 (3.36)

so that the potential

(3.38)

contains only small anharmonic corrections if one considers a large number of
nucleons.

In summary, we have shown how a collective deformation of the nucleus follows
the equation of motion of a classical oscillator. This derivation illustrate the
extreme importance of the deformation in phase space (diabatic motion) and the
fact that a giant vibration cannot be described by an equilibrated evolution as in
the hydrodynamical picture. Finally, it may give some hint about the importance
of the anharmonicities which appears to be small.
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3.3 Mean Field Approximation and Beyond
Since the discovery of magic numbers and their interpretation in terms of shell
effects (see text books such as [Bo69, Ri81]), the idea that nuclei can be de-
scribed in terms of independent particle motion is well established. The main
justifications of such approaches are related to the quanta! and fermionic nature
of the nucleons: on the one hand, their zero-point motion (ss 5 fm) is large in
comparison with the strong interaction range (w i fm) and the radius of the hard
repulsive core (ss 0.4 fm); on the other hand, in the interior of the nucleus, most
of the collisions are Pauli blocked so that the nucleou mean-free path is long
in comparison with the nuclear dimensions. In conclusion, the nucleons can
be described in a first approximation as interaction-free particles moving in the
mean field created by all the other particles.

These mean field approximations are the starting point of elaborated treat-
ments of the nucleus. When looking at static properties of a system, this approx-
imation is the Hartree-Fock approximation (HF) which has been very successful
in describing static properties of nuclei (see for recent review [Ab90] and ref.
therein). The time-dependent generalization of this approximation, the time-
dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation [Di30, Fe57, Fa59, Ri81, Bo76],
has also been very successful in describing the dynamical properties of nuclei and
low energy heavy-ion reactions. Recently, the seirii-classical version of it, the
Vlasov equation, has proven to yield a valid description of nuclear properties and
reactions especially in its extended version which includes a Pauli-blocked colli-
sion term, the so called Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equation[Be88].

In this section we will first present a modern derivation of the TDHF approx-
imation where we will define the notations used in the following. In particular
we will introduce the Liouville formalism and we wilJ use a natural metric in the
Liouville space. Then, we will present the concept of collective vibrations through
the linearization of the TDHF equation leading to the Random Phase Approxi-
mation (RPA). These two parts will lead to the introduction of various extensions
of the mean-field approach. We will start by discussing the so-called Adiabatic
TDHF approximation and its predictions for multiphonon anharmonicities. We
will then present the Generator Coordinate MetL^d which can be seen as one
of the possible bridge toward the Boson mapping method developed in the last
section of this chapter. Finally, we will describe the different attempts to use
quantized periodic orbits of TDHF in order to go beyond the RPA.

3.3.1 Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock Approximation

Let us consider the hamiltonian H; of a fermionic system (e.g. a nucleus) with a
two-body interaction V:

, (3.39)

where a, is the creation operator of a particle in the orbital i.
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Variational Approaches.

Among the many derivations of the TDHF equations, we will adopt the varia-
tions! method presented in ref. [Ba85a, Ba88, Ba.84]. Let us describe the system
by its many-body density matrix D(t) solution of the usual Liouville-Von Neu-
mann equation. It can be seen that this density matrix D(t) is an extremum of
tie action

dtTrA(t) - + i(H,-D(t)] (3.40)

where A(t) is a time dependent observable which has to be varied. This observable
corresponds at t = tl to the observation A we want to perform on the system.
This action must be complemented with the boundary conditions: A(ti) = A and
T>(to) = D(Q). When no restrictions are imposed on either on the observables
or on the density matrices one recovers the usual quantum mechanical solutions.
The stationary value of / corresponds to the result of the observation at time t\ :

I,t =<A> \tl = TM(*,)0(t,) (3.41)

If one restricts the trial set only to independent-particle density matrices

V(t) = exp ld(t) + £ 4 y (*)«;«»,• (3.42)= exp l
\

and to one-body operators

A(t) = a(t) + £ AaMaj (3.43)
•j

one gets the TDHF evolution for the extremum of the action [Ke76, Ri81, Ba85a]:

ip=[W(plp] (3-44)

where the mean-field Hamiltonian is found to be:

(3.45)

with E being the total energy E(p) =< E >. In equation (3.44), p is the one-
body density matrix denned as

Pij =< ojo, > = TrDaJa, (3.46)

Diagonalizing the one-body density matrix p = Hi^ilVi >< V>i\ we can define
single particle orbitals ipi and occupation numbers nt = ptt. These occupation
numbers are constants of the motion and the TDHF equation correspond to
independent Schroedinger evolutions for each orbital (f>, in the mean one-body
Hamiltonian W;

{ f r = w<fi (3<47)
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An important application is to considei the evolution of Slater determinants
(i.e. rij = 0 or 1). However, the derivation was performed in a general framework
so that one can consider mixing of independent particle system in which 0 < n; <
1. This is in particular the case when one considers a hot system.

Liouville Formalism

In the following, we will use the Liouville formalism. The one-body density
matrix p are considered as super-vectors, noted \\p 3>, with elements pa where
the index a labels the pair of single particle indices (i, j ) 4 . The super-operators
acting on the Liouville space will be noted by calligraphic letters. In particular,
we can write the TDHF equation (3.44):

i\\p >= W\\p » (3.48)

where we have introduced the super matrix W defined by W\\p 3>= ||[W)P] S>.
TAe dual of the Liouville space is the space of the one-body observables, i.e. of
the hermitian one-body operators. We can also define a scalar product in the
Liouville space

< p\\(r » = £ P><* = t*P<r, (3.49)

and define the super-bra <C p\\ associated with a super-iet \\p ;§> as being the
one-body density considered as an element of the dual, i.e. as being a hermitian
one-body operator. It should be noticed that the conjugate of a super-matrix, C,
is C\jki = C"iktji since it is denned by < p\\tf\\<r > = < <r\\£\\p » *

Tie TDHF equation (3.48) and the scalar product 3.49 will be the building-
blocks of the following developments.

3.3.2 Random Phase Approximation

In this section we will present the linearization of the TDHF equation. This
will lead to the so-called RPA in which collective states are treated as harmonic
motion.

Small Amplitude Vibrations

Let us consider the case of small amplitude motion around a given density
/^°)[Ri81]. In this case if we expand the TDHF equation (3.48) to the first order
assuming that

p = p(°) + ,(0 + . . . (3.50)

we get
i\\pw » = !C\\pM » (3.51)

In this equation we have introduced the RPA matrix defined by

( .(3.52)

4We will sometimes omit the supet-ket symbols || • • • 3> when no confusions ate possible
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or equivalently by
K = £ + FC (3.53)

where the super matrices £, T, C are defined by:

dp ~ dp'dp

In order to solve equation 3.51, we introduce the eigenmodes, X", of the RPA
matrix /C:

K\\X» >= u^X1* * (3.55)

Realizing that the operator tF~lK. is hermitian according to the scalar product -C
|| >• of t ie Liouville space (i.e. K^f~l = (Jr~1/C)t = F~1K. ) we can easily show
that the linear evolution, 3.51, preserves the simplectic RPA form -C ((̂ "Ml >•'

|«P ( 1 ) (OI |J r - 1 | k ( 1 ) (<)»=0 (3.56)

where p^ and ffW are any linear perturbations of pW. Therefore, according to
this simplectic structure of 1C, each eigenmode \\X" S> with an energy (iiv can
be associated with the eigenmode \\X" 3> with an energy —d)v. Moreover, the
different modes are orthonormalized according to the RPA simpletic form:

| AT" » = S^sgnfa) (3.57)

and tjhe closure relation reads:

£ agn(^)\\Xv > < X"\\ F~l = 1 (3.58)
V

Eq. (3.55) is the most general RPA equation valid for time dependent problems
with occupation numbers different from 0 or 1. It is also built to accommodate
density dependent interactions or three body forces.

Linear Response

If we are now interested in the response of the system to an external pertur-
bation described by a one-body field F we must solve a new linearized TDHF
equation which reads:

> = K\\pW » +^||F » (3.59)

If we now specify a given frequency w for the external field we can formally invert
equation (3.59) into

(3.60)
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where we have introduced the finite-temperature RPA Green's function defined
»

Using t ie definitions (3.54) and introducing the unperturbed HF Green's func-
tion,

= (3'62)

we can easily demonstrate that the so-called linearized Bethe-Salpeter relation
holds:

GRPA = QHF + GHF&GRPA (3.63)

Introducing the eigenmodes of the RPA, we realize that the RPA Green 's function
contains poles at the RPA energies and that the residues are the eigenmodes

(3.64)

Response Function

The result of the measurement of the perturbation induced by the external
field F is given by the response function :

RF(v) = tiFpW = < F\\pW » = < F\\gnpA(u)\\F > (3.65)

Using the relation l/(w — it)) = *P(l/w) + iir8(w), the imaginary part of RF(U)
is the RPA strength function:

S(w) = sm RF(w) = £ agnuv\ < X"\\F > | 2 % - »„) (3.66)
T v

Therefore, u" must be interpreted as an eigenenergy while <C F\\x" ^> can be
related to a transition amplitude.

Measurement

However to get the exact interpretation of these quantities we must study a
physical process. For example, we can compute the excitation of a hot system
induced by the operator F at a frequency u. In the finite temperature T = 1//3
formalism the absorption probability is given by a statistical average over the
initial states \n > and a sum over the final states \m > of the elementary transition
probability \ < m\F\n > p :

&6.M = j £ e - « - - "w-)| < m\F\n > | 2 % m n - w) (3.67)
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In this equation indices m and n label the eigenstates of the many-body Hamil-
tonian H. This strength can be related to the exact two-body Green's function
[Ab63, Fe71, Ch90] defined by :

o,« =
1 f v(""») v(n">)* v(mn)* v("»") )
- V e-f*(un-fNn) J '•* **< _ *V' *** I
£ £ £ I W - MJ - Wmn W - IT) + Wmn J

/„ AQx
( 3 ' 6 8 )

where umn = um—wn and X^"' =< m\a^aj\n > are, respectively, the transition
energies and densities. In terms of the Green 's function the absorption strength
reads :

( 3 ' 6 9 )

TAe factor 1/(1 - exp(— /3w)) is easily understood since Q does not contain only
the absorption mechanism but also the spontaneous emission which is equal to
exp(— /3tt>) tiroes tJie absorption.

Since QRPA is supposed to be a good approximation ofQ we get

Therefore, the RPA probability | < F\\X" » | 2 can be identified with the absorp-
tion probability e~^Un-'^l^\ < m\F\n > \2/Z times a factor (1 - exp(-pw)) and
df with the energy spacing between the two states \ m > and \n>.

Zero-Temperature RPA

At zero-temperature the ground state is described by a single Slater deter-
minant. The occupied states are usually called holes (h) while the unoccupied
orbitals are named particles (p). In this case the RPA Eq. (3.55) reduces to the
zero-temperature RPA equation :

• I Pph I I I I Pfh 1 (9 71\
I *fr) I ~ I — B" —A" I \ W I \d-ti)
\ Php / \ / \ Php J

In this equation, we have introduced the matrices A and B which are given by:

(3.72)

Solving the RPA equation (3.71), we must introduce the eigenenergy and eigen-
values of the RPA matrix :
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The positive frequencies define the eigenmodes of the nucleus and X and Y,
the transition from the ground state to the excited state j v > induced by the
one-body operator F:

< « ! * » = £ FhpX»h + FphYpl = « F\\X" » (3.74)
P/I

We can therefore compute the strength function associated with the operator F

S(E) = £ I < °\F\V > \*S(E ~ w") = £ I < F\\P(J} > \26(E - «„) (3.75)
t> i>

Since the introduction of the RPA[Bo53] in nuclear physics [G159, Fe59, Go59a,
Ta59, Ik59, Ar60, Ba60, Ka60, Ma60, Th61a] numerous applications have been
published and it is beyond the scope of this article to review them all. We will
only discuss some important points and refer the reader to the existing articles
and textbooks (for example see ref. [R181, Sp91]) for a more complete status
report on this subject. We will in particular concentrate the discussion on the
self-consistent RPA approaches which are fully microscopic [Be75, Li76, B176,
Kr77, B177, Li76a, Be74].

Two avenues have been investigated up to now. The first approach consists
in the diagonalization of the H.F. mean-field on a discrete basis followed by a
diagonalization of the RPA matrix. Fig. 3.7 presents the quadrupole strength
obtained from a self consistent RPA calculation using a finite range effective force,
the Gogny force Dl[De82]. The giant quadrupole resonance is clearly observed
arround 20MeV. This figure also illustrates the extreme sensitivity of the shape
of the strength to the excitation operator F.

Continuum RPA and Damping of Collective States

The second avenue is to compute directly the strength function in the contin-
uum. This approach is based on the Green's function methods. The RPA Green's
function can be directly computed from equation (3.63). For finite-range nuclear
forces, this method presents enormous numerical difficulties. However, the prob-
lems become much simpler for zero-range effective interactions such as Skynne
forces [Be73, Sh75, Be75, Li76a, Ts78] because one can solve the Bethe-Salpeter
equation (3.63) directly in coordinate space.

Indeed, using the definition of the super matrices F and £ together with the
T representation denned by the projection on the one-body operators ||rir2 ^ =
|ri >< r2 | the unperturbed Green's function (3.62) reads :

(3-76)

= < ' ' - ' ' ' > <3-TT>
where I represents the identity operator. Introducing the single particle Green's
function

= < r , _ K > = 2TO (3.78)
w-irj-W
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Figure 3.7: Quadrupole Strength
From ref [De82] and [B188]. Bidimensional contour plot of the L=2 response of 40Ca to
the ji(qr) operator as a function of the momentum transfer q and of excitation energy
E.
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where r< ana1 r> denote the greater and the Jesser of T and r ' and v and w are
two solutions, one regular and the other irregular of (W — u>)v = 0), W(v,w)
being their Wironsiian, one gets

^HF(w,rir2,ri/r2 ') = ^ni^,(ri)^*(r1 ' )<?0(ei-w,r2 ' , r2) + (r1 *-> r2/)(iv <-»• r2)

(3.79)
In this equation fa represents the single-particle orbital at the energy e, occupied
by n, nucleons. For a pure 8 force the Bethe-Salpeter equation (3.63) becomes,
for the local response rj = r2 = r, TV = TV = *•'> •

, r, r') = 0 H F (« , r, r') + / *c"QHF(u, r, r")£(r»)0*iMK r", r') (3.80)

These Green's functions can be easily computed on a lattice using expressions
(3.78) and (3.79) and give directly access to the strength function (3.75).

An example of such a calculation is shown in figure 3.8 from [Ch88j. Only the
continuum part of the strength is represented. It can be seen that this calculation
predicts a width for the peaks and giant resonances. This width includes both
the Landau spreading and the escape width.

This is illustrated in figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 from references [Ch87] and
[Gi88], [Gi87]. Indeed the first figure shows the result of a TDHF calculation for
the time evolution of a compressed system. We can see the exponentially decreas-
ing asymptotic behaviour of both the radius extrema, Ar2(t) = < r2 > (t)— <
r2 > (+00), and the number of nucleons to be emitted N(t) = A(t)~A(oo). This
long living component is characterized by a decay time T w 30 10~22 s. If we now
turn to the Fourier transform of the radius < r2 > (t) which is proportional to
the strength function, we can identify this long living component with the sharp
peak around 30 MeV (see fig 3.10). The Fourier transform is almost identical to
the RPA strength function. The width of this peak is approximatly 200 keV, in
good agreement with the decay time shown in figure 3.9. This demonstrates that
the width measured on the strength function can be associated with the escape
of particles. However, from the short-lived component, an escape decay time
of about 2 10~22s is extracted which is longer than the one extracted from the
width of about 8 MeV of the broad structure located at 25 MeV. Therefore, we
must conclude that this structure contains several near-lying components with a
typical width FT= 3 MeV. This is confirmed by the discrete RPA analysis pre-
sented in figure (3.11) computed in ref. [Gi88]. The vertical lines represent the
strength whereas the horizontal lines show the escape width FT computed in the
doorway-state approach. We can see that the width of the sharp peak is mainly
due to the escape of particles whereas the structure around 25 MeV is broadened
by the spreading over several states, the so-called Landau spreading.

Multiphonon Strength

The RPA approximation is an harmonic approximation therefore we can define
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Figure 3.8: Multipole Strength.
From ref. [Ch88] : RPA strength distributions in 208Pb induced by an 36.4r projectile
calculated with : (1) the excitation operator corresponding to the AT at a distance R
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Figure 3.9: TDHP evolutions.
From ref. [Ch87], (a) Absolute values of local maxima (crosses) and minima(dots)
of Ar2(<) in 40Ca as a function of time. The straight line is a fit of the tail by an
exponential function (b) N(t) in 40Co as a function of time. The thin line is a fit of the
tail by an exponential function. The crosses represent the remainder after subtraction
of this tail.
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a ra'iltiple excitation strength as

S(E,n)= £ |<o|F|ix1>|2... |<0 |F|J/n>|25(f;-K+...+a;O) (3.81)

which reduces to the usual strength function S(E) (3.75) for n= l . This multiple
excitation strength can be also expressed as a folding of the strength function

S(E,n) = -.fdEl...f dEnS(El) . . . S(En)S(E _ (£ , + . . .+ En)) (3.82)
nl J J

This expression is also valid in the case of a continuous spectrum. This folding
product is intimately related to the assumption that phonons are purely harmonic
vibrations. This is clearly a very crude approximation which needs to be care-
fully investigated. To get a handle on the magnitude of the anharmonic effects
one clearly needs to go beyond the RPA. This will be the subject of the next
paragraphs.

3.3.3 Adiabatic TDHF approximation

The adiabatic TDHF (ATDHF) approximation is intended to describe slow col-
lective motion of large amplitude. However, from the previous discussions, it
appears that giant resonances are akin to the diabatic motion of the nucleons
in a rapidly vibrating mean-field. So, it may seem surprising to use the AT-
DHF formalism to study giant resonances. This apparent contradiction can be
resolved by recalling that the adiabaticity condition is in fact defined by com-
paring the collective velocity measured by the collective kinetic energy with
the single-particle energy times the number of nucleons involved in the motion
[Ba72, Br76, Ba78, Ri81, Vi72, Vi75, Vi77]. Therefore it can be valid for the
description of collective modes in which many nucleons are participating. This
is exactly the case of giant resonances.

In this section we will show how the approximation leads to the definition of
collective potentials and masses which give direct access to the anharmonicity of
the phonons. Indeed, we will show that the problem reduces to the quantification
of the collective degrees of freedom in this collective potential.

The basic idea is to mimic the decomposition (3.27) in order to extract a
velocity field and a set of collective coordinates. Since the coordinates are usually
time reversal invariant quantities, Ba.ia.ngei and Veneroni [Ba.78] proposed to
decompose the density using two time-even hermitian matrices, a density p^(t)
and a velocity field x(t) :

p(t) = e'*<V0)(*K'*(t) (3-83)

They also proposed the adiabatic approximation assuming that p(t) is very close
to //°)(t), i.e. that tie velocity field is small enough to be treated perturbatively.
Therefore expanding the exponential operators in Eq. (3.83) , the density can
be written as

p = p(<» + pW + pW + ... (3.84)
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where
P(1) = i[x,P(0)} = iFx (3-85)

and
(3.86)

Tie colk -tive hamiltonian can be deduced from tie energy of t ie system in a.
manner very similar to the illustration presented in section 3.2 where the classical
collective lagr<mgian was derived from the projection of the quantum action on
a family of trial function (the so-called "collective path").

Using the density (3.84) the Hartree-Fock energy can be expanded as :

E(p) =

Using the RPA notation, this energy, (Eq. (3.87)), can be recasted as

E(p) = *(pW) + « xllM'Mlx » (3.88)

where we have introduced the mass tensor denned as

M = (KF)-1 (3.89)

The first term in equation (3.88) can be interpreted as a potential energy
whereas the second one corresponds to a kinetic energy term T(x,p(0))- The
energy E plays the role of a classical Hamiltonian for which p^ and % appear as
conjugate variables. Therefore, the dynamical equations for p^ and x can be
derived from the Hamiltonian equations: \\pW » = \\dE/dx' > and -\\x ^>=
\\dE dpW > which lead to the equations

p("o) = M~\ (3-90)

and

!!X» (3-91)

TLese equations together with the definition (3.88) of the collective hamiltoaien
form the most general formulation of the ATDHF approximation. However, they
are often too difficult to solve without further approximations. In fact this ap-
proach is really useful if we can assume that the density p^(t) is driven by an
ensemble of collective coordinates Q(t)

» = IIP(0)(Q(<)) » • (3.92)

In such a case, we can directly express the velocity as

» = Q\\- » (3.93)
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Using tie ATDHF equation (3.90), ||x » = M||/J(0) »we can write the Idnetic
energy as

T = \QMQ (3.94)

where the mass tensor is defined by5

(3-9s)
Therefore, if we define the momentum P = MQ, equation (3.88) yields the

collective hamiltonian

E(f) = E (P, Q) = \PMP + V(Q) (3.96)

wheifi the potential is the mean value of the energy associated with p^: V(Q) =
E(p^). Therefore, the ATDHF approximation leads to a classical hamiltonian
similar to the one of the macroscopic approaches.

The last step of the ATDHF approximation is to requantize the classical
collective Hamiltonian (3.96) in order to define the ground state and the excited
states of the system. If the anharmonicity is weak the lowest excited states can
be associated with the single phonon whereas the higher states can be interpreted
as multiple excitations.

However before studying the spectrum of predicted excitations one must dis-
cuss the validity of the ATDHF treatment as far as the giant resonances are
concerned. The adiabaticity approximation implies that the time-odd com-
ponent of any single particle wave function is small. This can be shown to b-
equivalent to the condition that the collective kinetic energy is small in compari-
son with the typical particle-hole energy times .the number of states participating
in the collective mode. Therefore, it can be applied to the description of giant
resonances.

In principle, the ATDHF treatment also gives access to the anharmonicities
of the modes because the hamiltonians (3.88) or (3.96) do not imply an harmonic
approximation. Realistic calculation have been carried out with Skyrme forces
[En75, Va75, Go77, Gi76, Gi80]. They all have to face the problem of defining
the collective variable i.e. the collective path p^(Q). More often two possibilities
are explored, either performing a constrained Hartree-Fock calculation or simply
scaling the ground state density. Fig 3.12 shows the potential energy V(Q) com-
puted in ref[Gi80] using the scaling approach and Fig.3.13 presents the associated
mass parameter.

It can be seen that open shell nuclei such as 12C7 present strong anharmonic-
ities whereas closed-shell nuclei can be considered as good harmonic vibrators.

5 One can recognize in the Mass Tensoi MM1/(3.95) the polarizability tensoi M^ = <
= V)(iF-l)\\BifMlBQv > which corresponds to the static de-

formation induced by the operator iF~idpW/dQv and measuied according to the operator
i^~ldp^/dQp. It should be noticed that if we are considering the dynamics of Slater deter-
minants, p2 = p these operators reduce to i[pW,dpW dQp\. and i[pW,3p(0) BQV\.
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Figure 3.12: ATDHF Potential.
From ref : [GiSO], Potential energy F(a)as a function of the quadrupole deformation
parameter Q for "C , 1 6 O,40 Ca and 57Ni. The dashed line were obtained using the
Skyrme interaction SIV while the solid curve represents the results obtained using the
SIII interaction.
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Figure 3.13: ATDHF Masses.
From ref: [Gi80], adiabatic mass parameters associated with the quadrupole modes in
various nuclei 12C7,16 O,40 Co,56 Ni MCHF obtained from a constrained HF calculation
with the quadrupole operator Qw of the static HF solution
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For example in the case of the quadiupole deformation , Q =< x2 +y2 — 2z2 >, of
the 40Co nucleus we can parametrize the potential energy and the mass as [TrSl]

V(Q) = M0u
2Q2 + V3Q

3 (3.97)

M(Q) = M0 + M,g (3.98)

where M0/mn = 0.285 10~3 (mn being the nucleon mass) Vi/mn = -0.28 10~6

fm-4, u = 17.5 MeV and V3 = -0.14 10~5 MeV fm"6.
The relative anharmonicity can be estimated from the ratio between the har-

monic and the anharmonic parts of the potential computed at a typical deforma-
tion. If we introduce the zero point motion Q\ = 1 /Mm as a typical deformation
we get a relative harmonicity (ZVyQ^/MoW2 of the order of -0.1. This is a rather
small value which is however larger than the simple estimate (3.37) which gives
around -0.02 for the 40<7a.

This method can be useful for the computation of non linearities and anhar-
monicities. However, a systematic study remains necessary to realistically extract
the properties of multiphonon states. One difficulty lies in the fact that for such
calculations, many degrees of freedom need to be taken into account, such as the
different angular momenta A/i. Moreover, the ambiguities in the definition of the
collective variable complicate the problem. In particular, one may think of using
several collective variables for the same angular momentum, or even a complete
set of collective operators such as in equations (3.90) and (3.91). But then the
method becomes intractable. A way to construct the "good" collective variables
is to introduce the RPA eigenstates and to use the ATDHF treatment to compute
corrections to the RPA. In the next section we will discuss two other ways to
requantize TDHF and we will discuss their predictions concerning in particular
the anharmonicities. However, as far as the ATDHF approach is concerned, we
have seen that the anharmonicity of the giant resonances in closed-shell nuclei is
predicted to be around 10 % .

3.3.4 Generator Coordinate Method

In the previous section we have discussed the ATDHF approximation and have
shown how this method leads to the definition of a classical hamiltonian in terms
of pW and x ( s e e e 1 - (3-27)) or in terms of some collective variables Q and P (see
eq. (3.83)). These hamiltonians were derived within the ATDHF approximation.
However, requantizing them goes beyond the mean-field approximation. Indeed,
an eigenstate will correspond to a wave function / in the collective coordinate
Q so that the many-body wave function can be viewed as a superposition of
Slater determinants which cannot be considered as an independent particle wave
function.

This idea to coherently mix several generating many-body wave functions
such as Slater determinates is in fact the starting point of the method called
GCM, Generator Coordinate Method [Ri81, Mo76, La74, La76, To77, To78, Hi53,
Gr57]. Let us consider a continuous set of generating many-body wave functions
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E0

Ei
E2

1 6 0

-140.3
-108.7
-81.8

*°Ca
-403.3
-374.9
-347.0

Table 3.1: GCM Results.
From ref. [F176], energies of the three first solution of the Hill- Wheeler equation for
the isoscalar monopole resonance calculated using the Sin Skyrme force.

> which are labelled by an ensemble of coordinates (Q^) and let us
construct a many-body wave function | 9 > as a linear superposition of the
I *(9) >=

I* >= /*?/(<?)!*«)> (3-99)

where / is a weight function. The | 9 >'s form a trial set which can be used
to variationally determine the eigenstates of the exact many body problem. It
should be noticed that the trial set may possibly contain all the Hilbert space.
This is for example the case if Q is the one-body density itself because the Slater
determinants are a basis of the Hilbert space.

Determining the extremum of < * | H \ 9 > -E < 9 \ 9 >, where E is
a Lngrange multiplier associated with the normalization of the wave functions,
yields the equation

jdQ f(Q) = EJdQ f(Q) (3.100)

when variations of /* are considered.
This equation can be viewed as a generalized eigenvalue problem for the weight

function / , the so-called Hill-Wheller equation [Hi53]:

(3.101)Hf = EM"f

where H(Q,Q') =< $(Q)\H \ *((?') > and where M"(Q,Q') =<
is an overlap metrics.

This equation can be solved directly in some cases by discretization of the
variable Q. This method was used in different calculations of monopoly and
quadrupole phonon spectra [Ca73, Ab75, Kr76, Gi75, F175, F176]. One can see
on table 3.1 that this method predicts rather small anharmonicities.

In addition to these direct solutions of the Hill-Wheeler equation, numerous
approximations have been developed to transform it into a Schrodinger equation
in the collective variable Q [Fe72, Ha72a, Ba73, Ho73, Gi75, Re76].

For example, assuming that the overlap metrics is gaussian, one gets a col-
lective hamiltonian which is close to the ATDHF hamiltonian except for the
mass parameter [Hi53, Ja64, Ka68, Vi75, Pe62], which is generally not as good.
Moreover, it should be noticed that, as far as the ambiguity in the definition of
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the collective variable is concerned, this method faces the same problems as the
ATDHF approach.

Two other avenues have been followed in the literature. The first one is to
use the CGM to deduce a mapping of the fermion dynamics into a dynamics of
bosons. This will be the subject of the section on boson expansions. The second
avenue is to introduce schematic models. In particular the Lipkin model or other
two level models can be explicitly solved [Be92]. Another classical example is
given by the deformed oscillator model [Ca88] in which the single particle wave
functions are simply boosted harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions. However these
simple models must be considered as test for more elaborated approximations or
treatments. In particular the above models have been used to test the description
of eigenstates in terms of periodic orbits of TDHF. This will be the subject of
the next section.

3.3.5 Periodic orbits of TDHF

The TDHF approximation is a method using coherent states, Slater determinants
or parametrized density matrices. Therefore the TDHF equation can be consid-
ered as the evolution equation of mean values of one-body observables. In this
sense, it is a classical approximation and it needs to be quantized in order to
yield energy levels of the system.

In fact, the importance of periodic orbits is well known in classical mechanics
[Po92] for more than a hundred years. The idea of obtaining the energy levels of a
microscopic system by quantizing some action along periodic orbits was the first
step toward quantum mechanics proposed by Bohr for the description of atoms.

Since this pioneering age, a well founded relation between the periodic orbits
of a classical system and the energy levels of the associated quantum problem
has been proposed by Gutzwiller [Gu67, Gu69, Gu70, Gu71]. In particular, he
showed how to approximate the quantum Green's function (or the level density) as
a sum over the different periodic trajectories. These studies were completed and
extended by many authors [Ba72, Ba74, Be76, Be77, Pe77] As far as the periodic
orbits of mean field approximations are concerned, their connections with the
energy spectrum were elucidated in several references [Ne82, Le80, LeSOa, P181,
Ba84a, Ka79, Dr86a].

In particular, using functional integral techniques and saddle point approxi-
mations, the role of periodic orbits can be justified and the condition of quantiza-
tion can be derived. These points can be qualitatively understood by considering
the fact that the Green's function in its spectral representation contains a Fourier
transform of the time coordinate. In this context the periodic orbits will dominate
because the integral will be equal at each period. However, the phase of this inte-
gral over a period must be a multiple of 2jr otherwise the different contributions
will cancel out. This yields the quantization condition.

These methods have been applied in many different contexts in particular for
the study of the collective modes in nuclei [Ca85, Ch86, Ab91, Ab92, Ab92a] The
first approximation which was widely used in the literature is to study approxi-
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mated periodic trajectories [Ch84c, Ca85a, B188a, Ca88]. In these approaches the
collective motion is initiated by an arbitrary boost of the single-particle orbitals
and the period is approximately measured on the observed resulting oscillation.
Quantifying the action integral on this arbitrary trajectory leads to the definition
of excited states. An example of such calculation is shown in fig. 3.14. These
calculations predict small anharmonicities for the collective motion such as the
giant quadrupole resonance and a value of about 5 % is reported.6

When the RPA solution is used to generate the initial boost, the present ap-
proach can be considered as a rather satisfactory approximation [Ca88]. However,
if the initial perturbation is generated using some arbitrary approximation such
as a scaling field, the resulting motion will be a mixture of the different RPA
states. The resulting motion may exhibit a beating pattern characteristic of the
mixing of eigenstates. This effect is clearly observed in fig. 3.14 especially for
the 16O nucleus. In such a case, one may worry about the validity of the whole
approach since no real period can be defined and since the quantization proce-
dure is not applied on a periodic trajectory. This is in fact a general drawback
of these approximate methods. In fact, even starting with an RPA mode which
is a periodic motion of small amplitude the periodicity may be lost in a large
amplitude regime.

This raises the general problem of finding exact periodic trajectories of a given
hamiltonien. For a classical system with few degrees of freedom this problem
has already been widely discussed (see for example ref [Ba84a]). In the nuclear
context, similar methods were tested. For example, the method proposed in ref.
[Ca85] is based on an iterative construction of a family of periodic orbits. From
a periodic orbit at an energy E one can build another trajectory at an energy
E + SE using the linear response theory. This trajectory can be adjusted through
the Newton method. However, this method was only applied to schematic cases
because of its intrinsic complexity when many degrees of freedom are coupled.

The method proposed in ref. [Ch86] is an iterative method based on the
existence of a distance in the Liouville space constructed from the scalar product
(3.49)

qp, *)=«/»- e\\p - e > (3.102)
Therefore, if one starts with an arbitrary solution p(0), one can first find the
period T for which this distance, l(p(Q),p(T)), is minimum. One can thus look
for the small variation 6p(0) which will reduce the distance l(p(0), p(T)). The
evolution of 6p(t) is given by the RPA equation (3.51) which can be integrated
formally as

\\P(l\t) > = T (-i jf* &7C(t')) \\6p(0) » = U(t)\\8p(Q) > (3.103)

where 1 is the time-ordering symbol. So the variation of distances i is given at
the first order in Sp :

Si = 2 < p(0) - p(T)\\l - U(T)\\6p(0) > (3.104)
6It should be however noticed that a larger anharmonicity of the otder of 10-15 % is predicted

for the monopole vibration.
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Figure 3.14: TDHF Evolutions.
From ref [Ca88], the time evolution of the collective kinetic energy, E, and of the
quadrupole moment, Q, of the first excited state in 1 6 0, 40Ca and 110Zr nuclei.
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Therefore, the idea is tc choose 6p(0) to be

\\6p(0) » = eP(l - tf)\\p(T) - p(Q) » (3.105)

where e is a real positive number small enough to ensure the validity of the
linear response theory. In equation (3.105), P is a projector which ensures the
conservation of the particle number and, if required, of the constraint: f? = p.
In this case, the distance will always be reduced and will eventually converge to
0.

We know that the linear evolution preserves the simplectic form T (see dis-
cussion of eg. (3.56)). This property implies that U is a simplectic operator, as
in classical mechanics [Ar74],

(3.106)

Therefore, one may use this relation to construct the variation ||fy(0) 3>

- p(0) » +e^-1(0)W-1(T)^(T)||p(T) - p(Q) » (3.107)

The second term is constructed by propagating backward the perturbation
\\Se(T) > = ef(T)\\p(T)~p(Q) > = e\\[p(T),p(0)} » and by taking ^ - ' (
at the time 0. If only Slater determinants are considered, this reduces to [50(0), p(0)].
If we want to keep the constraint p2 = p, we can project Sp(0) on the particle hole
space. Iterating this method eventually yields a periodic orbit since the distance
I is reduced after each iteration.

This method was successfully applied in ref [Ch86] to the monopole vibra-
tion. However, an exhaustive study of different vibrations remains to be done.
The main difficulties associated with this method is that it requires important
numerical effort. Moreover, this method faces some difficulties when considering
unbound states which cannot be periodic due to their decay except if an external
gas of nucleons is added which will however perturb the response.

This problem was recently revisited by A. Abada and D. Vautherin [Ab91,
Ab92, Ab92a], who proposed an elegant method, a perturbative expansion in the
amplitude of the collective vibrations, to find periodic orbits. This is in fact a
standard technique used in celestial mechanics [Po92] or in the theory of non
linear oscillators [La69].

The basic idea is to expand the density in powers of a small number, the
amplitude of the oscillations e

+ • • • (3.108)

where the frequency is also expanded in a power series of e :

w = w<°> + euW + eV2> + eV3> + . . . (3.109)
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The dynamical equations for p(") are obtained from the expansion of the TDHF
equations (3.48) at then'th order in e:

0 = W| |p ( 0 ) > (3.110)
(3.111)

,0) ...
(3.112)

+--- (3.113)

where the mean-field W has been expanded in series:

W = W(0) + eW(1) + e 2 ^ ( 2 ) + £3WW + ••• (3.114)

In equations (3.110-3.110b), we have explicitly introduced the RPA matrix K. It
should be noticed that the equations (3.110) only define the p.h. components of
pM, the partide-particJe or hole-hole components being defined by the relation
p*=p.

The equation for pW implies that Sp is proportional to the RPA eigenstates

where the av are free parameters. If we are looking for periodic solutions we can
only mix commensurable frequencies. The equation for p^2' contains a source term
proportional to p^p^, so it contains frequencies which are sums or differences
of the uv 's. Therefore, in order to avoid a linearly increasing solution which is
unphysical, one needs to set u>^ = 0. The situation is different in the next order,
p(3), because equation (3,113) reads

O] - i p d ) (3.116)

or specifying only the p.h. components

pU (3.117)

with irW = [WW,pW] + [WW,^1*] + K)(l - 7>)pW and where T> projects on
the p.h. components. The commutators on the right-hand side of equation
(3.116) contain sums or differences of three frequencies <*;„ and in particular con-
tain a resonant term uu. The terms coining from the modifications of u are
there to cancel these resonant terms which otherwise would yield unphysical so-
lutions. This condition defines the frequency correction u/2 ' requiring that the
projection on the eigenstates \\X" > does not contain the frequency uv) i.e.
0 = £dt (< X*\\F-l\\o&> » - t ^ } < X"\\F-l\\jF> >) so that
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This procedure can be iterated in order to find all the the frequencies u/")
requiring that no resonant terms appear in the equation of evolution of p(n+^.
The last step is to apply the quantification ruJe which reads

/ = £-©,,+ F dt < h(f)\i^- - W\h(t) >= n (3.119)
» i/O (Jv

where the ©/, are the Floquet-Lyapounov phase defined as the phase acquired
by the orbital h after one period. In ref. [Ab91, Ab92, Ab92a] the action I is
approximated by

e2 F dt t*W(l)p(l) + W(0)p(2) = £TE& (3.120)
Jo

where E^ is the second order correction to the energy E = E^ +
e3£(3) .). . . .. Using the expansion of the period T = l/2irw, we get for the n
quantified states:

and so the excitation energy reads :

E'n = En - E«» = nwn = n(w(0) + e^(2)) (3.122)

These equations give corrections to the one phanon state ui and also to the two
phonon states 0*2-

In realistic calculations, one needs to introduce the angular momentum. This
can be done by introducing the quantum numbers A and /x. p^ contains a sum
over p. and p^ and u^ can be expressed as

PW=E E & ' (3-123)

A'=0 |i'=-2A'

and

- ( 2 ) = E E « S ^ (3-124)
A'=Ofj'=-2A'

However, the equations (3.121) and (3.122) do not predict any splitting of the
two phonon states. In refs. [Ab91, Ab92, Ab92] the following ansatz is proposed
in analogy with the idea of the projection onto a good angular momentum : the
splitting of the two phonon states is obtained replacing u?(2) by u^ in equations
(3.121) and (3.122).

Table (3.2) gives tiie excitation energies of the two-phonon states built with
the octupole low-lying collective states in 1 60 and 40Ca. For 1 6 0 , fiu^ =
0.547MeVr and the quantization gives £* = 6.666MeV and E\ = 14.78. The
anharmonicity defined by An — efoW/u, is egual to 9% for the first state and
18% for the second state when the angular momentum is nov introduced and
a splitting of 2 MeV is predicted using the projection ansatz. For the 40Ca,
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16O

J*
0+
2+
4+
6+

0/2)

362.4
260.7
-19.9
-63.5

E*
13.793
13.251
12.031
11.861

SE
1.683
1.141
- .079
-.249

wCa
J*
0+
2+
4+
6+

u/2)
421.2
121.2
-16.1
20.9

E'
10.134
8.516
7.936
8.085

SE
2.134
0.516
-.064
0.085

Table 3.2: Periodic TDHF Results.
From ref. [Ab92], two-octupole-phonon states in 16O and 40Ca. For each state
are reported its spin and parity, u/2) in keV, the excitation energy E* in MeV
and the shift 6E (in MeV) with respect to the unperturbed energy u/(°).

= 0.547MeV so that E\ = 4.63MeV and E% = HMeV when no projection
is applied.

Ref. [Ab92] also presents results for the quadrupole state in 40Ca. In this
case, it appears that a non-collective state is very close to the excitation energy
of the two-phonon state. This can be included in the formalism by introducing
this resonant state in p^. This coupling gives a first-order correction to u> which
yields a very small splitting of the two phonon states of about 1 MeV.

To conclude on the use of periodic orbits, we may say that it is a very promis-
ing and powerful method. However, many questions remain open and so there
is still a lot of work to be done. In particular, the projection onto a good angu-
lar momentum is not justified: there is no reason to associate the order of the
perturbative expansion to the number of phonons n. Indeed, if we are interested
in a 3-phonon state, the angular momenta can be coupled to AS between 0 and
3A. We expect that the second order u/2) will give corrections to all these states,
but if we use the projection assumption we realise that u/2 ' does not contribute
for the 3-phonon states of A3 greater than 2A. Fot these states, only the third
order will contribute, which is somewhat peculiar. This remark is related to the
problem of coupling different states, which has not yet been studied . The last
question arises from the fact that this method is based on the mean-field ap-
proach. This may induce specific features or limitations which have not yet been
investigated. In particular, one may want to invastigate the dynamics of density
matrices containing correlations, e.g. D = exp(O^) + 0^) , where 0 ^ is a one-
body operator and 0 ^ is a two-body operator. This approach will yield some
extended TDHF approximation which will exhibit a variety of periodic orbits
which can be different from the trajectories found in the mean-field approach.

The present method naturally extends previously described approaches such
as the RPA and it correctly treats the Pauli exclusion principle. In the next
section, we will present the boson expansion method which is supposed to be a
fully quantum approach. However, the present classical approach raises questions
about the dynamics of the nucleus vibrations described as non-linear oscillators.
For example, it is known in classical mechanics that the response of an anhar-
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monic oscillator exhibits new phenomena. In particular, around a resonance U>Q,
the response is different from the linear case because it depends on thr, strength
of the external perturbation [La69].

For example, let us consider the classical non linear damped oscillation of an
oscillator with an equation of motion

m
(3.125)

We con see that the resonance frequency is given by w(b) = u^ + u^b"1, where
62 is t ie amplitude of the oscillation and u/2) is given by a/2) = (3/3/£a;(o) —
5a2/12u/°)3). The amplitude of the forced motion is given by the equation

(3.126)

so that the resonance looks like the schematic picture shown on ng.(3.15) For a
very small perturbation fwe recover the usual response but when f increases the
response is deformed up to a critical value

after which the strength exhibits regions with two stable and one unstable solu-
tions. In the nuclear case we get a critical perturbation :

QT13

<"2 8 )

where T is the width of the state v and u/2 ' the quadratic correction to the
frequency.

In conclusion, strong fields may generate a critical behaviour for the response
function. Other resonances, critical or not critical, can be observed for frequencies
around 7iw0/m. This can also be important because we may excite a resonance
at the energy w with an external field which does not contain components at
this frequency but only components at lower frequencies b/o/2 or wo/3. This
may, for example, be the case for Coulomb excitation at low incident energy,
which presents a cut off at high energy response. However, these features of the
anharmonic oscillation need to be studied further. Moreover, these properties are
observed in classical mechanics and may be different when quantum mechanics
is applied.
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Figure 3.15: Classical Response
Schematic drawing of the non-linear response for increasing perturbation strength /
showing a transition from a linear regime (/ —> 0) to a critical behavior f > ft, (froiii
top to bottom).
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3.4 Boson Expansion Methods
We have discussed in the two previous sections that the collective motions of the
nucleus can be understood in terms of harmonic vibrations. This promotes the
idea that the excitations of a many-fermion system can be described in terms of
boson degrees of freedom. This is in fact the physical idea underlying numerous
approximations such as phonons in solids or in nuclei, plasmons, Cooper pairs,
4He atoms Indeed the excitations of an even number of fermions carry the
quantum numbers of a boson. As an example we will recall how the RPA can
be recovered starting from a quasi- boson approximation for the particle-hole
excitations. We will use these new concepts to extend the formalism to include
the 2particle-2hole states. This so-called second-RPA predicts the width of giant
resonances.

As far as the multiple excitations are concerned we clearly need to go beyond
the RPA and the quasi boson approximation [Bo75, Ri81, Sc73, Pr68, Ma76,
Be62, Ma64, Us60, Dy56, B178, Ma71, Ma74, Ma80, MaSOa, Ha72, Bo88, Ia87,
Be92, Ca89, Ca94]. This problem finds a natural solution in the boson mapping
methods which are mathematical connections between fermion pairs and bosons.

In this section we will present these different methods and we will show how
they can be used to study the properties of multiphonon states. In particular
we will show how to define the best harmonic approximation to the excitation
spectrum of the many fermion system. Treating the residual interaction between
phonons will allow to predict anharmonicities. We will also discuss how the
transition amplitudes can be obtained and that they may exhibit non linear
features.

3.4.1 Quasi Boson Approximation

Let us first recall how the RPA approximation discussed in the previous sections
is equivalent to the simple approximation that a fermion pair can be considered
as a boson. Let us consider the hamiltonian Hj of a fermionic system (e.g. a
nucleus) with a two-body interaction V (cf Eq. (3.39)):

Bf = z2 €>aia' + 7 £ t̂j,M«,-OjO<Oft , (3.129)
•i

This hamiltonian can be expressed in the particle-hole representation defined by
the static Hartree-Fock solution [Ri81].

The RPA equations can be obtained assuming that the fermion pair operators
behave as bosons. Therefore we can introduce boson degrees of freedom through
the mapping:

It can be seen that the Hamiltonian is expressed as a quadratic form in the boson
field:

= EHF + £ Aa,Q,blba, + 5 ( B « X + (3-131)
Z
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«,«
o,a'

where we have used the label a instead of the pair indices (p, h). The coefficients
A and B can be easily obtained from the calculations of the commutators of b
and H:

Aaa. =< fTF|[k, [Hfc' lM*1 >=< ff^l«P, [H/,o,ah.]]|ffF > (3.133)

£?QQ, =< ffF|[fea, [#fc,6a(]]|ffF >=< HF\(4ap, (Hhalap,}]\HF > (3.134)

The Hamiltonian (3.131) is nothing but the Hamiltonian of coupled harmonic
oscillators which can be diagonalized as

Hb = ERPA + Y,">'0l0» ( 3 - 1 3 5 )
i/

by introducing new bosons Ou denned by the Bogoliubov transformation::

oi = £*&-rak. (3-136)
a

The coefficients of the transformation, X" and V", and the energy, uv, are ob-
tained by solving the RPA equations (equivalent to Eq. (3.73)):

This demonstrates that the RPA approximation is deeply connected with a
description of the considered fermion system in terms of independent bosons.
Therefore, it predicts a harmonic vibration spectrum with regularly spaced mul-
tiphonon states. As stated in the previous chapters, the study of anharmonicities,
non-linearities and interactions between phonons implies going beyond the RPA,
i.e. beyond the quasi-boson approximation. In the next section we will mainly
discuss two different avenues which have been followed in the literature to achieve
this goal. The first one is to extend the configuration space to two particle two
hole excitations. This approach, called the second-RPA, should in principle pre-
dict one and two phonon states. Indeed, it is equivalent to the diagonalization of
the total hamiltonian in the subspace containing one and two phonon states. The
second method is in principle more general because it uses a mathematical corre-
spondence between fermion and boson dynamics. Therefore, its only limitation
is given by our ability to solve the eigenvalue problem in the boson space.

3.4.2 Second RPA Equation

An interesting extension of this formalism is to include more complicated states
in the boson definition (3.136). In particular one may consider the coupling with
2p-2h states.
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Considering the Ip-lh and 2p-2h excitation as bosons and performing the
Bogoliubov transformation

t/v t t (3.138)
-

yield the so- called second RPA equations [Su61, Sa62, Pr61, La64, Ya83, Dr86,
Sp91]:

where the X and y ate the vectors containing the lp-1 and 2p-2h components
while the A and B are generalization of the A and B RPA matrices. These
matrices couple the Ip-lh and 2p-2h bosons. Their elements are obtained as the
expectation value of double commutators analogous to the definitions (3.133) and
(3.133) extended to include also the 2p-2h bosons.

It is often assumed that the coupling with the 2p-2h states is weak so that
Ip-lh phonons can be seen as doorway states which decay into more complicated
excitations. In this way the RPA phonons get a spreading width when they are
computed in the second RPA scheme. This width can be obtained by projecting
out the 2p-2h states from the second-RPA equation (3.139). Since the B matrix
does not couple the 2p-2h bosons, either to the Ip-lh or to the 2p-2h ones,
the only effect of the projection is that the RPA A matrix becomes a complex
energy-dependent matrix. Therefore, the RPA energies get an imaginary part, a
spreading width. This width physically represents the decay of the phonons into
2p-2h configurations.

Figure 3.16 presents an example of such second-RPA calculations. It can be
seen that the main effect of the introduction of the 2p-2h configurations is to
shift the giant resonance peak and to introduce a width which is comparable
tothe experimental spreading width.

It should be noticed that this approximation can be still considered as a
quasi-boson approximation and so the second-RPA operators can be viewed as
independent bosons. Therefore the multiple excitation strength is given by the
same equations (3.81) or (3.82) as in the RPA case [Ya85j.

If a complete diagonalization of Eq. 3.139 is performed in the full Ip-lh and
2p-2h configuration space one can, in principle, describe one and two phonon
states. No systematic studies of this type have been performed as yet. However,
one may worry about the fact that this approach is implicitly built on a quasi-
boson approximation and may, therefore, lead to some violation of the Paul!
principle. In this approach two phonon states can be obtained in two different
manners, either as a double excitation of a Ip-lh phonon or as a single excitation
of a 2p-2h vibration. This may also lead to double counting and to violations of
the Pauli principle.
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Figure 3.16: Second-RPA 6QR Strength Function
The Z?(£?2)-strength distributions in 16O and 40Ca nuclei obtained solving the
exact second-RPA equations (histograms) from ref [Ho76] are compared with the
RPA (dashed lines) and uncorrelated 2p-2h second-RPA (Solid lines) calculations
of ref [Dr86]. This figure is extracted from ref. [Sp91].
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3.4.3 Boson Mapping

The previous methods give rise to several questions concerning the violation of the
Pauli principle and the residual interaction between phonons. These questions
have found natural answers in the mathematical developments of exact mapping
M between fermion and boson systems [RiSl, Be62, Ma64, Us60, Dy56, B178,
Ma71, Ma74, Ma8o, MaSOa, Ha72, Bo88, Be92, Ca89, Ca94]. Indeed, using
these mappings the problem reduces to the diagonalization of a Hamiltonian of
bosons which can explicitly be achieved using a multiphonon basis. Moreover,
these approaches are supposed to correctly treat the Pauli blocking effects and
allows the derivation of a residual interaction between phonons.

The explicit construction of M can be done in many ways, either conserving
the commutation properties of the mapped observables (Beliaev-Zelevinsky type
[RiSl, Be62, Ma71, Ma74, Ma76, Ma80, MaSOa]), or mapping first the states and
then deriving the operators through the conservation of their matrix elements
(Marumori type [RiSl, Ma64, Ma71, Ma74, Ma76, MaSO, MaSOa, CH78]) or using
the Generator Coordinate Method (Lambert type [RiSl, Ha72, Be92]).

Let us take the latter as an example because the Generator Coordinate Method
can be also used to discuss multiphonon excitations and anhaimonicities. Indeed,
in the GCM method the wave functions of the fermionic system are expanded
on the basis of Slater determinants |$(Q) > associated with a value Q of some
generating coordinates:

\9>=fdQf(Q)\*(Q)> (3.140)

Therefore, the many-fermion dynamics are mapped onto the evolution of the
complex function f which is equivalent to the Bargmann representation of a boson
field problem[Ba62]. In ref. [Hd.72], this analogy is used to derive a mapping of
the p-h degrees of freedom:

4 « P - ^ («I«p)6 = ipft + (1 - v/2) £ b^h,bplhbph, + ... (3.141)
P'h'

and

(3.142)

We can see that the quasi-boson approximation corresponds to the first order
of theses expansions. The remaining terms in the infinite expansion (3.141) are
due to the Pauli principle. With the transformation (3.141) (3.142) , the fermion
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hamiltonian is mapped onto:

E
ph php'h'

1 E
PP'P"

hh1

1 £
pp'

..h'h"

E Vr
ph,v6p/,»6p»hV''"V'»' (3.143)

hh'h"

- - E
' PP'P'V"

hfc'
1 E
* PP'

hh'h'ih'"

pp'p"
fth'h"

Oil tAe right hand side of Eq.(3.143) the first four terms correspond to a har-
monic hamiltonian with particle-hole interactions. Comparing this part with the
quasi-boson hamiltonian, we find that they are quite similar, differing only by
some numerical factors [BI81]. In that sense, the RPA can be considered us an
approximation where Hb is truncated at second-order in boson operators [Ri81].

In the following we will use the short hand notation7:

M :ny--?biJtteijK (3.144)

These mappings connect the fermion Hilbert space to a boson space which
can be built from its vacuum \<f>b y by applying the boson creation operators so
that any fermion state is associated with a boson state:

\i>f>^\vby • (3.145)

where the curved brackets represent states in the boson space. However it should
be noted that, because of the antisymmetrization principle of the fermion states,
the fermion space is mapped onto a subspace of the boson space. This image of the
fermion world is called the physical space because all the computed quantities

7 In this equation the hamiltonian is written in normal oidei with lespect to the boson
vacuum. Howevei, all the discussed applications can be easily generalized to handle expansions
which aie not normally ordered.
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are meaningful only inside this space, the remaining part of the boson space
being spurious. This may yield some difficulties and we refer the reader to the
literature for a complete discussion of this problem [Ri81, Ma76, Ma71, Ma74,
MaSO, MaSOa, Bo88, Be92].

3.4.4 Extended RPA

These boson mappings were used by many authors to extend the RPA. Here,
we will present one of these approaches, which has been recently applied to the
description of the multiple excitation of giant resonances. In ref. [Be92, Ca89,
Ca94], it is proposed to use a variations! principle to determine the "best har-
monic approximation" of HI, . This harmonic approximation will define a natural
basis on which it will be easy to compute the real excitation spectrum and to
derive properties such as anharmonicities.

Let us first introduce a set of bosons O by means of the generalized Bogoliubov
transformation defined by [Ri81]:

Tie vacuum \(/>o >~ belonging to the new bosons O (defined by 0\<j>o >•= 0)
can be related to the vacuum \d>b >- of the b bosons by the Thouless theorem for
bosons (see appendix £ of ref. [RiSJ j for more details):

(3.147)
a a<a'

By assuming that the vacuum \4>o >- minimizes the energy -< <f>o\Hb\4>o >- and
by considering small variations around this vacuum we can easily demonstrate
[Be92] that the minimum energy condition implies:

>-=Q (3.148)

tH""' = - X <t>o\[0v, [Hb, OslWo X= 0 (3.149)

Moreover we can simultaneously impose:

\H"V, =* <t>0\[0v, [Hb, Ol]]\k> >= vvtvv, (3.150)

Equations (3. 149-3.1 50 ) reduce to an RPA-like problem. Indeed, using the Bo-
goliubov transformation (3.146) these equations become:

where the matrices A and B are given by

,7)aa' = -< <t>0\[ba,[Hb,bl]}\<l>0 >-
(3.152)

»7)ao' = - -< <j>o\[ba,[Hb,ba,}}\<l>o >
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These matrices are can be expressed in terms of the mean field, 7, the normal
boson density, g and the anomalous boson density, K, which are defined by:

•ya s-< bl X (3.153)

<W =-< T*,Ta >= £ Jtf JE (3.154)
i/

Kao, =-( T0,TQ y = £ F ^ (3.155)
i/

where Ta is the boson operator Ta = ba — 7*0.
This extended RPA equation is non-linear and is associated with a subsidiary

condition for determining the shift 7, namely:

<?«(*, *,7) =-{ M # , & l P 0 >-= 0 (3.156)

Equation (3.156) corresponds to the minimization of the energy under the varia-
tions of 7: Ca(g,K,7) = d -< H r-/£?7* = 0. Since 7 a =-< 6Q >- is related through
the mapping to the one-body density -< aj,a/, >- in the fermion space Eq. (3.156)
can be interpreted as a Hartree-Fock approximation tor fermions. Therefore Eqs.
(3.151,3.156) correspond to a non-linear RPA coupled to a self-consistent mean
field approximation tor fermions. When 7 is non zero, the solution of Eq. (3.156)
corresponds to a redefinition of the HF basis and in particular of the particle
or hole states. In this case a better approximation would be to consider the
mapping of quasi-partide excitations defined within a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
calculation.

Using the solution of Eqs. (3.151-3.156) Hb reads:

Hb = ^ Hb >- + £ wvOt Ov + Hre, (3.157)
V

where HTe, contains only terms of order higher than 3 in the bosons O. The
two Arst terms of Eq.(3.157) define the hamiltonian corresponding to the "best
harmonic approximation" i.e. Eh =-< HI, >~ +E1/wl/0*Ow The Hamiltonian Hre,
can be interpreted as a residual anharmonic coupling between phonons. This
interaction between phonons originates in the terms of the nucleon-nucleon force
not included in the RPA treatment. It also contain terms which allow to preserve
the Pauli exclusion principle. The harmonic part of the hamiltonian defines a
multiphonon basis of the Fock space. This basis may be used to study the effects
of the residual interaction between phonons discussed in the following.

For example, the residual interaction in the two phonon space can be obtained
from:

-< <h\0* O^ : Hre, : O^O^ |fo >-
= E \Ba

a£^*o\0VlO^:T^Ta3Ta<-.0^\*o>
01020.304 (3.158)
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State
GDl

GD2

GD3

GQl

GQ2

LEO
HEO

J*T
1-1
1-1
1~1
2+0
2+0
3~0
3~0

E(MeV)
16.978
19.569
23.105
17.438
18.321
5.600
34.251

%EWSR
12
18
12
59
18
12
13

Table 3.3: RPA Single Phonons
From ref. [Ca89], energies of the most collective dipole, quadrupole and octupole
states in 40Ca. In the last column the percentage of energy-weighted sum rule is
given.

The strength of this interaction can be obtained using the Wick theorem and the
contractions:

(3.159)

(3.160)
>=

<t>o\TaOt\<t>0 >=
Eq.(3.158) can be used in realistic calculations to predict the anharmonicities in
the two phonon space [Ca89].

3.4.5 Anharmonicities of two-phonon states

This formalism has been used in realistic calculations to study the anharmonici-
ties of the two phonon states in 40Ca [Ca89]. The phonons were obtained solving
the standard RPA equations. The calculation was performed using the Skyrme
interaction SGII [Gi81]. The dominant RPA one-phonon states are given in table
3.3. The anharmonicities were computed by diagonalizing the residual interac-
tion in a two-phonon subspace. Table 3.4 presents the results obtained for the
positive parity states lying between 30 and 50 MeV of excitation energy.

From this study one can see that, as expected [Bo75], the giant resonances are
good vibrators. The anharmonicities are found to be of the order of less than 1
MeV while the splitting of the different angular momenta never exceed 200 keV.

It should be noticed that this calculation does not include the giant dipole
resonance in the charge-exchange channels. Indeed, as far as the isospin is a good
quantum number, one expects to observe two multiplets of isospin T=0,2 split in
2 different spins A = 0 or 2 and a (double) triplet of isospin and spin 1 as a result
of the coupling of two T = l 8=1 Bosons8. This is illustrated in figure 3.17 where
one can see that charge-exchange phonons may contribute to the wave function
in the inelastic channel. This is now under study, the previous formalism being

8 One should remember that boson wave functions must always be symmetric therefore the
rule S-f-T even apply for the coupling of two identical phonons.
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STATE
GDi * GDi

GQl * GQl

GQi * GQ2

GDl * GD2

GQ2 * GQ2

GD2 * GDi

LEO * HEO

GDi * GD3

GD2 * GD3

GD3 * GD3

E0(MeV)
33.956

34.877

35.761

36.547

36.644

39.138

39.911

40.084

42.674

46.211

J*
0+
2+
0+
2+
4+
0+
1+
2+
3+
4+
0+
1+
2+
0+
2+
4+
0+
2+
0+
1+
2+
3+
4+
5+
6+

0+
1+
2+
0+
1+
2+
0+
2+

AE (AE0)(fceV)
-60. (-16.)

-191. (-175.)
4. (74.)

136. (230.)
257. (330.)
268. (518.)
117. (117.)
315. (569.)
73. (73.)

351. (570.)
-373. (-382.)
-304. (-298.)
-228. (-231.)
431. (114.)
614. (266.)
649. (358.)
- 9 . (130.)
10. (80.)
37. (38.)
85. (84.)
76. (75.)
96. (96.)
85. (85.)
124. (124.)
208. (208.)
-79. (-179.)

-231. (-231.)
-306. (-334.)
-421. (-496.)
-500. (-506.)
-358. (-409.)
- 7 1 . (-74.)
-76. (-80.)

Table 3.4: Anharmonicity Calculations
From ref. [Ca89], For the positive parity two-phonon states between 30 and 50
MeV, the energy, in MeV and the anharmonicity in keV for all the possible total
spin. The unperturbed (harmonic) energy, E0, is presented together with the
perturbative estimate of the anharmonicity, A£70, and the full diagonalisation of
the truncated residual interaction in the two phonon sub-space, A.E.
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GDR0GDR

T=2 JJC=0+,2+
T=1 Jn=1+
T=0 Jn=0+,2+

Tz=-2 Tzs-1 T2=0 Tz=1 Tz=2

Figure 3.17: Coupling of Isovector Dipole Phonons
Pictorial representation of the possible coupling of phonons of isospin 1 and spin 1
(such as the GDR) in an N=Z nucleus. This figure shows that these couplings result
in the creations of various spin and isospin multiplets.
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Dipole Transitions

Quadrupole Transitions

GDR ->g.s.
GDR®GQR -»g.s.

O.GSxlO^sec-1

O.lGxlO^sec-1

GQR -»g.s. O.eOxlO^sec-1

GDR®GDR ->g.s. O.gOxlO^sec-1

GQR®GQR -»g.s. O^GxlO^sec-1

Table 3.5: Transition Rates
From ref [Ca92], dipole and quadiupole transition rates (in sec'1) from one- and
two-phonon states to the ground state.

valid for particles and holes of different charge [Ca94].

3.4.6 Non Linear Coupling

Another important feature of the boson mapping methods is the possibility to
compute non-linearities in the excitation or deexcitation processes. The physical
idea is that the particle-particle or hole-hole component of the external one-
body perturbation will be mapped into the product of two boson operators (non-
linearities) (cf eq. 3.141). These components may for example induce direct
transitions from the ground state to a two-phonon state. This will be possible
only via the correlated part Y of the RPA phonons.

This study has been recently performed for the electromagnetic decay from
high-lying two-phonon states in 40Ca [Ca92]. The authors have found Inrt the
decay rate of the 1~ two- phonon states built with the GQR and the GDR is only
30 times smaller than the decay rate of the GDR itself (see table 3.5. Therefore,
it might be observed experimentaly.

This calculation, however, does not include the coupling between the one- and
two- phonon states which may affect the results and therefore this investigation
needs to be completed [Ca94].

3.4.7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the use of boson mapping methods allows a rather detailed de-
scription of multiphonon excitations. It has been demonstrated that multiple
excitations of giant resonances are nearly harmonic. Anharmonicities and non-
linearities are of the order of a few per-cent. However, many studies remain to
be done, such as in particular the coupling of the double inelastic excitations
with the double charge exchange reactions in order to understand the various
multiplets of isospin 0 or 2 coupled to spins 0 or two but also of isospin 1 coupled
with spin 1 as pictorially explained in fig. 3.17
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3.5 Width of Multiphonon States
In the previous sections we have shown that the giant resonances are good vibra-
tors giving some foundation to the widely-used picture of independent phonons.
The anharmonicities are small: they induce a splitting of the strength smaller
than 1 MeV, which will result in a small increase of the multiphonon width.
Therefore, this width can be obtained in the independent phonon picture in
which the multiphonon response involves a folding of the one-phonon strength
function (see eq. (3.82)). Therefore one may conclude that the widths are added
quadratically as the variances of statistically independent processes [Ch88, Ya85j.
However, as far as the interpretation of the width in terms of the inverse of a
life-time is concerned one would predict that the widths are simply additive.

This apparent contradiction is in fact solved in ref [Ch92] using the relation
between the life-time and the strength function. A phonon state at an energy w
which is decaying exponentially with a life- time r = 1/F, is associated, by Fourier
transform, with a Lorentzian response :

where S0 is a normalization. If the Lorentzian shape (3.161) is introduced in
equation 3.82 to compute the two-phonon strength function one can show easily,
using Fourier transform for example, that the line shape of the two-phonon state
is again a Lorentzian with a width

T2 = 2F (3.162)

because the inverses of the life-times are additive. In this case the argument
about the variances does not hold because the variances diverge.

However, as soon as the variance can be defined, for example when the
strength function appears to be more like a normal distribution, the width ap-
pears to be quadratically additive

r2 = V5r (3.163)
because the variances are additive and proportional to the square of the widths
[Ch84a].

This is not a violation of the Heisenberg relation AJ£ At > 1 because in
the case of a distribution which is not of a Lorentzian type the width cannot be
directly related to a life-time except through the inequality F > 1/r. For example
we discussed in section 3.3.2 that the Landau spreading of the strength cannot
be related to a life-time[Ch88, Ch87, Ya85, La90, Gi87] .

Both the Lorentzian and the Gaussian line shapes correspond to idealized pic-
tures which are found neither in realistic models nor in nature. For instance, the
resonance damping due to the coupling to more complicated states[Be83] leads
to a Lorentzian sha^e only in an oversimplified model. In detailed calculations
strength distributions are predicted to be neither Lorentsian nor Gaussian[Co92].
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The Landau broadening itse'f gives line shapes which can be somewhat compli-
cated. The possibility to obtain normal distribution in the case of nearly chaotic
spreading dynamicf is discussed in ref. [Ze93]. Therefore, the concept of width
is not well defined, cither theoretically or experimentally. Moreover, concerning
the folding procedure, one is always dealing with truncated strength distributions
since there is no strength at negative energies whereas physical conservation laws
impose an upper energy limit. Therefore, all the moments of the strength are
finite allowing us to use the variance as a measure of the width. So, as far as
the independent excitation picture is valid, the multiple excitation spectrum is
predicted to be the folding of the single excitation spectrum and the variance
of the multiphonon spectrum is the sum of the variances associated with each
individual phonon.Therefore, the relation (3.163) is always valid.

For instance, we will discuss in the following that the strength of the giant
dipole resonance (GDR), which is one of the best examples of a Lorentzian, muc'
be multiplied by a Gaussian cut-off in order to fit the data on the iov energy
side and that in actual experiments, this GDR strength is weighted by the virtual
photon spectrum which decreases exponentially up to a maximum energy given by
energy- and momentum-conservation. Therefore, also in this case, the relation
(3.163) is expected to hold. Another way to compute the anharmonicities is
to consider that the first phonon is already damped when the second phonon
is excited. Therefore, the second phonon is built on a hot system. Since ti»
temperature effects on giant resonances are relatively small, one may conclude
that the anharmonicities are very small [Sn86],

In conclusion, the life-time of a multiphonon state is inversely additive whereas
the variance of a multiphonon cross-section is predicted to be always defined and
additive. Therefore, one generally expects relation (3.163) to uold in the limit
of an independent-phonon picture. The introduction of anharmonicities induces
a small increase of the two phonon width of about 1 MeV [Be92, Ca89j if the
different components are not resolved. Consequently, one can estimate that the
width of the two-phonon states will be \/2 times that of the single phonon plus
0.5-1 MeV due to the anharmonicity. This simple law, originally predicted in
reference [Ch84a] and later on rederived by many authors [Ba92, L192, Ze93], is
in very good agreement with all the present multiphonon measurements [Mo90,
Mo88a, Fr88, Ya85, Em93, Ku92] .

3.6 Conclusion and Prospects
In this chapter we have shown that a large variety of mar -body theories, ap-
proximations and models have been developed and applied to understand and
describe giant resonances. We have stressed that despite the apparent diversity
of the various approaches a coherent picture of these collective motions can be
drawn. These states are the first quanta of different vibrations of th° nuclei. In
this theoretical context, not only is the existence of multiphonons predicted but
they do appear as a needed building block and consistency check of the whole
understanding of collective phenomena. In the simplest harmonic picture tite
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phonons are described as independent excitations of the nucleus. However, it is
crucial to go beyond this simple picture which is too crude an approximation
for a small and strongly interacting system.We have shown that many different
avenues can be explored and have been followed to extend our understanding of
the collective vibrations.

We have shown that they all predict rather small anharmonicities and non-
linearities. This leads to the conclusion that multiphonons should be observed
at energies within few percent of those given by a simple harmonic picture. The
splitting of the various components is predicted to be small, contributing weakly
to the multiphonon width. Therefore, these widths must be close to a quadratic
sum of the individual phonon widths. We have finally discussed the effect of
non-linearities in particular on various coupling matrices which are important in
excitation or decay processes.

We will see in the next chapter that the different experimental results strongly
support the above conclusions
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4 Observations of multiphonon states built with
giant resonances

4.1 Specificity of the different probes

4.1.1 Giant resonances

Giant resonances constitute a universal nuclear phenomenon and can be excited
in a large variety of nuclear reactions involving electromagnetic, weak as well as
strong interactions. The giant resonances of different spin, parity and isospin,
strongly overlap in energy and the specific reactions favouring the excitation of
a given resonance or class of resonances must be sought out. The specificities
of different reactions such as selection rules on spin or isospin, characteristic
angular distributions, excitation functions, ..., will emphasize different features
of the giant resonances and hence provide complementary information on their
properties not obtainable with a single probe. This complementarity has played a
fundamental role in the very detailed understanding that we have today of these
vibrationnal modes [Wo87].

A classical example of such selectivity is given by the electromagnetic inter-
action which governs photonuclear reactions, electron scattering and peripheral
relativistic heavy ion reactions. The best way to study the isovector dipole res-
onance is provided by photoabsorption reactions because they are dominated by
E(l) transition, and therefore the GDR is, since many years, the best known gi-
ant resonance. Inelastic electron scattering is a useful probe due to the fact that
electrons interact with nuclei through the well known electromagnetic interaction
allowing an accurate determination of form factors and transition densities.

Strongly interacting particles such as protons or a particles do not offer the
advantages of photons or electrons for a use as nuclear probes since they entail the
problem of distinguishing between the effects of nuclear structure and the reaction
mechanism. However, the cross section of the excited giant resonances is greatly
enhanced, since the linear and angular momentum transfer and the strength of
the interaction with hadron projectiles are much larger than for electrons. Fur-
thermore, neither isovector nor magnetic excitation with such light hadrons are
important since the nuclear interaction is dominated by isospin- and spin- inde-
pendent terms. Therefore, inelastic scattering of light hadrons has played a major
role in the accumulation of information on the properties of electric isoscalar gi-
ant resonances but cannot contribute to our understanding of isovector electric
giant resonances. Conversely, the spin-less isovector TT meson is an ideal tool to
study electric isovector giant resonances mainly because spin-flip transitions due
to spin-orbit interactions are known to be small at forward angles.

The rich variety of Heavy Ion (H.I.) beams at intermediate energy available
today allow to enhance our knowledge of giant resonances [Ba88c, Be89, Su89,
Su90j. Of particular importance are the very large differential cross sections and
the excellent peak to continuum ratios obtained in such reactions. The major
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drawback of the heavy ion probes is the poor sensitivity of the angular distribu-
tions to the multipolarity especially for very heavy projectiles. In such reactions,
the effects of the Coulomb interaction which strongly increases with the charge
of the ions and with incident energy, become important. The use of the most
energetic and heaviest beams provides optimal conditions for the study of the
GDR and other isovector resonances such as the isovector quadrupole. Con-
versely, the investigation of the isoscalar giant quadrupole resonance and higher
multipolarity giant isoscalar modes mainly excited by the nuclear interaction will
benefit from the use of intermediate energy (~40MeV/n) "light" heavy probes
for which the angular distributions retain a certain sensitivity mainly because of
the interference between Coulomb and nuclear excitation.

4.1.2 Multiphonon excitations

Multiphonon states are expected to be located at high excitation energy in a
region where many processes are mixed. Therefore, it is crucial to enhance their
respective contribution by the use of selective probes and reaction mechanisms.
Moreover, the properties of the multiphonon states can be inferred from the
complementarity of different studies.

In heavy ion reactions, different regimes which provide favorable conditions
for the study of multiphonon excitations in nuclei are accessible. For instance,
at high incident energy, the excitation of the GDR in the inelastic channel is
dominant because of the the Coulomb excitation. In this energy regime, multiple
electromagnetic excitations are predicted to be strong [Ba88a]. Moreover, the
total excitation cross section for the dipole at a given incident energy scales with
the projectile charge Z like Z2 while a two phonon dipole excitation should scale
like Z4 [Ba88a].Therefore, relativistic collisions with the heaviest projectiles are
well adapted to the study of GDR muitiphonon states [L192].

In heavy ion reactions at relatively low incident energy (~ 40MeV/n), the
inelastic cross section is dominated by the isoscalar giant resonances. This is due
to the strong nuclear interaction. Among all the isoscalar excitations the ISGQR
is particularly favored because of its high collectivity and of the matching of the
quadrupole transition. Consequently, the probability of exciting a double GQR
state is important.

From the point of vue of selectivity, pion double charge exchange reactions
are expected to be an excellent tool to study double resonances since in such
reactions the isospin conservation imposes AT2 = ±2 and thus selects isotensor
AT = 2 transitions. Therefore, pion double charge exchange reactions offer the
most selective signature to excite the double isovector giant dipole resonance
[Au'JO].

Even if the conditions required for the excitation of multiphonon states are
achieved in the reactions described above, these states are expected to have of
small cross sections and be mixed with various components of the nuclear con-
tinuum present in the same excitation energy region. Therefore, the question
naturally arises as to whether it is possible to isolate and identify multiphonon
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strength.
A first indication can be given by the position, width and cross section of the

studied states. A more specific signature of a multiphonon state can be obtained
by the study of its decay. As giant resonances are known to decay predominantly
by particle emission, proton and neutron measurements in coincidence with in-
elastic fragments are a necessary complement to inclusive experiments in order
to unambiguously identify the presence of multiphonon strength.

Despite the relatively small branching ratio of the photon decay channel, the
emitted photons provide the advantage of being dominated by EI transitions and
should represent a convincing signature of a double giant dipole resonance [Ri93].

In this chapter, we will review the different experiments where multiphonon
states built with giant resonances have been observed. This chapter will be
subdivided according to the different ways to excite multiphonon states. The first
section 3.2. will be devoted to the observation of isoscalar multiphonons excited
by the strong nuclear field whereas in section 3.3., experiments involving the
electromagnetic interaction are discussed. Finally, in section 3.4., the observation
of the GDR by double charge exchange reaction is reported and discussed in
detail.
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4.2 Excitation through Nuclear Interaction

4.2.1 Motivations

Dissipative collisions in heavy ion reactions represent a widespread phenomenon
which covers the full range of impact parameters between direct reactions and
compound nucleus formation. In direct reactions, the degree of inelasticity is
minimal and very few degrees of freedom of the target or the projectile are excited.
On the contrary, in compound nucleus reactions all of the nuclear degrees of
freedom are involved together with an extreme inelasticity.

The discovery of an alternative reaction mechanism called deep inelastic re-
actions which corresponds to a band of impact parameters in between compound
nucleus formation and direct reactions, was for several years responsible for a
burst of activity in the HI reaction field. Deep inelastic collisions refer to all
reactions which present a large dissipation of the collective degrees of freedom, in
particular of the kinetic energy, without reaching the equilibrium and the com-
plete loss of the entrance channel memory, characteristic of compound nucleus
formation. They were interpreted as reactions where multistep processes occur,
but where both partners partially conserve their identity during the whole reac-
tion process, contrarily to complete fusion.

In 1977, studies of heavy ion reaction products at very small angles with com-
plete mass and charge identification, revealed the existence of simple structures in
the partly damped region of the energy spectra of some of the emitted fragments
[Fr77, Fr80] (see fig. 4.1)

This unexpected phenomenon prompted many investigations, both experi-
mental and theoretical, to obtain a better knowledge of the reaction mechanism
involved [Fr82]. An important amount of data was obtained at low incident en-
ergy from 4 MeV/n to 11 MeV/n for different targets such as 40Ca,63Cu,20aPb
[Fr8(i, Ch84]. In these experiments, the large beam emittance, the poor energy
resolution and the strong contribution to the background of the tail of the elastic
peak in the region of interest, precluded a detailed study of the characteristics of
each individual structure. Only the general behavior of the structures could be
investigated.

The main results concerning these structures can be summarized as follows
[Fr82]: At these low incident energies, the structures are observed in the inelastic
and few nucleon transfer channels for angles near the grazing angle (see for ex-
ample fig.4.1). Their positions are independent of angle and incident energy and
their width increases with excitation energy. These structures are more promi-
nent at the highest studied incident energy.

These structures can be a signature of the target excitations. Indeed, when a
two-body mechanism is assumed, the measured spectra correspond to reactions
in which the projectile has not been excited above its particle emission threshold.
The only alternative physical contributions to the measured spectra come from
three (or more) body processes, such as pick-up break-up . An investigation
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Inelastic and Transfer Excitation

0 50 ICO

c.m. Kinetic Energy Ec.m.(MeV)

Figure 4.1: Experimental Spectra
Center of mass kinetic energy spectra for Ca isotopes produced in the 40Ca +40 Ca
reaction at 400 MeV. a) inelastic scattering b) 39Al<43Ca energy spectra. The arrows
indicate the corresponding total excitation energy, (see [Fr80])
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of these contributions has been performed. In pick-up break-up reactions, the
projectile picks up one or more nucleons from the target and subsequently decays
in flight by the emission of one or several particles, thus contributing to the
spectrum of the two-body reaction of interest. This mechanism is known to be
strong at low incident energy since the cross section of the one-particle transfer
reaction is large. Calculations have shown that this process contributes strongly
to the cross section only in a region around 25 Mev excitation energy and cannot
account for the observation of the structures observed at higher excitation energy
[Fr82], At these low incident energies, since it is difficult to separate the particles
coming from the ejectile or the recoil nucleus, the coincidence experiments did not
yield any definite conclusion on the excitation mechanism responsible for these
structures[Ro81].

All these experimental findings suggest that the structures corresponding to
well-defined excitation energies are excited through a direct process and that we
are dealing with an excitation of the target nucleus. To understand the origin of
these bumps a large amount of theoretical work was carried out such as, for ex-
ample, calculations where the effects of quantum diffraction in statistical theories
of heavy ion reactions were take into account [Le79], Time Dependent Hartree
Fock calculations [F179], high lying giant resonances calculations [Fa82, De81]
and multiphonon calculations [Tr81, Ch84, Ch84a, Ch84c, Po86], The charac-
teristics of the structures mentioned above, in particular their regular spacing,
their narrow width, and their observation only at angles near the grazing an-
gle, which means for distances of closest approach in the vicinity of the grazing
trajectory, suggest an interpretation of the structures in terms of multiphonon
excitations [Ch84, Ch84c] These calculations will be discussed in detail in the
next paragraph.

These data were restricted to a limited number of systems and bombarding
energies. As suggested by DWBA calculations, which predict a strong increase
of the cross section of the giant resonances, and by the multiphonon calculation,
to get a deeper insight into the mechanism responsible for the excitation of the
observed structures, these studies had to be extended to higher energies. Even if
no definite conclusion was drawn from these early results, this pioneering work
initiated the field of multiphonon studies.

4.2.2 Theoretical Description

The possibility of exciting multiphonon states in heavy ion reactions was first
proposed by Broglia et al in 1976 [Br76a, Br78, Br81, Br80, Br79a, Po86] in the
context of deep inelastic reactions. This work has been extended by many other
calculations taking into account various aspects of the collision dynamics and
descriptions of the excited states [TrSla, Tr81, Oh84b, Ch84, Ch84c, Ch88, B188,
Ca88, Ca87j. in this section, we will give a brieJ summary of these approaches
stressing the different approximations and their consequences. In view of the
ensemble of results, we will conclude that a strong excitation of multiphonon
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states is expected in heavy ion reactions at intermediate eneigy.

a) Copenhagen Model

Heavy Ion Reactions

In the approach developed by the Copenhagen group, the surface modes are
supposed to be classical vibrators described by the macroscopic Eamiltonian (see
eq. (3.10)) and coupled to the relative motion through the proximity potential
[Ra78, B176a]. This potential parametrizes the attraction between two surfaces
of arbitrary shape in the approximation where the curvature radius is large com-
pared to the range of the force and the thickness of the surface. In such a case, the
potential depends upon the curvature and the relative distance between t> e two
surfaces. Since the former can be deduced from the deformation parameters Q\^
and the latter from both the deformation parameters and the relative motion of
the two nuclei, the proximity potential provides a coupling between the classical
vibrators and the classical relative motion R(t). Treating also the Coulomb field
in a consistent way this approach yields a classical description of the excitation of
vibrations in heavy ion reactions. Typical results of such simulations of a collision
are shown in fig. 4.2.

Inelastic Spectrum and Linear Coupling

This classical model describes the deformation of the nuclei during the reac-
tion. From the amplitude of these deformations one may construct an inelastic
excitation spectrum by assuming that the asymptotic quantum state corresponds
to a coherent state [G163, Pe77a]. Indeed, these states provide a quantum de-
scription of classical excitation. They can be projected on the eigenstates of the
energy (multiphonon states) yielding the inelastic spectrum. As we will see this
procedure is only valid if the phonons are harmonic and the coupling is linear.

One may quantize the Hamiltonian (3.10) as :

(4.1)
A;;

where Ot and O are the creation and annihilation operators for t ie phonons
defined by the relations (3.14) and (3.15). Let us now assume a linear coupling
between the relative motion R(t) and the vibrational degrees of freedom:

Hcoupl(t) = £ F* (R(t)) + O* (4.2)
A/*

where F is the derivative of the ion-ion potential

<4-3)
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Time Evolution of the Density

20BP .
I Q

Figure 4.2: Simulation of a Grazing Collision
Typical result of the simulation of the 36Ar +208 Pb at E,afe = 390 MeV in the Cope->-
hagen model from ref. [Br78].



The coherent state (v =

, y (4.4)

(4-5)
K n **•

with
Av(t)= I* F^R^e^'dt' (4.6)

J-oo

and

is the solution of the time dependent Schrodinger equation corresponding to the
boundary condition \if>(t) >— > |^o > when t — > — oo. From eq. (4.4), the
probability P% of exciting a state with n phonons of a single type v is a Poisson
distribution

/^(n^expH^/n! (4.8)

where nv is the mean number of excited phonons.

»„ = £»/>;; HAX+oo)!2 (4.9)
n

From this expression it is easy to get the probability Pn(E)dE for exciting a total
number of n phonon whose total energy is in the range E, E+dE as

Pn(E]dE = NJdEl...JdEnP(E1)... P(En)6(E - El ... - En} (4.10)

with
N = ^exp(-J P(E')dE'} (4.11)

i.e as an n-foJding of the mean phonon number density

«,,) (4.12)

The total excitation probability PT is given by

(4.13)

The previous derivation is performed for a given classical trajectory R(t) i.e
for a given impact parameter 6. It is therefore straightforward to compute the
classical cross section as
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Inelastic Excitation

-2

36Ar4208pb

390 MeV) '

0 20 40 60
Excitation Energy E ( MeV )

Figure 4.3: Calculated Inelastic Spectra
Typical calculated inelastic spectra of il.e 3eAr +208P6 reaction extracted from the ref.
[Po86]
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which is the sum over all impact parameters b(8) associated with a deflection
angle 6 of the classical elastic cross-section times the totaJ excitation probabil-
ity, P^(E), times a transmission coefficient, T. This coefficient represents the
absorption due to all the open channels, such as transfer reactions, except the
excitation of the surface vibrations.

A typical inelastic spectrum is presented in figure 4.3 for the 36Ar +208 Pb
reaction. It should be noticed that, above 24 MeV excitation energy, the inelastic
spectrum is exclusively due to multiple phonon excitation. Some structures can
be seen in figure 4.3 up to 30 MeV. However, they are very weak. This seems
to be due to the fact that high spin low lying states are strongly excited both
in the target and in the projectile so that multiphonon bumps built with giant
resonances are washed out.

b) Microscopic approach

Several other approaches based on a microscopic description of the giant reso-
nances have been developed in the past decade in order to predict the excitation
of multiphonons in heavy ion reactions [TrSla, Tr81, Ch84b, Ch84, Ch84c, Ch88,
B188, Ca88, Ca87].

In these references the coupling potential F in equation (4.2) is derived from
a quantu.' -mechanical description of the phonons. In particular, the coupling
potential F can be approximated by the transition amplitude generated by the
time dependent external field, V(R(t)), created by the projectile traveling on its
classical trajectory

Fv(R(t)) =< v\V(R(t))\4o > (4.15)

where \v >= \k\fi > are the collective states of the nucleus.
Figure 4.4 presents a typical results of a discrete RPA calculation (see ref

[B188]). One observes regular structures which are mainly due to the multiple
excitations of the giant quadrupole resonance in the target nucleus. These exci-
tations are mainly due to the the nuclear part of the projectile potential. These
structures are strongly excited around the grazing angle. In order to test the
possible influence of the underlying non-collective particle-hole excitation, con-
tinuum RPA calculations have also been performed. [Ch84c, Ch88]. In figure 4.5,
the result of such a calculation is displayed.

One can see that, whereas at low incident energy this background is negligible,
it may become important at high incident energy. This fact was related in refs
[Ch84c, Ch88] to the matching between the classical angular momentum transfer
and the actual quantum magnetic angular momentum u. It was demonstrated
in ref [Ch84c, Ch88] that because of this matching and of the reduction of the
interaction time with increasing incident velocity, the mean number of excited
phonons will be maximum for the velocity

(4.16)
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Figure 4.4: Calculated Inelastic Spectra
Typical inelastic spectra calculated using a discrete RPA calculation (see ref [BJ88]).
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Figure 4.5: Calculated Inelastic Spectra
Typical inelastic spectra calculated using a continuum RPA calculation (see ref
[Ch88]).
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where d is the distance of closest approach and a is the diffuseness of the projec-
tile potential. Fig 4.6 presents the evolution of the mean number of phonons with
the incident velocity. One can observe the strong cut off at low incident energy,
due to matching conditions, which strongly depend upon the frequency of the
mode. From these microscopic calculations, it was concluded that it was possible
to observe multiple excitation of the target giant quadrupole resonance by inves-
tigating the inelastic scattering of heavy ions with incident energies between 10
and 50 MeV/nucleon.

c) Comparison between the different approaches.

As shown before, macroscopic and microscopic calculations lead to different
conclusions as far as the observation of multiphonons is concerned. The origin of
these discrepancies is elucidated in references [Ch84b, Ca88, Ch86a]. We will only
summarize here the main conclusions of these studies. In order to simplify this
comparison, let us first consider the linear regime. It was shown in ref [Ch84b]
that non-linear effects are small and are not responsible for the discrepancy.

In the RPA calculation the coupling potential Fv is given by (see eq 4.15)

FV(R) = I ^(r)F(R - r)dr (4.17)

where V is the mean Held of the projectile and pv is the transition density denned
by

PV(T) =< v\&(T)9(r)\<l>o > (4.18)
where $* and $ denote nucleon creation and annihilation operators. Introducing
the proper angular momentum coupling p»(r) = pt>(r)Yx,t(f) we get

•FUR) = UR)Y^(R) (4.19)

with

MK) = ̂ Y / Mi>A(r, R)r2dr (4.20)

In this expression, v\ is the multipole of order X of the potential V

V ((R* + 1"2- ZrRcoae] l'2)Px(co8e)sinBdB (4.21)
^,

2 Jo
In the adiabatic time dependent Hartree-Fock calculation ofrefs [TrSla, Tr81]

the coupling potential is
_dE(R,Qv)

Hcoupl = - £pr - (Jv (4.22;
™*tl>

where E(R, Qu) is the Hartree Fock energy of the deformed target in the neld of
the projectile. Comparing the previous equation with the definition of F\tli, eq
(4.2) we get the ATDHF expression of coupling potential
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Figure 4.6: Mean Number of Excited Phonons
Mean number of phonons as a function of the incident velocity (see ref. [Ch88])
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J"
ERPA(MeV)
ECop(MeV)
YEWSR(%)

\f(R)\La
RPA

\f(R)\Lct
Copenhagenl/(*)l&-

RPA

\f(R)\Lul
Copenhagen

2+
17.9
17.4
0.80
144.0

137.0

0.96

0.73

3-
3.6
5.0
0.25
89.5.

225.0

0.148

0.127

4+ 1
17.6
17.8
0.25
12.5

83.3

0.01

0.006

Table 4.1: Calculated Form Factors.
from ref [Ch86a] Values of the nuclear coupling form factors (in MeV2) taken at R=9
fin in the Ca + Ca reaction for several states. The RPA calculation refers to the results
of ref. [B188] whereas the results quoted Copenhagen are extracted from ref [Po86].

which is equivalent to the RPA expression (4.17) and indeed, it was shown that
numerical applications of both approaches give similar results.

I ' the Copenhagen model, the coupling potential is given fay expression (4.3)
which reduces to the expression for the radial part /„

MR) = (4.24)

where Z is the charge of the nucleus and RC its charge radius. In this expression
we have introduced an overall normalization factor Sv in order to phenomenolog-
ically reproduce the experimental strength of the transition.

As far as peripheral reactions are concerned, the shapes of the macroscopic
form factors (Eq (4.24)) and of the microscopic form factors (Eqs (4.20), (4.23))
are in good agreement (see ref. [Ch86b, Br78a]. However, as can be seen in
table 4.1, the magnitudes of the nuclear form factor are very different in both
approaches, the macroscopic model leading to much stronger excitations of high
spin modes as compared with the RPA calculation. This difference was attributed
to the fact that the proximity potential requires curvature corrections and also
to the fact that large angular momentum states are not well described by simple
scaling as assumed in deriving expression (4.24).

Since the phonon number nv is directly proportional to the form factors
squared (see eqs (4.6) and (4.9) this discrepancy also shows up in the multi-
phonon excitation probability and cross section. This is demonstrated in table
(4.2) where the mean number of excited phonons predicted by both models, are
directly compared. One can see that in the Copenhagen model the high-spin low
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E/A(MeV)
0RPA(Deg)
eCop(Deg)

n3~pA

"Cop

™RPA
fiGQR

10.

10.

10.

2.3
1.1

0.21
0.08

20.
4.7
4.6
1.0

0.50
0.50
0.09

40.
2.5
2.3
0.47
0.22
0.40
0.06

Table 4.2: Calculated Mean Number of Excited Phonons.
From ref [Ca88], Comparison of the mean number of excited phonons calculated in the
linear version of the Copenhagen model (Cop) and of the RPA approach. This compar-
ison is done for the 40Ca+40Ca reaction at 3 different incident energies. The angle was
kept close to the grazing angle. It should be noticed that because of the differences in
the ion-ion potential the trajectories were different in particular the distance of closest
approach was 9.6 fermi in the case of the Copenhagen calculation and 9.0 fin hi the
RPA approach.

lying states are strongly excited. Therefore, they dominate the inelastic spectrum
and their multiple excitations wash out structures due to the excitation of mul-
tiphonon states built with giant resonances. In contrast in the RPA calculation,
the excitation of low lying states is much weaker so that the peaks due to giant
resonance multiple excitations can be observed.

d) Non-linear effects

In the classical model of Copenhagen the coupling potential is non-linear.
However by comparing the results of a full calculation with those of a linear
version, it is demonstrated in ref [Ch84b], that the non-linear effects are small.
Typical results are displayed in table (4.3). The non-linearities induce a variation
of less than 10% of the total number of phonons.

In the microscopic model, the effects of a non-linear coupling were also stud-
ied using the boson mapping presented in section 3.4 (cf. equation (3.141) and
(3.142)).

In ref. [C&86] and [Ca87], the external one-body field of the projectile

* (4.25)
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| nuclei

™Ar

208pb

J* E(MeV]

2+ 5.1
3- 5.0
5- 8.1
2+ 4.1
2+ 10.8
3~ 2.6
4+ 4.3
5~ 3.3

ncop nnn I
0.85 0.7
2.7 2.5
1.7 1.6

0.12 0.11
0.10 0.12
0.7 0.7
0.28 0.27
0.35 0.36

Table 4.3: Calculated Mean Number of Excited Phonons.
From ref [Ch86b] Value of the number of phonons excited in the 36Ar +20S Pb reaction
at 396 MeV calculated for an impact parameter corresponding to 203 units of angular
momentum. The ncop refers to the full non-linear calculation [Po86] while »(,„ is the
result of the linear approximation [Ch86b].

is mapped into a. boson coupling Hamiltonian.

V(R) M
vb(R) =

+ (4.26)

phh'

the RPA transformation (3.136) &nd truncating the expansion at the
second order in the boson field operator we get the total Hamiltonian.

H(t] = E0(t) + '£

+ E \vzoto,, + E + h.c.
(4.27)

uu'

(See the schematic representation of the transitions in figure 4.7) The Schrodinger
equation associated with this Hamiltonian can be solved exactly because the
quadratic forms in the boson field operator constitute a Lie algebra. Therefore,
the evolution operator is an element of the associated Lie group and the state
of the target associated with the asymptotic condition that the target is in the
ground state at time T = —oo is a generalized coherent state (cfeq. 3.147))

>= exp(£ %(00 i + E %,'(00^')l&> >- (4.28)

This approach is nothing but the time dependent mean field approximation for
the bosons. From eq.(4.28) it is easy to compute the excitation spectrum by
projecting on the multiphonon basis.
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1

Figure 4.7: Schematic Representation of Various Transitions.
Schematic representation of the transitions induced by a external one-body operator
between the multiphonons built with the phonons i and 2. The terms 1V allow to
excite or deexcite only one phonon at a time. The terms 2V induce direct transitions
from the ground state to the two-phonon states whereas \V contributions couple states
with an egual number of phonons.
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A typical result of a calculation neglecting the \V term is presented in fig
(4.8) extracted from ref [Ca87].

From these results calculated for the 40Ca+40Ca reaction, we can see that the
non-linear effects are very small at high incident energy but become important
at low incident energy. This is due to the fact that, at low incident energy, the
direct phonon excitations generated by the jjV term are reduced by matching
conditions whereas transitions towards giant resonances going through the low
lying states are possible when \V terms are considered. (See figure 4.7)

These approaches have to be compared to a similar treatment based on TDHF
[Jo84, Ja84, Um84]. In particular ref [Ja84] presents a study of the inelastic
channel computed within the model of interacting EPA modes. It considers the
evolution of the target, a, and of the projectile, b, separately writing the TDHF
equations

ipa = [h(pa] + V(pb), pa]

In these equations h(pk) is the HF Hamiltonian associated with the nucleus k =
aorb whereas V(pk-) denotes the HF mean-field created by the density of the
partner k' = bora. Expanding the densities over the set of RPA modes

leads to a set of RPA-type coupled equations

£ "' + £ V$+JS (4.31)
. / \ v" I

In this equation V°(t) is the driving force created by the external field of the
other nucleus in its ground state. The V matrices represent coupling terms due
to both inertia! forces and multipole-multipole interactions which couple RPA
states in both nuclei. These approximations we have discussed in the previous
sections correspond to a linearization of equation (4.31). Using perturbation
theory arguments, one can show that quadratic terms induce a coupling to more
complicated configurations generating a shift and a spreading of the original
frequency. However, as discussed in ref [Ch88], the presence of non-linear terms
may also provide a direct excitation of high frequencies. Indeed, the schematic
non-linear equation [Ba81]

ia = wa + va? (4.32)

has the following general solution

o(«) = - ^ - (4.33)
v ' cetwt -v ^ '

which contains the high frequency component nu> in its Fourier transform spec-
trum. This may be the origin of the high frequency peak observed in the Fourier
analysis of a TDHF simulation performed for the Ca-f-Ca reaction [F179]. It
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Figure 4.8: Calculation of Non-Linear Effects
Promref [Ca87], results of the inelastic spectrum of the 40C'a+40Co reaction calculated
with (solid line) and without the non-linear terms (dashed line)
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should be noticed however that these high frequencies are due to non-linear ex-
citation of multiphonon states or to phonon-phonon interactions. Indeed, in a
harmonic picture the frequency of the vibration is independent of the amplitude
of the motion, i.e. the mean number of excited phonons. Therefore, the Fourier
components at frequencies nw are rather a signature of the non-linearities than
a measure of the phonon number. This is equivalent to the classical dynamics
situation where one needs anharmonicities in order <to observe high frequencies.

e) Conclusion

The calculation of the multiphonon excitation predicts that multiphoncns
should be strongly excited in intermediate energy heavy ion reactions. At such
energy the nuclear excitation dominates over the Coulomb interaction so that
one expects the ISGQR to be one of the most important degrees of freedom.
This multiple-GQR excitation gives rise to regularly spaced structures in the
inelastic spectrum. This ensemble of converging arguments pleaded in favor of
experimental investigations at intermediate energy (K= 50 MeV/n).

4.2.3 Experimental results at intermediate energy

In order to observe these multiphonon excitation!!, a large number of experiments
have been performed at GANIL with various projectile-target combinations at
different bombarding energies (w 50MeV/n). Two totally distinct experimental
set-ups were used to carry out this program.

In the same way as for giant resonances, inelastic scattering should be the most
favorable channel for the direct observation of multiphonon states. The aim of
these experiments was to study the continuum, region of the inelastic channels
and to identify small structures superimposed on a large physical background at
angles smaller or near the grazing angle where the counting rate is dominated by
elastic scattering. Thus, emphasis was placed o:a obtaining an unequivocal mass
and charge identification of the ejectiles together with a good energy and angular
resolution.

A first set of data was obtained using a time of flight spectrometer for mass
identification consisting of a gridless channel plate detector [Po84] yielding the
start signal and &E.E stop telescopes separated by a 2.8m flight path. In these
experiments eight independent &E.E solid state detectors were used yielding
an unambiguous charge identification in the region of interest and a total en-
ergy measurement. A second set of data was obtained using the high resolution
magnetic spectrometer SPEC [Bi89]. The emitted fragments were detected by
the standard focal plane detection system consisting of two drift chambers for
position measurements and a multi-anode ionixation chamber for particle iden-
tification. A time of flight measurement was taken between a plastic scintillator
and the cyclotron radio frequency.

A typical example of a heavy ion inelastic spectrum is given in fig.4.9 where
the data from the 40Ar + 90Zr reaction at 44 MeV/n for angles around the
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Figure 4.9: Experimental Inelastic Spectra
Inelastic spectrum for 40Ar +90 Zr reaction at 44 MeV/n for angles around the grazing
angle represented with two different energy burnings : 200 keV/ch and 600 keV/ch (see
ref. [Pr88]
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grazing angle are displayed using two different energy binnings (200 keV/ch. and
600 keV/ch.). The first discrete levels and a prominent bump around 15 MeV
corresponding to known giant resonances followed by a continuum region up to
80 MeV excitation energy are clearly seen in the expanded representation. The
compression of the energy scale allows a much clearer observation of the details
of the high excitation energy part of the spectrum. Small structures are now
observed up to 60 MeV excitation energy.

a) Discussion of the experimental inelastic spectra

As seen in fig.4.9, the structures of interest have very small cross sections
and are superimposed on a large background. Therefore, it was imperative, first
to eliminate any possibility of an experimental bias and second, to> establish the
statistical significance of the structures. The occurrence of spurious experimental
effects was ruled out by comparing the spectra accumulated with the time < light
and spectrometer techniques which exhibited structures at the sanxe excitation
energies with almost identical peak-to-background ratios. Statistical analyses
based on auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions tor the inelastic spectra
obtained in a large number of reactions, allowed to unambiguously rule out sta-
tistical fluctuations as the origin of the observed structures. A typical example of
such an analysis is shown in figure 4.10 [Fr87]. This figure demonstrates the ex-
istence of regularly spaced structures in the inelastic spectrum w/1: a confidence
level greater than 99.99 %.

The excitation of structures at high excitation energies being firmly estab-
lished, the next step was to investigate their origin, which could either lie in the
excitation of new high-lying nuclear states in the taiget nucleus or, more trivially,
be due to the occurrence of complex (e.g. non-inelastic) reaction mechanisms such
as pick-up break-up reactions.

As discussed in section 1.2, in H.I. reactions, pick-up break-up processes can
contribute strongly to the cross section of inelastic, or si igle nucleon transfer
spectra. Consequently, before drawing any conclusion a, careful study of these
processes is necessary [6185]. Theoretical estimation of the pick-up break-up
contribution to inelastic spectra have been performed (see fig.4.11). The main
features of this contribution are outlined in the following.

The pick-up break-up contribution to an inelastic spectrum appears as a broad
bump whose characteristics (mean apparent excitation energy E*p and kinemat-
ical broadening F) depend very little on the nature of the target for a given
projectile at a fixed bombarding energy [B185]. Since, E*p and F2 depend linearly
on the beam energy per nucleon, a variation of the bombarding energy provides
an unambiguous discrimination between target excitations and decay products
of excited projectile fragments.

In such pick-up break-up calculations, continuous excitation energy and spin
distributions were postulated for the levels excited just above the particle emis-
sion threshold of the quasi projectile. If now we assume that due to momentum
matching conditions a level just above the particle emission threshold is highly
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Figure 4.10: Auto-correlation Functions.
Auto-correlation functions of the 40Ar + ^Zr inelastic spectra measured at two different
angles (part a and b) compared with a purely random spectrum. This figure is extracted
fromref. [Fr87].
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Figure 4.11: Experimental Inelastic Spectrum.
Comparison of the inelastic 40Ar +90 Zr spectrum with a pick-up break-up calculation
(see [B185]). Heavy line is the maximum pick-up break-up contribution consistent with
the data. Thin lines represent the contribution of the most important de-excitation
channels.
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excited in the emitting projectile, giving rise to a strong angular momentum
alignment, the light particles will be emitted following & Legendre Polynomial
Plm(coa6). A complete calculation shows that the transfer evaporation contri-
bution is then split into two peaks separated by the width F (see ref. [B185]
for more details). This double humped contribution is independent of target
nature but evolves with incident energy as described for pick up into the contin-
uum. This phenomenon occurs for quasi projectiles excited in the pick-up process
such as 17O, 2lNe which have a low level density above the emission threshold
[Be87, Fr87, Fo88]. An illustrative example is given by the study of inelastic
scattering of 1 60 on 208P6 at two different incident energies and is displayed in
ng.4.12 The two observed bumps which move with incident energy can definitely
be attributed to the pick-up break-up process.

Conversely, in the case of heavy ejectiles such as 4lAr, the neutron threshold
is high and the level density above this threshold is very large. Consequently,
in that case the probability to excite preferentially discrete states in the region
above the emission threshold is certainly small and narrow structures due to the
pick-up break-up mechanism are not expected. Moreover going to high incident
energy reduces the transfer probability and the resulting background due to the
pick-up break-up process. A method to distinguish between target excitations
and pick-up break-up reactions is to study a given system at different incident
energies. However the most powerful tool to unravel the reaction mechanisms
contributing to heavy ion inelastic spectra is to study light-particle-heavy frag-
ment coincidences as will be shown later.

b) Results of inclusive experiments

Different H.I. experiments were carried out at several incident energies from
30MeV/n to 50 MeV/n on targets of 40Ca,90Zr™Sn and 208Pfe. In fig.4.13, the
four inelastic spectra on ^°Zr using 40Ar beams at different energies and with
different set ups as well as a 20Ne beam are displayed [Fr87, Fr88j. In all the
spectra, structures are observed at the same excitation energies superimposed on
the pick-up break-up component which evolves with incident energy. From these
experiments, one can conclude to an interpretation of the observed structures in
terms of excitations of the target nucleus.

These structures were found to be a general feature present for all studied
target nuclei and to evolve with target mass (see fig.4.14). The positions of the
structureve has been extracted by subtracting different backgrounds and also by
performing a double Fourier analysis [Fr87]. The main characteristics of these
structures are outlined in the following.

They have been observed for all the target nuclei studied in a small angular
domain around the grazing angle. They are regularly spaced and have narrow
widths (for example 7±2 MeV for the bump at 50 MeV excitation energy in *°Zr)
[Fr87].

An attempt made to reproduce the positions of the structures by A~1/3 laws
yields a surprisingly good agreement with the measured excitation energies [Fr87].
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Figure 4.12: Observation of Pick-up Break-up Structures
Inelastic spectra from 160 +208 Pb reaction [Be87]. The solid line represents the cal-
culation of the double humped pick-up break-up component arbitrarily normalized to
the text (see [B185]).
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All these observations are consistent with what is expected from a multiphonon
picture where one supposes the excitation of multiphonon states built with the
giant quadrupole resonance [B188] as it can be seen in fig.4.15 where the result
of such calculation for the 40Ca + 40Ca reaction at 33 MeV/n is displayed (see
previous section).

However, a definite signature of the origin of these states can only be given
by the study of their decay.

c) Giant resonance and multiphonon decay

Decay properties of giant resonances represent valuable observables since they
are related to their microscopic structure, therefore, they can be used as finger
prints of the giant resonance excitations. Multiphonon states being built with
giant resonances, it is of primordial interest to first understand the decay mech-
anisms of the single phonon states.

As giant resonances are usually located at excitation energies above the par-
ticle binding energy they will decay predominantly by particle emission. As
discussed in chapter 2, particle decay can occur through various processes (see
fig.4.16). The coupling of the particle-hole (Ip-lh) state to the continuum gives
rise to direct decay into hole states of the (A-l) residual nucleus with an escape
width FT.The spreading width F i arises from the fact that the Ip-lh doorway
state mixes with more complicated states through the residual interaction. In
particular, it couples to the 2p-2h states which couple again to 3p-3h ... to np-nh
states until finally a completely equilibrated system is reached. During the whole
path toward equilibrium the nucleus can emit particles and photons. Photon de-
cay studies face difficulties resulting from the small probability of such events but
can provide significant information in some cases. This point will be discussed in
the next section.

Experimentally, the various decay modes can be distinguished by measuring
the spectrum of the residual (A-l) nucleus. Direct decay can only populate hole
states. Statistical decay can be inferred from a comparison of the experimental
spectrum of the (A-l) nucleus with the one calculated by means of the Hauser
Feschbach formalism.

The signature of a multiphonon state can be given by the study of its decay
(see fig.4.17) both by light particle and photon emission. If one assumes that
the coupling between phonons is weak, the multiplicity of the directly emitted
particles from a multiphonon state is expected to be proportional to the number
of excited phonons, all phonons decaying independently. For example, the light
particles emitted by a two-phonon state will exhibit the same direct decay branch
as for the one phonon state but with a multiplicity twice as large. The direct
decay of high lying giant resonances excited in the same region is expected to be
different since their direct decay will feed the hole states of the (A-l) nucleus and
in some well-chosen cases will lead to very different particle energies.

d) Ca + Ca coincidence experiment
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Figure 4.15: Result of a Multiphonon Calculation.
Total excitation probability spectrum for the 40Ca + 40Co at 33 MeV/n (thick line).
Decomposition into components corresponding to different numbers of excited phonons
(other lines)
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Figure 4.17: Schematic Drawing of the Multiphonon Decay.
Schematic energy level diagram for the decay of a two-phonon state.
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An illustrative example is given by the results concerning the inelastic scat-
tering of 50 MeV/n 40Ca from 40Ca studied in coincidence with light charged
particles [Sc91, Sc91c, Sc94]. The experiment was performed at GANIL using the
SPEG spectrometer to detect heavy fragments [Bi89]. Coincident light charged
particles were detected in 30 cesium iodide elements of the multidetector array
PACHA [Sc91c] placed in the reaction plane and covering the whole angular do-
main with the exception of a small wedge around the beam direction. Proton,
deuteron triton and a particle identification was obtained by comparing the inte-
grated fast and slow components of the Csl pulse read out by a photomultiplier.

The case of the *°Ca+40Ca reaction at 50 MeV/n is particularly well-chosen
for many reasons. On the one hand, as discussed previously at these incident
energies and for intermediate mass nuclei such as 40Ca, calculations show that
the nuclear interaction is still predominant and will excite mainly isoscalar giant
resonances.

On the other hand, at this incident energy, the two emitting sources, i.e. the
projectile and the target nuclei, are very well separated in the velocity plane (see
fig.4.18) [Sc91]. In the forward direction in a cone of about 30° around the beam
axis fast moving light charged particles are clearly seen in coincidence with the
inelasticaly scattered 40Ca. This indicates the presence of three body processes
such as the pick-up break-up mechanism. In particular, this experiment has
allowed to measure the contribution of the pick-up break-up mechanism which
accounts for at most half of the cross section in the excitation energy region
around 60 MeV.

An second component is centered around the velocity of the recoiling target
consistent with the emission from the target. The observation of these two very
well separated components allows to unambiguously select target excitations in
the inelastic spectrum and in the following only the proton data measured in the
backward direction with respect to the recoil will be presented in order to select
only the contributions coming from the target excitations.

The potential of these coincidence experiments is illustrated in fig.4.19 where
the inclusive inelastic spectrum from the 40Ca +40Ca reaction at 50 MeV/n
and the inelastic spectrum in coincidence with protons emitted in the backward
direction (corrected for the proton multiplicity) are displayed.

In fig.4.19a), two different representations of the inclusive spectrum are shown
and allow to observe in more detail the giant resonance together with the high
excitation energy region of the spectrum. The giant resonance is clearly seen
split into two components at 14 and 17.5 MeV. By comparison with distorded
wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculations [Sc91], both components can be
mainly attributed, in the studied angular range, to the excitation of the GQR.
The cross section of the GDR and of the isoscalar moaopole giant resonance are
calculated to be very small. At high excitation energy, small bumps are visible,
in particular at 34 MeV. In fig.4.19b), the inelastic spectrum in coincidence with
protons emitted in the backward direction is displayed. This spectrum must
be corrected from the proton multiplicity. This correction was performed by
calculating the proton multiplicity as a function of the excitation energy [Sc94].
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Figure 4.18: Experimental Proton Cross-section.
a)Experimeiital invariant proton cross section represented in the (v// and Vj.) plane
in coincidence with 40<7o nuclei scattered inelastically. Each cone corresponds to one
light particle detector.
Contour plot: Monte Carlo simulation of the invariant cross section in coincidence with
inelastic scattering (see ref. [Sc91, Sc91c]).
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The correction function is displayed in fig.4.19b). The corrected spectrum is
shown in ng.4.19c). In this spectrum, a very prominent structure is observed
now at 34 MeV, which was barely visible in the inclusive spectrum.

An estimate of the width F and cross section of this state can be given (See
fig.4.19c)) and turns out to be T = 9±2 MeV with a ratio between the cross
section of the giant resonance and the structure at 34 MeV of about 8. These
values are compatible with what is expected from the multiphonon model [B188]
discussed before, and this structure is a good candidate for a two-phonon state.
But it is difficult to extract precise information on the two-phonon state simply by
studying the characteristics of this structure observed at 34 MeV. In particular,
the extracted values can be affected by the uncertainties on correction function
which is necessary to obtain a meaningful spectrum. Moreover, theoretical cal-
culations for this energy region predict not only the presence of the two-phonon
contribution but also of a weaker but sizeable contribution coming from other
excitations (see Fig. 4.15) which are difficult to separate in the experimental
spectrum. Furthermore, due to proton detector thresholds, the lower energy part
of the giant resonance cross section is cut and one has to extrapolate to obtain the
cross section of the complete giant resonance. Thus, the study of the coincident
spectrum is not sufficient to yield a definite assignment for this structure.

As discussed before, the signature of a multiphonon state can be given by the
study of its direct decay. First, a detailed study of the decay of the one-phonon
is called for.

Experimentally [Sc94], the direct or statistical decay modes can be distin-
guished by constructing the missing energy spectrum EmjM = E*oCa - EJj™, where
EJoCa is t n e initial excitation energy in 40Ca and E£™ the proton energy in 'he
center of mass of the recoiling 40Ca target. One should note that these missing
energy spectra do not require any correction for proton multiplicity. Direct decay
will populate hole states. Statistical decay can be infeujd from a comparison of
the experimental missing energy spectrum with the corresponding spectrum cal-
culated by means of the Hauser Feschbach formalism using the code CASCADE
[Pu7/]. Fig.4.20a) shows the result when a gate is set on the GQR region, from 12
to 20 MeV excitation energy in 40Ca. The ground state of 39K, as well as a peak
at 2.6 MeV, which corresponds to the first hole state in 39K, are well separated.
The calculation has been normalized so as to never overshoot the data, i t order
to obtain the maximum contribution consistent with statistical decay. An excess
of cross section for decay to the ground state and the first excited hole state is
observed, which can be ascribed to direct decay.

The experimental missing energy spectrum gated on the two phonon region
from 30 to 38 MeV is also displayed in fig.4.20b). At these large missing energies,
two protons can be emitted, while only one is detected in the present experi-
ment. However, we will show that the detection of only one proton already give
a unambiguous signature of the multiphonon excitation. The corresponding cal-
culated statistical decay spectrum is shown by a solid line. Peaks at 8.3 and 10.9
MeV, which correspond to the population of the ground state and the 2.6 MeV
state in 39K, are observed. An excess of cross section compared to the theoretical
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Figure 4.20: Missing-Energy Spectra.
a) Experimental Missing energy spectrum gated on the GQR region (12-20 MeV) for
protons emitted in the backward direction between +50° and -110°. b) Same as a)
but gated on the two-phonon region (30-38 MeV). The solid line in both figures is
the result of a statistical calculation performed with CASCADE, c) Simulated missing
energy spectrum for the double phonon direct decay (see text). The upper scale shows
the 3gK excitation energy.(see ref. [Sc94])
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calculation can be ascribed to a direct decay component. But, the most striking
feature is the presence of clearly visible peaks, located at around 17MeV excita-
tion energy in 39K, which corresponds to the giant resonance energy (see upper
scale). These peaks are superimposed on a broad continuum due to statistical
decay.

How can these peaks be interpreted? A schematic example of the expected
direct decay of a two-phonon state in 40Ca through its specific proton emission is
given in fig.4.21 One must note that peaks will be observed in the missing energy
spectrum, only if the two phonon-state decays directly through specific states of
39K and towards discrete states of 38j4r, as represented in fig.4.21.

A simulation of such a two-phonon direct decay has been done with the fol-
lowing assumptions. The GQR is composed of two peaks centered at 14 and 17.5
MeV with widths (FWHM) of 2MeV, making up 40% and 60% of the total GQR
cross section respectively. The result of the simulation is presented in fig.4.20c)
The various decay combinations should give rise to ten peaks, the positions of
which are shown by bars. However, due to the experimental resolution and the
giant resonance width, the final result exhibits only 4 peaks which are in remark-
able agreement with those observed in the experimental missing energy spectrum
(see fig.4.20b).

This comparison confirms that we are dealing with the decay of a two-phonon
state. This result is of primordial importance since it demonstrates a new method
which allows to unambiguously sign the presence of multiphonon strength in the
inelastic spectrum.

This method can be applied to the search for higher order phonon strength.
In fact, indications for the triple phonon state have been obtained in the present
experiment. At about 50 MeV excitation energy in 40Cra, peaks are observed in
the missing energy spectrum, located at about the energy of a double phonon in
39K, which could be the signature of a three-phonon state in 40Ca. However, in
the present experiment the statistics at this high excitation energy are too low
to conclude.

4.2.4 Discussion and Perspectives

Unexpected structures in the energy spectra from inelastic H.I. collisions were
discovered in the early eighties and a subsequent pioneering work was carried out
in order to understand the mechanism responsible for these experimental obser-
vations. The first step was to unravel the various reaction mechanisms involved in
H.I. inelastic scattering and for that a large amount of data was obtained on var-
ious systems. Consistency with the experimental results could only be obtained
by supposing the excitation of multiphonon states built with giant resonances.
A spectacular step-forward has been achieved recently by the study of the decay
of the observed states excited in 40Ca + 40Ca inelastic scattering at 50MeV/n.
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Figure 4.21: Schematic Representation of the Direct Decay
Schematic representation of the direct decay branch of a giant resonance and a two-
phonon state in 40Co. Also the direct decay of a giant resonance at 35 MeV is indicated
by dashed arrows.
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These results have shown that it is possible to demonstrated the existence of
the double giant quadrupole phonon through the observation of its specific direct
decay pattern. This is the first signature of a double GQR phonon. This state
appears to be harmonic since its excitation energy is twice the single phonon en-
ergy and its width is the quadratic sum of the single phonon width. Its excitation
probability is compatible with the theoretical predictions.

It thus turns out that heavy ion inelastic scattering is a unique tool to investi-
gate multiphonon states built wit*, .soscalar giant resonances in nuclei, as long as
coincident decay measurements are performed. These studies have to be extended
to other nuclei in order to determine the general behavior of multiphonons. One
can expect to sign three or more phonon states through the study of their decay
channels. Furthermore, the observation of a double mononopole would provide
precious information on the nuclear compressibility far from equilibrium. The
decay of such a state by (e+ , e~) pairs could constitute the cleanest experimental
signature.
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4.3 Excitation through Electromagnetic Interaction
4.3.1 Motivations

In the previous section, we discussed excitations induced by the strong nuclear
interaction and we saw that heavy ion inelastic scattering provides large cross
sections and peak to continuum ratios needed to carry out detailed decay studies.
Another attractive feature of heavy ion reactions is that the Coulomb interaction
can play, in some cases, a predominant role. At the lowest incident energies, the
Coulomb excitation effect drops rapidly with increasing excitation energy acting
only on the excitation of low-lying states so that, in the region around 10 MeV
excitation energy, the cross section comes mainly from the strong nuclear field.
But at the higher incident energies about 100 MeV/n and above, the Coulomb
interaction plays a major role and the inelastic spectrum is dominated by the
dipole transition [Ba88a], (see theoretical calculations in the next section.).

The effect of increasing energy is well illustrated in fig.4.22 in which the com-
parison of the inelastic spectra from 17O +208 Pb at two different incident energies
22 MeV/n and 84 MeV/n, is displayed [Be89]. The two spectra are normalized in
the continuum near 40 MeV. At 22 MeV/n, the GQR is the strongest peak above
10 MeV and is excited with a cross section of about 40 mb/sr while the GDR is
almost unobservable since the nuclear interaction excites only weakly isovector
states in such reactions. At 84 MeV/n, the cross section of the GQR increases
strongly (0.6 barn/sr) but the dominant feature comes from the increase of the
Coulomb interaction with incident energy and the GDR is now excited with a
cross section of about 2.5 barn/sr. The Coulomb interaction will excite both
isoscalar and isovector states while the nuclear interaction strongly favors the
isoscalar transitions. Therefore, the isovector resonances will be mainly excited
by the Coulomb field whereas the isoscalar resonances are excited by both the
nuclear and Coulomb interactions. Coulomb excitation will benefit from the use
of the heaviest beams since the Coulomb interaction scales with the projectile
charge Z and consequently the cross section will increase as Z2.

Very large probabilities are expected for the Coulomb excitation of giant res-
onances at relativistic energies. For example the GDR is excited in 209Bi + 208Pb
collisions at 1 GeV/n with a cross section of about 5 barns [Ri93j. Under such
conditions, the excitation of multiple phonon states built with the GDR becomes
possible. In fig.4.23 the expected evolution of the cross section of the one phonon,
two phonon and three phonon states excited in the 238U + 238U reaction is dis-
played as a function of the incident energy [Sc91b]. One can note the rapid
increase of the cross section of theses states from 100 MeV/n to 1 to 2 GeV/n
which levels off for higher energies. However, the ratio between the single and
the multiphonon cross section remains roughly constant for a given reaction (up
to approximatly 5 GeV). This ratio is much more favorable for heavy projectiles.
At 1 GeV/n the predicted cross section of an n-phonon state is expected to be of
about one order of magnitude lower than for the (n-l)-phonon state. The large
cross section of a few hundred millibarns predicted for the two-phonon state, for
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Figure 4.22: Experimental Inelastic Spectra.
Spectra from inelastic scattering of 84 and 22 MeV/n 17O from 20BPb. The two spectra
are normalized in the continuum region near 40 MeV (see [Be89]).
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Figure 4.23: Calculated Multiphonon Cross-Section
Total cross section for single, double and triple phonon GDR states in 238Z7 excited by
inelastic scattering of 238U as a function of incident energy.(see ref. [Sc91b]
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example, should allow its observation.
For the observation of these states in such relativistic H.I. reactions, two differ-

ent methods have been proposed so far. The first is to study the photon decay of
these states while the second is the exclusive measurement of the electromagnetic
dissociation of a projectile or target nucleus in peripheral H.I. collisions.

As discussed before, coincidence experiments are useful to investigate the giant
resonances. The dominant decay mode of the giant resonances is the light par-
ticle emission. The photon decay is expected to have small probability(< 10~3)
but can provide significant information different than that probed by nucleon
decay. In particular, the photon decay is dominated by E\ transitions and the
observation of a strong direct 7-decay branch to the ground state demonstrates
the existence of dipole strength. Therefore, the presence of a double dipole res-
onance can be signed through its two-photon decay branch. Each photon will
de-excite one dipole resonance which means that both photons will carry compa-
rable energies. The ideal experiment would consist in a complete heavy ion-7-7
triple coincidence measurement. However, at these relativistic energies, it is im-
possible to determine the energy of the outgoing inelastically scattered heavy ion
with sufficient precision. The realistic approach is to measure 7-7 coincidences
in peripheral collisions, which can be triggered, by requiring an absence of light
charged particles in the forward direction.

In a complementary way, it is also important to measure inelastic spectra
in the relativistic regime. This can be done, for projectile excitation, by recon-
structing the dissociated projectile through a complete measurement of forward
going heavy ions and neutrons and of emitted 7-rays. In such a measurement, the
double GDR state should appear as a structure in the reconstructed projectile
excitation energy spectrum. However, no direct signature of the nature of the
observed structures will be available.

Before outlining the status of the experimental results, let us first recall the
basic properties of the electromagnetic interaction in order to be able to interpret
the observations.

4.3.2 Theoretical approach

Coulomb excitation has been extensively studied for nearly 60 years and it will
not be possible here to give a complete report about this subject nor to cite all
the relevant references. We will limit ourselves giving here a brief overview of
this subject and refer the interested readers to text books (see for example [Ja75]
or [Ba88a]).

a) Low incident energies

At low incident energy, well below the barrier, one observes pure Coulomb
excitation . We can assume that the target is perturbed only by the electromag-
netic field created by the projectile traveling on a classical Rutherford trajectory
R(t) [A156].
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In t ie first order, perturbation theory , the Coulomb excitation cross-section
can be written as

where d<rei/dfl is the elastic scattering cross-section and where A% is the am-
plitude for the transition from the ground state |0 > to tie excited state \v >
denned by

Ac
v = /+°° e**1 < »/! Y, Vc(rp - R(t))\0 > dt (4.35)

y-«> „
The Coulomb field, Vc can be expanded in multipoles

VC(TP - R) = £ oZTtfO-' J W W W A) (4.36)

with
U^A "&—A—1 ^ ^ D

(4.37)

where t i e operator B is denned from the isospin operators r as

B = Za(l - r3)/2 (4.38)

Assuming that the two nuclei never touch one another, leads to a simple expres-
sion for the Coulomb transition amplitude

Ac
v = E < "WS.WIO > $£(«*) (4-39)

AH

wiere tie microscopic information about tie excited state \v > is factorized in
the matrix element of the multipole operator

whereas the dynamical information is gathered in tie function 5j^. Til's function
is defined by

+°°Stlt(t)e
i»tdt (4.41)

wiere

5£,W = j^yW^yUAW) (4-42)

The function 5 ^ introduces an adiabatic cut-off for

£ = w^6/v > 1 (4.43)

where 6 is the impact parameter and v the velocity.
Indeed, the function 5 is strong during a time proportional to the reaction

time b/v. Considering the Fourier transform (4.41), this finite reaction time will
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introduce an energy cut-off proportional to the inverse of this time. For low
incident energy this cut-off limits the possible excitation energies to the region
below a few MeV.

b) Relativistic excitations

In order to excite high lying phonons, one must go to relativistic energies
[Wi79]. Indeed, let us compute the electromagnetic field experienced by the
target nucleus set at the origin of the coordinate system (see fig. (4.24). If w>
neglect the Rutherford bending of the trajectories arguing on the high incident
energy we get

+ 7 2v 3 t 2] s / 2

B p = 0 ,•
BT = v A ET

where 7 is the Lorentz factor
7 = Vl-v2 (4.45)

From this expression we clearly see that the reaction time is reduced because of
the Lorentz contraction so that the adiabatic cut-off parameter associated with
a transition at a frequency u> becomes

£ = wb/fv (4.46)

Expression (4.46) shows that giant resonances can be strongly excited in rela-
tivistic collisions because they are associated with a £ much smaller than 1.

c) Equivalent photon spectrum

An elegant way to quantitatively treat the problem of the Coulomb excita-
tion is to introduce the concept of the equivalent photon spectrum. This method
was introduced by Fermi [Fe34] and later on further developed by many au-
thors [We34, Wi34, Wi35, Ja75, Ba88a]. It is usually referred as the Weizsacker-
Williams (W.W.) method. The basic idea is to recognize that the electromag-
netic field is nearly equivalent to two pulses of plane waves incident on the target
(see fig. 4.24) except for the missing magnetic field associated with Ep. Perform-
ing a Fourier transform of the different fields, one obtains the equivalent photon
number as

N(u, b) = (w/4/i»)|E(w) A B(o;)| (4.47)

N(u, b) = ( Z p W M V ) [ JT?(f ) + JKftO/T2] (4.48)

where £ is the cut-off factor introduced (4.47) in eq. (4.46). In eq. (4.47), the
modified Bessel function of order 1, KI , is associated with the transverse radiation
(BT and ET) while AO, the modified Bessel function of order 0, is related to the
parallel radiation (Ep, Bp). At relativistic energies, the latter can be neglected
so that the number of photons is only governed by the dimensionless function
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Figure 4.24: Schematic Drawing.
Schematic drawing showing the equivalence between a relativistic heavy ion exciting
through its Coulomb field a target nucleus (part a) and the interaction of the latter
with two light pulses P ! and PZ (part b). Prom ref [Ba88a].
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¥>(£) = £2^i(02> This adiabatic cutoff function is represented in fig. 4.25. It
clearly introduces a maximum frequency around £ = 1 i.e.:

uMax = 2*7/6 (4.49)

This approach was recently improved by many authors (for a review, see [Ba88a])
by introducing quantum effects, other multipolarities than E\, recoil corrections,
coulomb distortion....without changing the overall picture presented above.

Figure 4.26 presents typical number of photons for various transitions, EI, M\
and EZ [Ba88a]. One can see that high energy transitions are much more favored
at high incident energy. This figure also clearly shows that for small 7 values we
have snore E2 photons than E\ and more E\ than M\. This can be related to the
fact that a slowly moving particle generates mainly a non uniform electric field
responsible for a large electric quadrupole excitation. In contrast , the force lines
of an ultrarelativistic particle are Lorentz contracted and resemble a light pulse
which contains all electric and magnetic multipolarities with the same weight.
Therefore, all the photon numbers tend to be equal when 7 —> oo. This has
a direct consequence on the cross section for the excitation of giant resonances
which is related to the number of photons through the relation

where a-"1 represents the photoabsorption cross section. The cross section for the
excitation of giant resonances in 40Ca impinged by a 23SU is displayed in figure
4.27. In this figure one can see that the electric dipole transition dominates
only for ultrarelativistic collisions. In conclusion, the excitation of the GDR will
dominate at relativistic energies. One must note that the total cross section may
become huge overcoming the geometrical cross section. Therefore, one expects a
strong excitation of multiphonon states.

d) Multiphonon excitation

Since the excitation probabilities of a one phonon state remain small the
perturbation theory9 can be used to compute the multiphonon excitation. The
excitation probability of the two and n-phonon states can be simply obtained by

p(") p(")Z In (A C1 \
/ 2 — •M / « V**"-1/

P M « pM"/»! (4-52)

as in the nuclear excitation case. In ref [Ba88a], an approximate expression is
derived for the probability of multiple excitation of the GDR at a given impact
parameter 6:

p(GDR) = (5/6?)-/»! (4.53)
9 In some cases, the petturbation theory can not be justified. However, the following ex-

pressions can be easily generalized as discussed in section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.25: Adiabatic Cutoff Function.
The adiabatic cutoff function #(£) presented as a function of £ = wb/jv from ref
[Ba88a].
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Figure 4.26: Calculated Equivalent Photon Number
Typical equivalent number of photon associated with various transitions, EI, MI and
EZ, extracted from ref [Ba88a].
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Figure 4.27: Calculated Coulomb Excitation Cross-Section.
Incident energy dependence of the Coulomb excitation cross section of various transi-
tions in a 40Ca induced by a 23817, extracted from ref [Ba88a].
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with
S = 5.45 x W-SZ2

PNTZT/AT/3 /m2 (4.54)

In this expression Zp comes from the scaling of the Coulomb field of the projectile
while NTZT/AT originates from the scaling of the strength and the energy of
the GDR. The differential cross section can be written in analogy with eq (4.34)

The total cross section can be obtained integrating over angle or impact parame-
ter. Figure 4.28 presents the results obtained for the excitation of multiphonons
in 16O by the Coulomb field of an 238U.

One can observe that, while the multiple excitation cross sections saturates,
the excitation cross section of the one-phonon state is increasing logarithmically.
This can be related to the fact that the elastic scattering diverges at 0 degree i.e
for large impact parameters. All impact parameters up to the adiabatic cutoff
bcut = 7C/w contribute to the excitation of the giant dipole. Therefore its cross
section increases with the incident energy due to the increase of bcul. The sit-
uation is different for the multiple excitation because the excitation probability
decreases fast enough to ensure convergency before bmt is reached. Therefore,
the ratio between the one and the two-phonon excitations appears to be much
more favorable in the region below 10 GeV/n. Using the approximate expression
(4.53), one can perform the integrals analytically

fl) (4.56)

and
vS(S/R2)N~l/(n - l)n\ (4.57)

where R is the grazing distance. It should be noticed that the asymptotic cross
section for the multiple excitation of the GDR can be as large as 1 barn [8a88a].

e) Conclusion.
In conclusion, the Coulomb excitation of multiphonon states strongly increases

with the charge of each partner. It increases also with the incident energy up to
a saturation point. An energy close to this saturation point is optimum because
one maximizes the excitation of multiphonons without getting contributions from
a direct one-step electromagnetic process. Indeed, at these energies, the virtual
photon spectrum does not yet contain high frequency components. Therefore,
the study of the interaction of heavy targets with heavy projectiles at relativistic
energy is a unique tool to study the multiple excitations of the GDR.
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Figure 4.28: Calculated Multiple Excitation Cross-Section.
Incident energy dependence of the Coulomb excitation cross section of multiple transi-
tions in a 160 induced by a 138U, extracted from ref [Ba88a].
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4.3.3 Experimental status

a) Photon decay

Attempts to study multiphonon states built with the GDR by measuring their
photon decay have been made very recently.

Two experiments have been performed using the photon spectrometer TAPS
(Two Arm Photon Spectrometer), one at GANIL [Be93] at lOOMeV/n and the
second one at SIS/GSI at IGeV/n [Ri93, La93]. The first experiment is under
analysis while new results from SIS are now available and will be described in
the following [Ri93].

The 209Bi+208Pb reaction has been studied at SIS at 1 GeV/n. The photons
from the decay of the GDR and the double GDR (GDR0GDR) were detected
by TAPS. TAPS consists of two towers of 128 BAF2 detectors. Each detector is
equipped with an individual charged particle veto detector (plastic scintillator).
A forward wall which is a large area plastic detector records charged particles
emitted in a cone between 1° and 30° in the forward direction. Peripheral events
can be selected by requiring that the forward wall detects no charged particles.
The incident energy of 1 GeV/n has been chosen rather than & higher energy
because the contribution of direct one-step excitation of states in the region where
multiphonon excitations are expected, is predicted to be small due to the absence
of high frequency components in the virtual photon spectrum (see previous section
and ref. [L192]).

Since both the projectile and the target can be excited by the Coulomb field,
it is crucial to be able to separate the GDR photons from both partners. For
that, photons were detected at backward angles where photons from projectile
decay are Doppler shifted to much lower energies than those emitted by the GDR
excited in the target, which are not shifted. Therefore, projectile 7 ray do not
contributes significantly to the energy range of the target decay.

In fig4.29, the 7 energy spectrum from 20BPb for peripheral events as defined
previously, is displayed. In this spectrum, a structure at about 13 MeV, which
is independent of the observation angle, clearly shows up and can be assigned
to the 7-decay of the GDR in 208P6. The giant resonance peak is extracted by
subtracting a background parametrized as the sum of two exponentials, on each
side of the observed peak, with slopes fixed by the data. One way to discriminate
between projectile and target excitations is to investigate the angular distribution
of the emitted photons since decay photons from the target must be symmetrically
distributed about 90° to the beam axis, whereas the decay photons from the
projectile are expected to be sharply peaked to forward angles. The symmetry
of the observed angular distribution for the GDR is in agreement with what is
expected for decay photons from the target [Ri93]. The position, width and total
cross section of the GDR excited in 208P6 are respectively about 13 MeV, 4 MeV
and 5 barns.

A spectrum obtained by requiring coincidences of two-7 rays with an energy
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Figure 4.29: Measured Photon Spectra.
Photon energy spectra measured for peripheral events from 209Bi + 208P6 reaction.
The structure around 13 MeV corresponds to the 7 decay of the coulomb excited GDR
in the 208Pb target. The insert shows a Lorentz fit to the difference between the data
and the background (see [Ri93]).
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Figure 4.30: Measured double photon spectra.
Sum energy of coincident photon pairs with an energy difference less than 6 MeV for
peripherical events. The structure around 26 MeV is assigned to the double 7 decay of
the GDR <g> GDR,.(see ref. [Ri93].
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difference of less than 6 MeV is constructed and displayed in fig 4.30. A broad
structure at a mean energy of about 26 MeV is observed and can be attributed
to the double 7 decay of the GDR®GDR state. After background subtracter,
the position and width of this structure fitted by a Lorentzian shape are found to
be respectively 25.6 MeV and 5.8 MeV. These values are in agreement with what
is expected for a two phonon state. Under the assumption that the 7 branching
ratio for each phonon is independent of the number of phonons the cross section
obtained is 770 ± 220 mb which is about 2 times larger than predicted by W.W.
calculations [Ba88a, Ri93].

Again, under certain well chosen conditions, decay studies appear to be a
powerful tool to sign multiphonon excitations.

b) Coulomb dissociation

Experimental investigations of the fragmentation of relativistic nuclei follow-
ing electromagnetic excitation have been carried out recently in view of studying
multiple electromagnetic excitations. As mentioned before, the aim of these ex-
periments is to excite with a large probability high lying collective modes in the
projectile using peripheral H.I. collisions, to measure in coincidence the subse-
quent neutron and 7 decay of these states and to reconstruct the excitation energy
of the projectile [La93j.

The experiment was performed at the SIS facility at GSI using a l36Xe beam
at 0.7 GeV/n on a 208P6 target. Projectiles or projectile fragments are deflected
in the ALADIN magnetic spectrometer [La92] and their trajectories are traced by
two position sensitive plastic counters. The fragment nuclear charge is treasured
with a small size ionization chamber and a Cherenkov counter. The t.irget is
surrounded by 48 BaF2 scintillators to measure the 7 rays emitted from the
excited fragments after neutron evaporation . The neutrons are measured in a
Large Area Neutron Detector (LAND) consisting of 200 elements. Each element
is built from interspersed iron converter and plastic scintillator sheets with a
total thickness of 1 m. The front face is covered by a plastic "veto" wall which
allows the identification of charged particles. This detector delivers position and
time of flight information. Placed at 10m from the target, it covers an angular
acceptance of > 200mrad. Its high granularity allows to resolve multiple hits.
The neutron momentum resolution together with the neutron angular resolution
contributes less than 1 MeV to the resolution for the reconstructed excitation
energy (for more details see ref [La93]).

The resulting excitation energy spectrum from l36Xe obtained with 208Pb and
12C targets is displayed in fig4.31. This spectrum was corrected for background
using a measurement without target. The results are compared to W.W. cal-
culations. In these calculations, the contribution of the dipole and of both the
isoscalar and isovector quadrupole resonances, deduced from photo-absorption
measurements, is taken into account, while the contribution of high multipolar-
ity resonances which is expected to be very low, is neglected. The results obtained
using a C target are used to estimate the nuclear cross section. A very small con-
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Figure 4.31: Experimental Inelastic Spectra.
Excitation energy spectrum obtained for 136Xe projectile interacting with a 208Pb
target a 700 MeV/n (squares) and with a 12C target (circles). The spectrum for the
12C target is multiplied by a factor 2 for better representation. The expected resonance
energies for the GQR, GDR, and multiphonon states are indicated. The solid curve is
the result of a first order W.W. calculation.(for more details see ref. [La93]. The insert
shows an expanded view of the two-phonon region after background subtraction.
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tribution of such excitation of about 100mb for the Pb target has been deduced
suggesting that the measured cross section is mainly due to electromagnetic ex-
citation.

In fig4.31, the result of the W.W. calculation is compared to the data. This
calculation reproduces the measured excitation energy spectrum up to Ex~25
MeV. Above, the calculated virtual photon spectrum drops rapidly. Moreover,
apart from the GDR and GQR, no other single-step collective giant resonances
were included in the calculation.

In the experimental spectrum, a structure which is assigned to the double-
GDR, is clearly observed at 28 ± IMeV with a width of about 6 ±2 MeV. These
values are in agreement with what is expected for a two-phonon state. Its cross
section of 175 ± 50 mb is approximately twice the value predicted by the harmonic
approximation. Nevertheless, no alternative interpretation of this structure can
be given.

Very recently a new experiment was performed with an analogous procedure
for the 20l lP6+Pb reaction at 650 MeV/n [Em93]. In this experiment, the double
phonon GDR is found at a mean excitation energy of 23.8 MeV, a width of 6.3
MeV and an integrated cross section of about 350 mb. Again this cross section
is a factor two larger than predicted. These values are in agreement, within the
error bars, with those of the TAPS experiment discussed above.

The electromagnetic dissociation of 56Co, 89Y and 197Au targets by relativistic
projectiles from the SIS facility has been also investigated recently at Darmstadt
[Au93] in order to search for indications of multiphonon GDR excitations. The
idea of this measurement is that multiple GDR phonon correspond to strong exci-
tation of the target which will subsequently decay by particle emission. Therefore,
the cross section of the various neutron removal channels can be related to the
initial cross section of the multiple GDR excitation.

Since higher order GDR excitations are expected to contribute mainly to
the emission of more than one neutron, 2n cross section for the W7Au + l97Au
system and 3n cross section for Kr, Au and Bi + Au, studied at IGeV/n has been
measured. The experimental procedure consists of irradiating the targets with
the IGeV/n l97Au beam and measuring off-line the resulting activity in order to
infer the In, 2n and 3n removal cross section.

Elaborate W.W. calculations including both isoscalar and isovector GQR as
well as multiphonon excitations have been performed and compared to the data.

From the activities determined, the experimental cross section for the In, 2n,
and 3n channels have been calculated. These, cross sections have been corrected
for contributions from secondary reactions induced mainly by evaporated neu-
trons. A deficit of cross section compared to one-phonon W.W. predictions has
been observed for the one neutron removal channels together with an excess of
2n and 3n electromagnetic dissociation cross sections (see fig. 4.32).

It is shown that these cross sections can be explained consistently by assuming
a two phonon GDR excitation but with a strength of a factor two larger than
expected in the harmonic model. This result is consistent with the observations
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Figure 4.32: Measured Dissociation Cross-section.
Electromagnetic dissociation cross section for In, 2n, and 3n-removal from a ig7Au
target as a function of projectile charge. The full curve represents a simple W.W.
calculation taking monophonon GDR and GQR excitations into account. The dashed
curve represent the calculation where multiphonon excitations are taken into account.
Same calculation for the dotted curve but with the assumption that the two-phonon
GDR probability is increased by a factor of two.(see ref. [Au93]).
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of the experiments described previously.
Efforts were made to explore the existence of collective strength at high excita-

tion energy above the GDR using relativistic energies of about 15 GeV/n [Ba92].
A direct measurement of the excitation energy spectrum in the electromagnetic
dissociation of 285i into p + 27Al, n + 27Si and 2p + 26Afg at an energy of 14.6
GeV/n was performed recently at the AGS (Brookhaven). The excitation energy
is obtained through a calculation of the invariant mass of the final state particles
in kinematically reconstructed events. The resolution is good enough to probe
the structure of the excited HI projectiles. Unfortunately, the background due to
to the single electromagnetic excitation is so large that the multiple excitations
cannot be extracted from the data [So93].

4.3.4 Discussion and perspectives

Experiments involving electromagnetic excitation of giant resonances have be-
come possible very recently using HI beams at relativistic energies available from
accelerators such as SIS (Darmstadt) and with the improvement of multidetectors
well adapted to such investigations. The HI beams at relativistic energies con-
stitute a perfect tool to excite GDR multiphonon states and the high efficiency
photon detectors allow 7- decay studies which can sign unambiguously the double
GDR resonance complement efficiently these studies. However, this method is
limitated to the study of the two-phonon state because of the low branching-ratio
for photon decay. The new results in the domain are promising. The energy of
the two-phonon states is twice the energy of the single phonon whereas the width
is approximately \/2 the width of the single phonon. This is in complete agree-
ment with the theoretical calculation and the quasi-independence of the phonons
(see section 3 and Ref. [Ch84a]) However, several questions remain open. In
particular, an unexplained feature observed in all these experiments is the large
cross section obtained for the electromagnetic double GDR excitation, a factor
2 to 3 larger than the calculated values. Thus, these experiments need to be
systematically followed up.
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4.4 Charge Exchange Reactions

4.4.1 Motivations

Pion beams can be considered as exotic probes compared with electrons, pro-
tons, a or heavy ions since they are only available as secondary beams implying
reduced beam intensity and beam quality. However, the potentiality of pion in-
duced reactions to study isovector resonances by charge exchange, has already
been demonstrated (see section 2) and it has been shown that such reactions are
complementary to nuclear studies by means of other probes [Au82j. Furthermore,
one unique advantage is that the pion has three charge states 7r+,ir°, ir~ allowing
to study easily inverse reactions, in particular, single charge exchange involving
the reactions (ir+,ir°) or (7r~,7r°) and double charge exchange with (TT+,IT~) or
(ir~,ir+). In pion induced single charge exchange charged pions are converted into
neutral ones and neutrons into protons (and vice vers. Double charge exchange
scattering involves at least 2 nucleons. For example an incoming positive pion
converts two neutrons in the target nucleus into two protons and appears itself
finally as a negative pion. Pion single and double charge exchange scattering
on complex nuclei A(7r±,ir°)A' and A(n-±, Tr^A" lead to a, change of the third
component of the nuclear isospin ATz = ± 1 , ±2 and therefore select isovector
(AT = 1) and isotensor (AT = 2) transitions respectively.

The isobaric analogue state(IAS) is a resonant state in which a neutron (or a
proton) is transformed on shell into a proton (or a neutron). It exist only if the
Pauli blocking allows this charge exchange. Since proton rich stable targets do
not exist, the IAS is absent in all (ir~,ir0) reactions. Also, no IAS can be excited in
(ir+,7T°) reactions on T = 0 targets. The GDR shows up as the prominent feature
in the energy spectra from both (ir+,ir°) and (TT~,IT°) reactions. The selectivity of
the single charge exchange for the excitation of the IAS and the GDR is due
to the isospin conditions mentioned before, but also to the fact that at Asa
resonance energy (around 300 MeV), the pion penetrates only slightly into the
nuclear interior and probes mainly the outer region of the nucleus where both the
GDR and the IAS have strong components of their transition density. Moreover,
the pions being spinless particles, a strong suppression of spin- flip transitions
(A5 = 1) is observed at forward angles.

Double charge exchange reactions (TT^TT^) are inherently at least two step
processes and therefore should be an appropriate tool to study double isovector
giant resonances. As we deal with isotensor AT = 2 transitions, the selectivity of
the double charge exchange reaction is very large and therefore the background
underneath the studied structures is expected to be low [Au90]. If double charge
exchange reactions are viewed as a superposition of two single charge exchange
processes, a combination of the IAS (if it exists) and GDR transitions. In partic-
ular, GDR&IAS as well as a double GDR (GDR2) could in principle be reached.
Fig.4.33 shows a schematic energy level diagram of single and double resonances
which can be excited in single charge exchange (ir+,7r°) and double charge ex-
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Figure 4.33: Schematic Representation of Charge-Exchange Transitions.
Schematic energy level diagram of single and double resonances expected in single
charge exchange (ir+,ir°) and double charge exchange (TT+,T~) reactions respectively.
The numbers to the right are the Q values for the ground state and the three dou-
ble resonances observed in the double charge exchange reaction on 93Nb ( see ref.
[Mo88b]).
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change (7r+,jr~) reactions on 93Nb. The energetically lowest double state is the
double isobaric analogue state DIAS. The DIAS can be considered as the simplest
example of a double-phonon state. It is analogous to the original ground state
except that two of the valence neutrons of the target nucleus are changed into
two protou • in the same orbitals without rearranging the other nucleons.

At higher energy, one can excite the predicted GDR®IAS and double GDR.
In Fig.4.33, only the lowest isospin component of the two resonances is indi-
cated [Au90]. In the following sections, we will first recall some aspects of the
description of pion-induced reactions before presenting the main findings of the
pion-double charge exchange reactions.

4.4.2 Theoretical Aspects

Single Charge Exchange reaction

The pions are a multiple! of particles with a spin 0 and an isospin 1. In
a single charge exchange reaction the third component of the isospin (i.e. the
charge) of one nucleon of the target is changed . At the lowest order, this reaction
is associated with a one-body excitation operator:

' * * = E ' * t = E E '/A,(Mi)tf (4.58)
A»J A/i i

where the sign ± is the sign of the isospin transfer. The excitation operator
1 F± can be viewed as a component of an isotensor of rank 1 (isovector). In Eq.
(4.58) f;, cfj and tf are the position, spin and isospin operators associated with the
nucleon i and the functions lf*fl are tensor of rank A in the space-spin coordinates.
Since the pions are spin-less particles, this transition operator is essentially of
an electric nature. The explicit expression of this operator depends upon the
reaction mechanism. For example in the framework of the Plane Wave Born
Approximation (PWBA) the electric part of the excitation operator is simply
given by the multipole expansion of the plane waves:

V A , M = .»A(q.*)^(#) (4.59)

where q is the transferred linear momentum. The simplest case corresponds to
q — » 0 because at the lowest order in q, F± tx T±. In this case, if T^^o > ^ 0
the IAS,

\IAS >oc T ^ o > (4.60)

dominates the spectrum. Since the ground state of the target nucleus, |T/>O >,
has isospin quantum numbers T = \Tz\ the IAS exist in only one of the charge
exchange directions. This state corresponds to the on-shell transformation of a
valence neutron (or proton) into a proton (or a neutron respectively). A schematic
illustration of the single charge exchange reaction in the 40Ca region is presented
in Fig. 4.34.
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Figure 4.34: Schematic Representation of Charge-Exchange Transitions.
Schematic energy level diagram of dipole and double dipole states expected in single
and double charge exchange reactions. Two cases are presented : Top, reactions on an
N=Z target, Bottom, reactions on (T = 2,Tz = -2) target.
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Another important case is the isovector dipole resonance because it is one of
the most collective resonances. Since it is a AT = 1 electric transition it can be
excited in a charge exchange channel (ATz = 1). This state is also indicated in
Fig. 4.34.

The intensity of the various transitions can be found using the Wigner-Eckart
theorem for the transition between the ground state IV'o > supposed to be asso-
ciated with the isospin T = \Tz\ and the excited state \n >= |nA/*TnTz ±1 >

t
Sn = | < n\lF*\l>o >\* = \< T,Tz;l,±l|Tn,Tz±l > |2| < fo\\l F^nA/tT,, > |2

(4.61)

Double Charge Exchange reactions

Let us now focus the discussion on the double charge exchange reaction. In
this case the excitation operator must affect at least the isospin component of two
nucleons of the target. The leading transition operator is a two-body isotensor
of rank two:

2jp± = £ a/* = £ £ *htt(i A . tff ^ ± ( 4 . 6 2 )

AM AM i>j

As far as the excitation of two-phonon states is concerned it can be interesting
to decompose this isotensor on the basis of two coupled isovector operators:

'*£ = E [ '*t '*t]A,, (4-63)
Ai.Aj

where squared parenthesis indicates a coupling to a good angular momentum.
This decomposition demonstrates that the considered process can be viewed as
a two step process. Indeed, if we assume that the sum in (4.63) is restricted to
only one term the transition between the ground state and a final state \f > is
given by

Sf = }< tfF^o > I2 = I E < V^r^ln >< n^F^o > |2 (4.64)
n

where n is a complete set of states. If / can be associated with a two phonon
state the states n can be restricted to the single phonon states. As in the single
charge exchange case the probability S/ can be computed using the Wigner-
Eckart theorem.

In Fig. 4.34, we have indicated the various possibilities of double phonon
excitation in double charge exchange reaction assuming that the first step was
dominated by the excitation of either the IAS state (when it exists) or the GDR.
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4.4.3 Experimental results

An experimental program based on such considerations was started in 1987 at
LAMPF. The measurements were performed with the energetic pion channel and
the high performance spectrometer (EPICS) at the highest beam energy available
at EPICS, I , = 292 MeV. The spectrometer can detect outgoing pions over a
kinetic energy range between 100-300 MeV with an energy resolution of about
140 keV. A freon gas Cherenkov detector and a set of scintillators placed behind a
series of graphite blocks were used to veto against particles such as electrons and
muons. Experimental double charge exchange spectra were collected over a wide
range of masses from 12C to l97Au at various angles. Absolute normalizations
were obtained by measuring TT — p scattering from a polyethylene (CH2) target
and comparing the yield with cross sections calculated from phase shift analyses.
(For more details see [Mo89, Mo90])

a) (ir+,7r~) reactions

An illustrative example of the excitation of all three double resonances (DIAS,
IAS® GDR, GDR2) discussed before, is given in fig.4.35 which shows the S3Nb
(7r+,ir~) 93Tc Q-value spectra taken at forward angles and for Tv = 292 MeV.
The highest possible incident energy was chosen because, at this energy, double
charge exchange reactions are expected to proceed predominantly by a two step
mechanism. The cleanest observation is obtained for the DIAS which is excited
at low energy. At higher energy, one can see the two other states IAS0GDR and
GDR2 which are wider and located in the continuum region superimposed on a
huge background [Mo90].

The presence of the DIAS which is the simplest double phonon transition
shows that double charge exchange reactions are well adapted for such studies.
However, systematic measurements over a wide range of masses are necessary
to conclude to the existence of the two other double states since their huge
widths and weak peak-to-continuum ratios make conclusions drawn from a single
spectrum somewhat speculative.

Systematic investigations have been carried out for a series of nuclei from 12C
to l97Au using the (7r+,7r~) reaction.

In all these experiments, the spectra have been corrected for the spectrometer
acceptance as a function of momentum. The background was fitted using a third
order polynomial. A Lorentzian shape with variable width has been taken to fit
the giant resonance peaks. A consistent analysis of the backgrounds for all studied
targets has been carried out and it has been shown that the background shape has
a weak dependence upon A. In order to reduce uncertainties the same background
form and constrained GR width was used to fit both (ir~, ir+) and (TT+, ir~) double
charge exchange spectra. All the results presented in the following, have been
analysed in the simplest picture where double charge exchange reactions can be
viewed as two sequential single charge exchange processes [Mo90].

Fig. 4.36 shows the results obtained in (ir+,?r~) reactions on three different
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Figure 4.35: Experimental DCX Spectra.
Double differential cross section spectra for the (ir+,ir~) reaction of a 93Nb target at
Tff = 292 MeV and for three different angles. The arrows indicate the double isobaric
analog state BIAS, the giant dipole built on the single isobaric analog state (6DR ®
US) and the double GDR (GDR ® GDR). (see ref. [Mo88b])
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targets 56Fe, ^Nb, 40Ca at different angles.(see ref. [Mo90])
The IAS&GDR ( when allowed) and the double GDR are clearly seen in

all the presented Q-value spectra. The angular distribution of theses states are
shown in fig. 4.37. As expected the GDR2 and the IAS®GDR present different
angular dependences. The IAS®GDR angular distribution has a dipole shape.
The measured cross sections and the angular distributions agree very well with the
predictions from a Coupled Channels Impulse Approximation (CCIA) calculation
as shown in fig. 4.37.

The angular distribution of the GDR2 shows a clear quadrupole shape which
also agrees well with CCIA calculations. The forward-angle rise which can be
reproduced by a small contribution of the 1=0 component, may indicate the
contribution of the unresolved J*=Q+ component of the double dipole states.

Let us first concentrate on the IAS®GDR state. As mentioned before, this
state is only observed in (TT+,IT~) reactions and in all n- jlei having at least one
excess neutron. This indicates that the IAS&GDR mode is a common feature of
all these nuclei with N-Z >1 (see fig. 4.35 and fig. 4.36). The excitation energies
of the I AS® GDR states are best fitted with an A"1/3 dependence which support
the interpretation of these peaks as dipole oscillations built on top of the isobaric
analog as an intermediate state. However, the evolution of the width of this state,
which increases significantly with mass conversely to the evolution of the width
of the GDR built on the ground state, is not yet understood. One can note that
the IAS0GDR cross section is larger than the DIAS cross section.

To reproduce the evolution of the data as a function of the target nature, one
can simply modelize the reaction as a simple two step process. In such a case,
the cross section can be factorized as:

In the first step, the IAS is excited giving rise to the (N-Z) factor because the
reaction occurs only on valence neutrons. In the second step, the GDR is excited
and therefore the cross section is weighted by the EI classical sum rule (NZ/A2/3)
Finally, an A dependent attenuation factor A~a which depends on energy and
angles, is introduced in order to take into account the distortion of the pion waves
inside the nuclear medium. The power a has been found equal to 1.09 for 300
MeV incoming pions but it decreases as one moves away from the As a resonance
region where the pion absorption effects are weaker.

The main characteristics of the GDR2 excited in (ir+,ir~) double charge ex-
changed reactions extracted from these experiments are outlined as follows [Mo90,
Ba92].

The GDR2 has been observed in pion double charge exchange for all the
targets studied covering a wide range of masses and thus can be considered as a
general feature of all nuclei. This resonance appears at an energy close to twice
the energy of the single GDR around Q = -50 MeV for all studied nuclei as would
be expected if the isospin splitting is neglected (see for example fig.4.35). This
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Figure 4.36: Experimental DCX Spectra.
Double differential cross section spectra for the (ir+,ir~) reaction of a 56Fe,93Nb,40Ca
targets at T* - 292 MeV and for two different angles. The arrows indicate the double
isobaric analog state DIAS, the giant dipole built on the single isobaric analog state
(GDR®IAS) and the double GDR (GDR®GDR).(see ref. [Mo91])
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Figure 4.37: Experimental DCX Angular Distribution.
Angular distribution for the IAS0GDR and GDB? states observed in the double charge
exchange spectra for S6Fe, 93Nb, 40Ca shown in fig. 4.36.(see ref.[Mo90])
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result is consistent with the observation that in single charge exchange reactions
(7r+,7r°) the GDR Q- value observed for all nuclei around 25 MeV is very weakly
dependent on A and can be understood as due to the increase of the Coulomb
energy involved in the single charge exchange process with A which compensates
the evolution of the E\ vibrational energy which decreases as A"1/3.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) has been found to be about 8-10
MeV, larger than the width of the single GDR by a factor about 1.5 to 2. This
is in good agreement with the theoretical estimates for the width of a 2 phonon
state (see chapter 3 ).

The cross section for the GDR2 increases by a factor of 2 from 40Ca to l97Au.
Again this result 'can be understood simply by breaking the cross section for the
double giant resonance into a product of the strength of the two GDR excitations
times an attenuation factor. It has been shown that the GDR2 cross section at
TV = 295 MeV can be reproduced by

GD* « A° with a = -2.28 (4.66)

More theoretical developments would be highly desirable in order to under-
stand these results.

b) Comparison between (7r+,ir~) and (7r~,ir+) Reactions

A unique feature of the pion double charge exchange reaction is the possibility
to study the inverse reaction (ir~~,7r+) instead of (7r+,7r~) on the same target
nucleus. Experimentally, this is done by inverting the polarities of all bending
and focusing magnets in the pion channel and the spectrometer. The selectivity
of the (7r~,ir+) reactions is much higher than for (ir+,ir~). Since the IAS does
not exist in the single charge exchange channel (7r~,7r°) on stable targets, neither
do the DIAS and the IAS&GDR resonances in the (7r~,7r+) reactions. Therefore,
the GDR2 is the lowest resonance expected in this reaction and it is observed
at significantly lower energy where the background is smaller. Furthermore, in
reactions on neutron rich targets, the simple selection rule T > T2 forbids the
lower isospin members of the double dipole whereas in the (TT+,TT~) reaction
the resonance can contp!n all the isospin components (see Fig. 4.33). However,
the major drawbacks f these reactions comes from the fact that the (ir~, ir+)
measurements are more difficult than the (TT+, TT~) as TT~ beam fluxes are generally
smaller than TT+ by a factor of five. Furthermore, the cross sections involved are
smaller for N>Z nuclei in the (TT~, ir+) reactions than in the (TT+, TT~) channel.

Now, we will discuss the very illustrative case in which the (7r+,ir~) and the
(ff~,5r+) reactions were measured under the same experimental conditions on a
self conjugate (N = Z) nucleus [Mo91, Mo91a, Wa92]. A schematic energy level
diagram of dipole and double dipole states observable in single and double charge
exchange reactions on *°Ca is displayed in fig.4.38. As the target nucleus has N
= Z the final nuclei in the two reactions are mirror nuclei. Because the nucleon-
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nucleon foice is charge symmetric, one expects the double dipole to appear at
the same excitation energy with respect to the individual final ground states.

Fig.4.39 shows the Q-value spectra measured in 40Ca (ir+jr~) and 40Ca (ir~,^+)
reactions. The same background form and analysis of the data was applied for
both reactions. The two members of the GDR2 multiple! T=2 appear very clearly
in both spectra.

It should however appear at significantly different Q- values with respect to
the original target nucleus ground state since, in general, the difference in the
Q-value of the GDR2 in the two reactions should be 10

0<r-,r+) - <?(*+,*-) = 4(A& - Amnp) (4.67)

where &EC is the average Coulomb displacement energy for the T0+2 multiple!,
Amnf, is the neutron-proton mass difference. The energy difference observed in
the case displayed in fig.4.39 between the two reaction modes is in good agreement
with the above predictions.

Fig.4.40 displays a partial angular distribution measured in the 40Ca(K~,ir+)
reaction for the GDR2 which is compared to the one obtained in the (ir+,7r~)
reaction and to CCIA calculations. Both distributions are very similar and have
a quadrupole shape. These results provides strong support for the identification
of the GDR2.

Other results on different targets have been obtained very recently in (7r~,ir+)
reactions. In principle, the GDR2 must present the same characteristics in both
double charge exchange reactions. Again the GDR2 state is observed in all stud-
ied nuclei in (7r~,7r+). Its angular distributions were measured and found to
have predominantly a quadrupole shape similar to what is observed in (?r+,7r~)
reactions and the cross section can be reproduced by the same simple mass de-
pendence discussed before. However, the results concerning the A dependent
attenuation factor which is different in both reactions have to be understood.

Recently, the incident energy dependence of the IAS&GDR state was mea-
sured in (ir+,7r~) reaction on 12(7 at pion incident energies of 140 to 295 MeV.
Fig4.41 shows the evolution with incident energy of the Q-values spectra obtained
iii such reaction [Wa93].

Clearly, the cross section for the GDR®IAS state increases with beam energy.
These results are consistent with a non- spin-flip signature which is expected for
these states. In this experiment, together with the GDR&IAS state, three peaks
are observed at lower excitation energies( 3.1, 4.5, 6.1 MeV). Their evolution with
incident energy is opposite to the one observed for the GDR®IAS. This result
can be interpreted as a spin-flip signature and the observed peaks have been
tentatively assigned to the Gamow-Teller resonance built on the isobaric states.

10In general, this equation also contain a term AE', related to the isospin splitting due to
the symmetry energy. The value of this last term is obtained using experimental Q-values and
calculation based on the Lane potential (for more Details see [Wa92]). In the case of *°Ca
discussed here, &E't = 0 as required for a T = 0 nucleus.
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Figure 4.40: Experimental DCX Angular Distribution.
Angular distribution for the resonances identified as the double GDR in the 40Ca
(ir*,*-*) reactions at Einc. = 295 MeV. The curves are sequential model calculations
for the double dipole (see [Mo90]).
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4.4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

It has been shown that the (7r±7TT) double charge exchange reactions are well
adapted to the study of double phonon excitations. A large amount of data
concerning the double G.R. (DIAS, GDR®IAS, GDR2) has been obtained in
these studies. The identification of these states is based on the energies a.t which
they appear, their angular distributions and their cross section. All these results
are consistent with an interpretation of double resonances in the simplest pic-
ture where pion double charge exchange can be viewed as two sequential single
charge-exchange processes. These double giant resonances appear to be a general
property of nuclei. However some points still call for clarification. The major
drawback of these data is the very large background underneath the observed
resonances which is difficult to understand since the reaction is highly selective.
A systematic analysis of the background has been carried out and shows the high
sensitivity of pions to the nuclear tail amplifying the effects of the isospin sym-
metry breaking due to the Coulomb interaction. It will be an important step
forward to interpret consistently this background. The width of the GDR®IAS
state which increases with mass is also in disagreement with what is expected.
Further experiments are needed to elucidate these questions and theoretical in-
vestigations will certainly help to resolve many of these problems.

Studies of other double giant resonance such as double monopole, or double
Gamow-Teller resonances have been suggested and are of great interest for a
better understanding of nuclear structure.

Complementary studies of double charge exchange reactions using heavy ion
beams may present many advantages. They would allow to confirm the present
data and to loot for new multiphonon excitations suck as the double Gamow-
Teller transition. With heavy ions, one can expect to obtain larger cross sections
for double giant resonances and, even if the background is important, coincidence
experiments, which are feasible in that case, can lower it considerably as has been
shown before.
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5 Conclusion
In this report we have reviewed the experimental and theoretical studies on mul-
tiphonon excitations built with giant resonances. We have shown that a large
amount of theoretical studies of multiphonon states is available. In some cases,
the properties of multiphonon excitations are also inferred from results presented
in the literature. In the past decade, numerous experimental efforts have been
devoted to the search for multiphonon excitations. A number of them have been
conclusive and the existence of the two-phonon states built with the most collec-
tive giant resonances, the GDR and the GQR, have been unambiguously signed.
However, because of the experimental difficulties, the observation of higher-order
phonon excitations, such as three-phonon states, or the existence of multiphonon
states built with other resonances, such as the GMR or the Gamov- Teller reso-
nances, remain somewhat, speculative.

In view of the large body of accumulated information, a coherent picture of
multiphonon states in nuclei can be drawn.

Collective vibrations of nuclei, built with giant resonances, appear as highly
harmonic motions. Indeed, the energy of the observed two-phonon states do not
exhibit sizeable deviations from the harmonic prediction:

EI = 2 E\ .

This property is well understood from the theoretical point of view because giant
resonances are associated with very-collective small-amplitude motions. This
leads to the conclusion that anharmonicities will show up mainly when large
deformation will be reached i.e. for a large number of excited phonons. This can
be related to the amazing stability of giant resonances built on highly excited
continuum stages.

This conclusion about the weakness of the interaction between phonons is
confirmed by the measurement of the width of the two-phonon states. Indeed,
this width appears to be close to the independent phonon limit originally proposed
a decade ago:

This small width indicates that the two-phonon state cannot be considered as a
unique state coupled to the continuum of states at the energy £2 but is rather
akin to the tensorial product of two independent states of energy E\. This is a
clear demonstration that the two phonons interact only weakly. This point is also
completely understood theoretically because anharmonicity calculations predict
that the energy splitting of the two-phonon multiplet is small, typically 500 keV.
Therefore, the dominant contribution to the width of a two-phonon state comes
from the uncorrelated decay of each individual phonon.

The excitation mechanisms of the multiphonon states are qualitatively under-
stood. However, it appears that quantitative predictions of the cross-sections is
more delicate. When nuclear excitations are considered, the estimate of the cross
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section is rather sensitive to the details of the excited state form factors. How-
ever, calculations based on the RPA wave functions slightly underestimate the
experimental observations. In Coulomb excitation there are less uncertainties on
the excitation process; however, the experimental cross-section of the multiple-
GDR states is approximately twice the theoretical estimates based on the WW
approximation. This discrepancy is yet to be understood. It might come from
the existence of non-linear effects and of possible mixing of one- and two-phonon
states. However, this possibility still needs to be carefully investigated. As a
matter of fact, it has been proposed that the direct "/-decay to the ground state
could be a signal of these phenomena. The observation of non-linear effects would
give some hint about the importance of the coupling between phonons.

This point could also be inferred from the study of three- (or more) phonon
states. From the experimental point of view, inclusive excitation spectra can give
some information but, as discussed for the two phonon-states, the existence of
multiphonon strength can only be demonstrated through the study of specific
direct decay channels. Therefore, high quality and high statistics coincidence
experiments are called for. Not only would the study of direct decay indicate
three-phonon states, but the high selectivity of specific channels would also pro-
vide a unique avenue towards the discovery of hitherto unknown two-phonon
states. Of particular interest would be the GMR2 state which could be signed
through its e+ e~ decay branch, and whose properties are related to the nuclear
equation of state.

Finally, we would like to conclude that for the first time in physics, multi-
ple collective excitations of a microscopic system formed by a small number of
fermions, have been observed. This is of paramount importance since these small
systems pave the road from few-body problems towards macroscopic physics. In
particular, it enlightens the question about how boson excitations can be gener-
ated out of the motion of many fermions. As far as nuclei are concerned, we have
shown in this report, that collective vibrations known as giant resonances behave
as weakly interacting bosons even in a very small nuclei such as 40Ca. It is in-
teresting to notice that this amazing harmonicity does not seems to be a generic
property of many-fermion systems. Indeed, predictions made for the vibrations
of electrons in metallic clusters indicate the presence of strong anharmonicities in
small systems [Ca93]. However, no experimental data on multi-plasmon excita-
tions are available yet. In conclusion, the multiple excitation of collective modes
in many-fermion systems remains an open universal problem.
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